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Executive Summary
“Governments, public
agencies, and citizens
need to understand
the impact of the
changes facing us,
respond proactively
to the challenges, and
design responses that
will feed us.”

In 2008, the Vancouver Food Policy Council launched
the Food Secure Vancouver Study to measure
and assess Vancouver’s food security, provide
information about its status to community members
and policy-makers, and recommend priority actions.
This report, How Food Secure is Vancouver in a Changing
World? 2010 describes the Food Secure Vancouver Study and
outlines the process of building a system for measuring food
security in Vancouver. It discusses how we assessed our food
security, and reports the results.
It also identifies critical gaps in data and information, suggests
priority policy and actions, and identifies next steps for the
Food Secure Vancouver Program.

Why Food Secure Vancouver?
Our community’s food security and the resilience of our food
system depend on a broad array of dynamic, interrelated
economic, environmental, and social conditions. Rapid
change is occurring in each of these areas at global and local
levels. Governments, public agencies, and citizens need to
understand the impact of the changes facing us, respond
proactively to the challenges, and design responses that will
feed us.
There is an urgent need for immediate and comprehensive
planning for food security through pending changes in
food supply and trade patterns and global environmental
systems. Policy is needed at all levels to ensure environmental
protection, local production of healthy food, and access for all.
Currently, some local and regional agencies are undertaking
food system and food security work that serves their
constituencies and advances their goals. However, there
is an absence of information and data upon which to act,
and initiatives often depend on insecure, short term project
funding. Actions are not always implemented within the
context of overall strategic and mutual benefit.
Food Secure Vancouver provides information and resources
that support leadership and comprehensive planning for
food security actions in Vancouver. Establishing baseline
information about our food system and our current state
of food security allows us to track changes when they start
occurring.
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Measuring food security
Working as a committee of the Vancouver Food Policy
Council, we guided and developed the Food Secure Vancouver
Study.
We identified a research question to help us frame the results
of measuring Vancouver’s food security:
“How food secure is Vancouver in a changing world?”
We designed a measurement system as a framework for
understanding and measuring food security in Vancouver. In
this process, we:
•
•
•
•
•

“Working as a
committee of the
Vancouver Food
Policy Council, we
guided and developed
the Food Secure
Vancouver Study.”

categorized six key determinants of food security;
identified 25 critical topics;
reviewed and selected indicators1;
identified metrics2 to support and inform the indicators;
determined a classification system for managing and
tracking all metrics.

Then we:
•
•
•
•
•

brought a draft indicator suite and logic model to the local
food security community in December 2009 for review
and feedback;
conducted individual interviews with food system and
food security professionals and others on how to best
measure specific topics;
collaborated with community, nonprofit, and government
agencies to access data;
formatted all data for use in Food Secure Vancouver;
measured the baseline state of Vancouver’s food security.

We finalized a suite of indicators and metrics to measure
Vancouver’s food security (please see Appendix 1, Food Secure
Vancouver Logic Model Matrix to view the framework).
We include all measures we think are needed to provide a
comprehensive picture of our community’s food security.
In total, we identified 54 indicators and 99 metrics. Of these,
slightly more than half (58% of indicators and 55% of metrics)
are included in the 2010 baseline and analysis.
Lack of data and information limits our use of important food
security indicators. We list the elements of food security that
1. Indicator:
- Measurement that summarizes a system’s characteristics or conditions
- Statistical value of a condition or direction
- Used to evaluate performance, display conditions, highlight influences
2. Metric:
- Data
- Quantitative, statistical measurement or observation
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“Food Secure
Vancouver is a work
in progress. To date,
we’ve established
a framework and
tools for measuring
Vancouver’s food
security ...”

are feasible and valuable even where indicators are not yet
developed or there are no data currently available. These gaps
help us identify and recommend topics for future research
and development.

Results
Food Secure Vancouver Study Phase 2, completed in
September 2010, identified indicator and benchmark tools
for measuring Vancouver’s food security, and used them to
establish a baseline state of Vancouver’s food security. This
is the first time a comprehensive baseline of food security
measures in Vancouver has been established.
We used the measurement framework of key determinants,
topics, and indicators to review and evaluate aspects of
Vancouver’s food security.
We used the same framework to report results, and added
food security and resiliency goals to help show how our
community moves toward or away from our desired state of
food security in Vancouver.
From the results, we identify strategic priorities for food
security initiatives, and suggest who can participate. Our
recommendations include both policies and actions.

Next steps
Food Secure Vancouver is a work in progress. To date, we’ve
established a framework and tools for measuring Vancouver’s
food security, and initiated processes to make information
available in the short term and to create longevity for the
program in the long term.
But much work remains.
In the short term (fall 2010), we will:
•
•
•
•

complete an online content management system, Phase 1,
to gather and manage data and disseminate information
about local food security initiatives and resources;
develop the FSV program plan;
continue inventory of local food security and food system
activities, resources, and infrastructure;
communicate recommendations for priority actions.

Within the next year, we will:
•
•
•

continue to explore program partnerships;
develop data management plan;
continue to develop indicators and metrics to measure
gaps;
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•
•

work with food community to develop a process to gather
and share multi-source data;
expand content management system to include mapping
and online interface for data submission and chat and
notifications to facilitate communication, networking, and
collaboration.

We need to use the information provided by Food Secure
Vancouver to help us look at the resiliency of our food system
in terms of its ability to adapt to a range of dynamic forces,
such as climate change, depletion of ecological resources,
population pressure, economic instability, disasters, and the
availability and affordability of agricultural inputs.

“An important next
step is to invite and
facilitate a community
conversation about
how this informs
our responses and
actions.”

An important next step is to invite and facilitate a community
conversation about how this informs our responses and
actions.

How Food Secure is Vancouver in a Changing
World? 2010
In the Food Secure Vancouver Study Phase 2 final report, How
Food Secure is Vancouver in a Changing World? 2010, we
use over 50 indicators to look at food security in Vancouver.
From the results, we identify strategic priorities for food
security initiatives and suggest who should participate. The
recommendations include both policies and actions.
We also identify key gaps in the information and offer a list of
potential topics for future research.
Information is organized in six sections:
Chapter 1: Food Secure Vancouver Study
In this section, we describe key concepts and conditions
related to food security, and introduce the Food Secure
Vancouver Study. We explain how we developed a system to
measure food security in Vancouver, and describe how we
used it.
Chapter 2: Vancouver’s Food Security in 2010
We apply the suite of indicators and metrics to measure
the state of food security in Vancouver, and establish a
baseline for some of these measures. The indicators are
organized by relevant topics under six categories of key
determinants of food security. Results are summarized by
topic, and suggestions for priority actions are offered for each
determinant.
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Chapter 3: How Food Secure is Vancouver in a
Changing World?

“Simply defined, food
security is sufficient
household and
community access to
safe, healthy food.”

This section describes project outcomes and the measurement
results of Food Secure Vancouver 2010, and identifies critical
gaps in information and data.
Chapter 4: Moving Forward
We identify emerging initiatives and activities, present a
summary of suggested actions and policies that support food
security and help increase the resiliency of our food system,
and identify critical next steps for Food Secure Vancouver.
Chapter 5: References
This section lists the main references that we used to inform
the analysis and report.
A set of Appendices provide in-depth detail on key topics:

Appendix 1: Food Secure Vancouver Logic Model Matrix
Appendix 2: Suggested Policy and Action: Food Secure
Vancouver 2010
Appendix 3: City of Vancouver Food-related Decisions
Appendix 4: BC Imports and Exports of Food from 2000 to
2009
Appendix 5: Community Gardens in Vancouver
Appendix 6: Community Food Resources
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1.

Food Secure Vancouver Study

In this chapter, we describe key concepts and conditions
related to food security, and introduce the Food Secure
Vancouver Study. We explain how we developed a system to
measure food security in Vancouver, and describe how we
used it.

1.1

Vancouver Food Policy Council

The Vancouver Food Policy Council (VFPC) is a City of
Vancouver Advisory Committee established in 2004 to
work with City Councilors and staff to help move Vancouver
towards a more just and sustainable food system. Its mandate
is to examine Vancouver’s food security and the operation of
its food system, provide ideas and policy recommendations for
how these can be improved, stimulate and lead dialogues on
food, and promote projects in the community.
The VFPC is comprised of individuals from all sectors of our
local food system, including food production, processing,
access, distribution, consumption, and waste management.
It sets a biannual strategic direction and implements an
annual work plan, and provides City Council and staff with
advice and recommendations.

Food security is
achieved in Vancouver
when:
• all citizens obtain
adequate quantities
of safe, culturally
appropriate, nutritious
food without resorting to
charitable food;
• the growing, processing,
and distribution of
healthy, safe food
engages the community
and is economically
viable, socially just,
environmentally
sustainable, and
regionally based;
• all activities throughout
the food chain minimize
waste and manage it
appropriately.

The VFPC approved an approach to the Food Secure
Vancouver study that asked, “What has made Vancouver
relatively food secure in the past?”, defined factors that could
increase or decrease Vancouver’s food security, and identified
vulnerabilities and tipping points.

1.2

Food security

A baseline definition of food security in Vancouver reflects our
community’s vision for a just and sustainable food system.
After reviewing several definitions of food security, we
determined a definition for use in the Food Secure Vancouver
Study (please see side bar).

What is food security?
Simply defined, food security is sufficient household and
community access to safe, healthy food.
But food security is a complex condition based on a broad
array of dynamic and interrelated economic, environmental,
and social conditions. It is affected by interactions between
multiple factors in food, natural, and social systems.
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“Because of the broad
array of actors and
interactions involved
in food systems and
the multiple policy
challenges, policy is
needed at all levels to
ensure environmental
protection, local
production of healthy
food, and access for
all.”

The concept of community food security was developed as
a broad-based and systemic approach to reconnect food
production and consumption, and integrate the perspectives
of both anti-poverty activism and ecological agriculture.3
One primary component of food security can be described
through its opposite, food insecurity. This is a condition in
which people lack sufficient food for the energy and nutrients
necessary for health.
Poverty is one of the main reasons why people are hungry, and
income and food distribution inequities are increasing in our
community. This means some residents experience conditions
of malnutrition, and others face health concerns such as
obesity and diabetes due to unhealthy food choices and eating
habits.
Adequate income and physical access to food are necessary for
household and community food security, however, our food
system also plays an important role. But there are increasing
concerns about the economic and power imbalances,
democratic deficiencies, and environmental impacts inherent
in the existing industrialized food system. Farmers are
challenged to grow food profitably, food quality is declining,
and soil and water quality are increasingly compromised.
There are also significant global environmental trends
(climate change, peak oil, loss of diversity) that impact all
levels of food security and the food system.

Why measure food security?
There is an urgent need for immediate and comprehensive
planning for food security through pending changes in
food supply and trade patterns and global environmental
systems. Governments, public agencies, and citizens need
to understand the impact of the changes facing us, respond
proactively to the challenges, and design responses that will
feed us.
Because of the broad array of actors and interactions involved
in food systems and the multiple policy challenges, policy is
needed at all levels to ensure environmental protection, local
production of healthy food, and access for all.
Currently, local and regional agencies are undertaking food
system and food security work that serves their constituencies
and advances their goals. However, there is an absence of
information and data upon which to act, and actions are not
always implemented within the context of overall strategic
and mutual benefit.
3. Kathryn Scharf, Charles Levkoe and Nick Saul. In Every Community a Place for
Food: The Role of the Community Food Centre in Building a Local, Sustainable, and
Just Food System. June 2010. Metcalf Foundation.
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When it is considered at all, food is predominately viewed as
a commodity, and its value is defined in the marketplace. This
attitude has shaped our food system. But food is more than a
commodity because we are intimately dependent on it for our
survival, and it is a central part of human life. When we begin
to relate to food as a public good and value its connective
capacity and importance to human health, we will be better
able to achieve our food security goals.

1.3

Food Secure Vancouver

“This is the first time
a comprehensive
baseline of food
security measures in
Vancouver has been
established.”

Some communities use community food assessments to learn
about food security. Food Secure Vancouver takes a broader
approach that includes agriculture, production, and the food
supply chain.
This is the first time a comprehensive baseline of food security
measures in Vancouver has been established. Baseline
information about our food system and our current state of
food security is essential so we can track changes when they
start occurring.

Food Secure Vancouver Study
The Food Secure Vancouver Study establishes an integrated
and ongoing review, analysis, and reporting process that:
•
•
•

monitors the status of Vancouver’s food security against a
baseline definition of food security;
informs citizens and decision-makers about the status of
Vancouver’s food security;
identifies priority actions for improving and maintaining
the sustainability and security of all aspects of Vancouver’s
food system.

Initially developed and led by the VFPC, the Food Secure
Vancouver Study will become a regular food security review
program delivered collaboratively through community
partnerships.
We designed Food Secure Vancouver’s measurement system
to provide results that help:
•
•
•

shift our collective perspective on food;
create positive change in individual and community
actions, and government policy and programs;
increase the resiliency of our food system.

Food security priorities
In the Food Secure Vancouver Study Phase 2 final report,
How Food Secure is Vancouver in a Changing World?
2010, we use over 50 indicators to look at food security in
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“This program
can and should be
partnership-based
and collaboratively
supported, but it
does need to be led
by an entity that can
hold and administer
it between review
cycles and undertake
periodic analysis and
reporting activities.”

Vancouver. From the results, we identify strategic priorities
for food security initiatives and suggest who can participate.
The recommendations include both policies and actions.
We also identify key gaps in the information and offer a list of
potential topics for future research.

Food Secure Vancouver Program
The Food Secure Vancouver Study will become a regular
food security review program once the data and systems are
established.
This program can and should be partnership-based and
collaboratively supported, but it does need to be led by an
entity that can hold and administer it between review cycles
and undertake periodic analysis and reporting activities.
We recommend that the Vancouver Food Policy Council be the
lead organization. However, the program requires some basic
resources and supports (human resources, communications,
website hosting, others) that may exceed this group’s capacity.
The VFPC will receive and review this recommendation, and
determine its role and how best to proceed.

1.4

Building a measurement system

In 2008, the Vancouver Food Policy Council (VFPC)
embarked upon a multi-sectoral Food Secure Vancouver
Study to:
•
•
•
•
•

assess our food systems strengths and vulnerabilities;
identify and use indicators to measure the current and
ongoing state of food security in Vancouver;
link groups working on food system/ security issues with
information and opportunities for collaboration;
provide information about Vancouver’s food security in
variable formats for public education, media, and other
communications;
recommend food security policy priorities and actions.

This work was accomplished in two phases.
Phase 1, completed in March 2009, defined what is meant by a
food secure Vancouver, proposed a framework for measuring
and understanding food security in Vancouver, and produced
an overview of the regional food system.4
Phase 2, completed in September 2010, identified indicator
and benchmark tools for measuring Vancouver’s food security,
4. Serecon and Zbeetnoff. Baseline for Food Secure Vancouver Report. 2009.
http://vancouver.ca/commsvcs/socialplanning/initiatives/foodpolicy/tools/pdf/
FoodSecure_Baseline.pdf
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and used them to establish a baseline state of Vancouver’s
food security, identify strategic priorities for food security
initiatives, and communicate information about Vancouver’s
food security to the community and policy-makers.

Approach and methodology
Project methodology
To build a system for measuring and reporting Vancouver’s
food security, we:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“Study outcomes and
data will be presented
in variable formats
for public education,
media, and other
communications.”

established a framework for understanding and measuring
food security in Vancouver (please see Appendix 1, Food
Secure Vancouver Logic Model Matrix);
brought a draft indicator suite and logic model to the local
food security community in December 2009 for review
and feedback;
conducted individual interviews on how to best measure
specific topics;
identified measurable indicators from already existing,
publicly collected data;
collaborated with community, nonprofit, and government
agencies to access data;
formatted all data for use in Food Secure Vancouver;
measured the baseline state of Vancouver’s food security;
identified key gaps in the information and important
indicators that require further research and data
development.

In the Food Secure Vancouver Study final report, How Food
Secure is Vancouver? 2010, we offer:
•
•
•
•

a vision for a food secure Vancouver;
a list of potential topics for future research;
strategic priorities (policies and actions) for food security
initiatives, and suggest who should participate;
specific policy and economic levers to increase food
security and food system resilience.

Communications and information
We produced the Food Secure Vancouver Study Phase 2 final
report, How Food Secure is Vancouver in a Changing World?
2010, a comprehensive report on the process of building the
measurement system and the baseline results. This document
will be available online after November 2010.
To communicate information about Vancouver’s food security
to the community and policy-makers, study outcomes
and data will be presented in variable formats for public
education, media, and other communications.
Vancouver Food Policy Council, November 2010 | 10
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“When people know
who’s doing what,
they can more
readily combine
ideas, resources, and
benefits.”

In fall 2010, we’ll design, build, and test the first phase of an
online platform to manage and present data and information
from the Food Secure Vancouver Program. Future phases of
Food Secure Vancouver Online will incorporate mapping, an
online interface for data submission (including collaboration
tools and forms), and chat, permissions, and notifications to
facilitate communication, networking, and collaboration.
Partnerships and outreach
In the Food Secure Vancouver Study – Phase 2, we
collaborated with community, nonprofit, and government
agencies to identify and apply critical measures of Vancouver’s
food security.
In addition, the VFPC hosted a forum in December 2009 to
convene potential partners and groups doing similar work,
gather feedback on draft measurement tools, and bring the
local food community together for dialogue and networking.
Over 100 people attended.
We requested and received data and information from nine
organizations (local government, health authorities, and
nonprofit organizations), and offered and completed datasharing agreements with four (Vancouver Coastal Health,
Fraser Basin Council, Vancouver Farmers Market Society, and
Fresh Choice Kitchens).
We initiated a process to inventory groups and current
areas of study of food system and food security projects in
Vancouver and the region. This ongoing activity will provide
a resource that helps bring groups and projects together in
diverse food-related partnerships. When people know who’s
doing what, they can more readily combine ideas, resources,
and benefits.
We also helped organize a meeting to explore the idea of
creating a network of neighbourhood food networks in
Vancouver. The June 10, 2010 meeting was attended by 33
people, representing a variety of interests and organizations.
Research question
We started with the question, “What makes Vancouver food
secure?”, and defined six key determinants of Vancouver’s
food security to answer this question.
We chose a research question to help us frame the results of
measuring food security: “How food secure is Vancouver in a
changing world?”
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Logic model
We needed a classification system for organizing and
analyzing information in the Food Secure Vancouver program.
This framework is the backbone of the program, and provides
the numbering system for managing the indicators and data,
and an outline for reporting results and recommendations.
The committee thoroughly discussed the question of how
to best classify topics and their associated indicators, using
either outcomes or determinants as the main categories to
group topics and indicators.
Using outcomes as the main categories, we can measure
and report how forces (trends, actions, policies) influence
where we want to be, and our progress or regress. Using
determinants as the main categories, we can measure and
report how forces influence the key factors that determine the
state of our food security, and that may help us get where we
want to be.
Because we are evaluating different aspects of a condition
or a state (Vancouver’s food security) rather than a process
or activity, we decided to frame the analysis around the
determinants of that condition rather than desired outcomes.
We can use the determinants to focus the selection of actions
that impact Vancouver’s food security status, and report on
how they help move us toward outcomes identified by our
desired state of food security in Vancouver (see definition of
food security above, and the Vancouver Food Charter5).

“We assembled
a matrix of
organizations, past
and current projects
and actions, and data
and indicators in
order to inventory
who is currently
doing what, which
information is
available, and where
data and information
gaps exist.”

Logic model methodology
We reviewed the base work prepared for us by Serecon and
Zbeetnoff (2009) and indicator systems from other North
American indicator projects.
We assembled a matrix of organizations, past and current
projects and actions, and data and indicators in order to
inventory who is currently doing what, which information is
available, and where data and information gaps exist.
We prepared a draft indicator suite based on the results of this
work, and sought feedback and input at a community forum
and through one-on-one interviews.
Finally, we established a framework for understanding and
measuring food security in Vancouver. To do this, we:
•
•
•

categorized six key determinants of food security;
identified 25 critical topics;
reviewed and selected indicators;

5. http://vancouver.ca/commsvcs/socialplanning/initiatives/foodpolicy/policy/
charter.htm
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•
•

“The baseline state
of Vancouver’s food
security that we are
reporting in 2010 is
based on data ranging
from 2005 to 2010.”

identified metrics to support and inform the indicators;
determined a classification system for managing and
tracking all metrics.

Please refer to Appendix 1, Food Secure Vancouver Logic
Model Matrix for details.
In total, we identified 54 indicators and 99 metrics. Of these,
slightly more than half (58% of indicators and 55% of metrics)
are included in the 2010 baseline and analysis.
Some metrics are secondary data provided by other agencies.
Other metrics are original data gathered or compiled by
volunteer and staff researchers.
The baseline state of Vancouver’s food security that we are
reporting in 2010 is based on data ranging from 2005 to 2010.
Metadata
We recognize the importance of concise terms of reference,
and all indicators and elements of the measurement
framework are fully described as to their meaning and why
and how they were chosen.
Detailed information about program methodology and the
selection and use of the indicators and data are recorded in
the file, fsv_metadata_2010_final.xls.6
Indicator selection criteria
Selection criteria were applied to all potential indicators to
determine their appropriateness.
This system allows us to evaluate an indicator’s ability to yield
data that are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Integrated – with program values
Relevant – to program goals, policy, needs of potential
users
Comprehensive – represent a broad range of conditions
Valid – scientifically rigorous, accurate, reliable,
consistent, credible
Cost effective – to collect and use
Measurable – collectable, available, controllable
Clear – understandable and usable
Comparable and replicable – to targets, thresholds, and
other jurisdictions
Responsive to change – examine vulnerabilities and
resiliency over time
Opportunity-based – measure progression toward goals,

6. Maintained by the Food Secure Vancouver Program committee, Vancouver Food
Policy Council. For more information, email info@foodsecurevancouver.ca.
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•
•

emphasize results
Geographically scaled
Attractive to media

Definitions
Resiliency
Resilience is the capacity of a system to undergo change and
still retain its basic function and structure.
The ability of the food system to produce food is affected by
its ability to adapt to external influences. A community’s food
security is strengthened and maintained when its food system
is robust and includes redundancies.

“Food engages us
in a fundamental
way and connects
us with ourselves
and our world. This
connectivity helps
create an important
resource known as
social capital.”

A resilient food system in Vancouver:
•
•
•
•
•
•

provides equitable access to fresh, healthy, safe food to all;
balances food market structure with equitable access for
diverse players;
preserves small-medium size green grocer retailers;
protects local productive capacity and agricultural
landbase;
provides locally-bred seeds;
ensures farm business viability.

How do we measure the resiliency of a food system? We need
to look at its ability to adapt to a range of dynamic forces:

Climate change
Depletion of ecological resources
Population pressure
Economic instability
Disasters
Availabilty/ affordability of agricultural inputs
Connectivity (social capital)
Food engages us in a fundamental way and connects us with
ourselves and our world. This connectivity helps create an
important resource known as social capital.
Basically, social capital refers to the social trust and mutual
benefit that are created by relationships and networks
between people.
High levels of social capital are beneficial to individuals and
communities, and help us access necessary resources or
support.
Food Secure Vancouver recognizes that social capital is central
to our community’s food security because it represents a
social fabric of people working together, and is an important
component of democracy.
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We are very interested in measuring social capital as an
independent variable to understand its impact on food
security. Although many agencies are researching and
measuring social capital, few if any are focused on the area of
food security.
We are interested in working with other researchers and
community groups to explore these questions:

What kind of social capital improves food security?

Which social capital indicators are related to food security?
Food Secure Vancouver logic model

Logic model

Classification

Outcomes

Category

Framework for organizing information to understand, measure, and report
on food security in Vancouver
System that displays relationships between determinants, classification,
and outcomes
System that groups categories, topics, and indicators
Desired state of food security in Vancouver (see definition of food security
and the Vancouver Food Charter)
Logic model element for framing recommendations for policy and actions
that impact Vancouver’s food security
Classification element for arranging topics and indicators
Main categories are determinants
Fundamental factor that directly influences the status of Vancouver’s food
security and movement toward desired outcomes

Determinant

Classification element (category) for arranging topics and indicators
Used to focus selection of actions that impact Vancouver’s food security
status and move toward desired outcomes

Topic

Key area of knowledge
Classification element for arranging indicators
Measurement that summarizes a system’s characteristics or conditions

Indicator

Statistical value of a condition or direction
Used to evaluate performance, display conditions, highlight influences

Metric

Data
Quantitative, statistical measurement or observation

Limitations
We recognize several indicators that are feasible and valuable
but not currently measurable because data is unavailable.
Limited availability of data constrains our access to important
information that would be provided by indicators that are
relevant and important.
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In building a framework for measuring Vancouver’s food
security, we chose to include all the elements of food security
that we think are important, even where the indicators are
not yet developed or there are no data currently available
to support them. This ensures that important gaps remain
visible, and helps identify topics for future research and
development.
The process of developing a long-term plan and program
partnerships to sustain ongoing assessment of Vancouver’s
food security will evolve over time. There is increasing
awareness about and support for food-related policies and
initiatives by local funders, and government and community
organizations, but there is still much work to be done.
Agencies that are interested in sustainable food systems and
equitable access all have unique timelines, and resources for
this work are often limited.

“There is increasing
awareness about and
support for foodrelated policies ...”

It is critical to include a full range of stakeholders in gathering
data and input, and disseminating information and results.
We established a template to inventory organizations that
offer food-based programs and resources in Vancouver,
and provide a preliminary list. This inventory needs to be
completed and maintained to help us better determine
appropriate and effective food responses.

1.5
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1.6
“In our community,
income is a primary
determinant of
consumption and
food security status.”

Our changing world

Our community’s food security and the resiliency of our food
system depend on a broad array of dynamic, inter-related
economic, environmental, and social conditions. Rapid change
is occurring in each of these areas at global and local levels.
In this section, we identify general global trends in five main
areas:
•
•
•
•
•

Social welfare
The overall food system
Food consumption
Human health
The environment

Social welfare
The nature of food insecurity has shifted in recent years from
conditions of famine-related absolute starvation toward a
much more complex condition resulting to a large degree from
fundamental social conditions. More people buy food than
grow it, and the food system and household income determine
how well people can access healthy, safe food.
Globally, people are hungry or malnourished due to income
shocks at the household level, or from international price and
trade problems. Long term economic factors such as market
failures and poverty also contribute, and urban growth means
fewer people grow their own food.7
In our community, income is a primary determinant of
consumption and food security status. Income and food
distribution inequities are increasing and creating conditions
of malnutrition for some residents, and obesity for many
others. And while food insecurity persists in our community
and its causes and symptoms must be addressed, many recent
health concerns focus on consumer food choices, obesity and
food safety.
The rising cost of food also impacts on household and
community food security.

The food system
The food system has undergone profound change in the past
50 years.
As farming operations have changed from small to medium
size family-based to large industrial holdings, food production
shifted from diverse, varied productivity to intensive, high
7. P.J. Ericksen. Conceptualizing food systems for global environmental
change research. Global environmental Change (2007), doi:10.1016/j.
gloenvcha.2007.09.0022007. 0959-3780/$ Elsevier Ltd.
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input production of a few predominant crops. This trend
includes a concentration of control of farm businesses and
agricultural inputs, loss of viability of smaller farms, and the
use of hired labour (frequently migrant). At the same time,
farmers are aging, few new farmers are entering the industry
and farmland is disappearing. In our region as in many
others, farmland is under increasing pressure from urban
development and non-farm uses.
Farming is no longer the dominant economic activity in
the overall food system. Raw food is increasingly processed
and packaged into “value-added” food products. Corporate
concentration (vertical integration) in the food supply chain
has increased dramatically along with the expansion of
processing activities.

“Today, we are
a largely urban
population that relies
almost completely
on purchasing food,
primarily from large
supermarket chains.”

Globalization has expanded food distribution and retail
networks, and most food now travels very long distances
before it reach retail markets. In the retail sector, the market
is increasingly concentrated in the control of a handful
of major companies, and the role and number of large
supermarkets is expanding.8

Food consumption
People now consume food differently than we ever have
in human history. In traditional food systems, people
relied on the staples that were available locally or through
trade. Today, we are a largely urban population that relies
almost completely on purchasing food, primarily from
large supermarket chains. We expect and demand the food
system to meet our food choices, which are based on cheap
convenience. Overall income growth has resulted in higher
consumption of meat, dairy, sugar, and fat.
The global food system continues to respond to the consumer
buying habits it helped create by providing us with cheap,
abundant, highly processed and packaged food products from
a global supply chain.
Communities and individuals are now recognizing links
between consumer food choice and the health of communities,
economies, the environment, and individuals. A recent food
consumer trend is reflected in the rising “buy and eat local”
movement.

8. P.J. Ericksen. Conceptualizing food systems for global environmental
change research. Global environmental Change (2007), doi:10.1016/j.
gloenvcha.2007.09.0022007. 0959-3780/$ Elsevier Ltd.
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Health
“There are significant
global environmental
trends that impact all
levels of food security
and the food system.”

Our food choices have impacted our health. We eat increasing
amounts of processed, denatured food that contain
ingredients (fats, high levels of salt and sugar, and added
chemicals) that cause disease or reduce wellness. Chronic
dietary diseases continue to increase at an alarming rate.
Although most food available to us is safe to eat due to
rigorous public food safety systems, there are increasing
reports of biological and chemical food contamination
resulting from production and processing practices.

Environment
There are significant global environmental trends that impact
all levels of food security and the food system. These include
climate change, peak oil and other resources, and loss of
diversity, especially in seeds.
The food system also contributes to global environmental
change, and future trends (such as expanding demand for food
from increases in incomes and populations) will affect the
services ecosystems can provide, either to maintain ecosystem
integrity or to support food production.
Shifts in climate patterns are occurring from changes in
atmospheric composition due to the release of greenhouse
gases. This process impacts weather and creates floods,
droughts, and other variations in precipitation cycles. These
changes play out and create stresses in the food system, and
impact its ability to provide sufficient food at global, national,
and local scales.
Other environmental trends that impact food security and
the resiliency of the food system include increasing soil
degradation and loss, nutrient loading and chemical runoff,
expanding rates of farmland conversion and an accompanying
loss of biodiversity, increasing water demand for agricultural
irrigation, and more pollution from agricultural inputs and
chemical runoff.
In food production and processing, energy demand has
increased significantly. The food distribution system is based
on transporting food over long distances and cheap fuel costs.
Food wastes have a significant impact on the environment.
For example, organic materials in landfills contribute to the
production of methane (CH4), and a shift to industriallyproduced food products and the trend to carry-out food
consumption has increased food packaging and generated
more food-related waste.
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2.

Vancouver's Food Security in
2010

The Food Secure Vancouver Study used the framework and
process described in Section 1.4, Building a Measurement
System, to identify and develop a suite of indicators and
metrics to measure Vancouver's food security (please see
Appendix 1, Food Secure Vancouver Logic Model Matrix
to view the framework). We include all measures we think
are needed to provide a comprehensive picture of our
community's food security.
To the extent possible with available time and resources,
we collected and used available data to help us establish a
baseline for some of these measures. We also identified data
gaps, listed the indicators that are not supported by data, and
recommend investment in future research on these topics.

“To the extent
possible with
available time
and resources, we
collected and used
available data to help
us establish a baseline
for some of these
measures.”

The indicators are organized by relevant topics under six
categories of key determinants of food security (please see
Appendix 1, Food Secure Vancouver Logic Model Matrix for
more information on the measurement framework). The six
categories of key determinants are discussed in this chapter,
and include:
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6

Accessibility
Adequacy
Knowledge and Agency
Local Food Economy and Infrastructure
Public Investment and Support
Resource Protection and Enhancement

Each section defines a key determinant of food security, and
introduces and discusses the topics most relevant to that
determinant. Indicators associated with most topics are
identified, and supporting metrics are included.9 Please note
that there may be more than one metric that provide data
and/ or information to an indicator.
Metrics are data files, organized by a numbering system that
correlates the metric to a determinant and a topic. Each
metric/ data file has a unique number and name. In the
following analyses, data file numbers and names for each
metric are provided in (brackets). Indicators and metrics
that have been identified for future development are noted in
[square brackets].
Results are summarized by topic, and suggestions for priority
actions are offered for each determinant.

9. Please see footnote #1 and #2 for more information about indicators and metrics.
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2.1
“Food availability
is a result of both
production and
distribution. We rely
on the food system
to make the food we
want available to us,
when we want it.”

Accessibility

All residents need access to affordable, healthy, and culturally
appropriate food. Food is physically available to individuals,
who have the resources to grow or buy and prepare it. The
ability of individuals to access food is directly related to their
level of income and/ or resources to produce food, the price of
food, and the availability of a sufficient supply of sustainablyproduced food for all people.

Accessibility is determined by how people convert their
ﬁnancial, political, and other assets into food10, by available
food supplies, and by affordability.
In this section, we look at how people in Vancouver access
food and describe available market options. We identify
“emergency” and non-emergency11 food resources that are
available to people who are hungry and may not be able to
afford to buy enough food.

Topic 1: Availability
The food system delivers sufficient food from producers to
consumers, and provides reasonable dietary consumer choice of
healthy, cultural, religious food. Food is available to residents
through diverse sources: food stores, farmers markets, farm
direct, CSAs, buying clubs, other.
Food sources are located along transit routes and within
walking distance in neighbourhoods. Residents with mobility
assistance aids can move around in food stores and markets.
Suitable land is available in the city for community food
production.

Food availability is a result of both production and
distribution. We rely on the food system to make the food we
want available to us, when we want it.
In Vancouver today, although some people grow some
food, most get their food from a variety of market options,
including supermarkets and other grocery stores, specialty
shops, farmers markets, buying clubs, and community shared
agriculture programs. People also eat prepared food from
mobile street carts and restaurants.
10. P.J. Ericksen. Conceptualizing food systems for global environmental
change research. Global environmental Change (2007), doi:10.1016/j.
gloenvcha.2007.09.0022007. 0959-3780/$ Elsevier Ltd.
11. In this analysis, “emergency” food relief refers to the provision of food for
short-term relief of hunger, and is used to differentiate between the receipt of food
donations from a charitable organization and provision of ongoing food services
and programs provided by a charitable organization. We recognize that the phrase
“emergency” implies that the cause of hunger is unpredictable and/ or periodic.
However, hunger in our community is chronic and results from the poverty that is
caused by policies and legislation, rather than from an emergency or a disaster.
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Indicators12
1. Presence of food markets in Vancouver
This baseline indicator looks at the number and location
of food markets in Vancouver, including seasonal farmers
markets, temporary pocket markets, and other markets that
sell fresh or prepared food.

Fresh, affordable, local
produce

- name/ location farmers markets in Vancouver (A1a-i,
foodmarket_farmers)

In 2010, Kitsilano
Neighbourhood House and
the South Granville Seniors’
Centre hosted pocket markets
from the end of June through
mid-September.

In 2010 during the summer, local farmers sold their produce
directly to shoppers at seven locations in Vancouver. The
Vancouver Farmers Market Society runs four markets
(Saturdays at Trout Lake Farmers Market and West End
Farmers Market, Main Street Station at Thornton Park on
Wednesdays, and Kitsilano Farmers Market on Sundays).

These small, temporary
markets brought fresh produce
to people close to where they
live, especially seniors who
may otherwise have had
trouble accessing fresh and
nutritious food.

Other markets are located at UBC Farm (Saturdays) and
Granville Island (Thursdays). Kitsilano Neighbourhood
House hosts the Urban Farmers’ Market on Thursdays.
The Vancouver Farmers Market Society also runs a Winter
Farmers Market outside Nat Bailey Stadium, every Saturday.

Fruits and vegetables were
purchased from west side
urban farmers, and the
markets were run by Kits
House staff and volunteer
members of the Westside Food
Security Collaborative.

- name/ location pocket markets in Vancouver (A1a-ii,
foodmarket_pocket)

Pocket markets are small, temporary markets that increase
access to healthy and local food in neighbourhoods, support
local farmers, and strengthen neighbourhood food systems.
In July 2010, the Coquitlam Farmers Market Society piloted
a pocket market at Vancouver Vocational College Broadway
campus. The Westside Food Security Collaborative partners
with Kitsilano Neighbourhood House (six Wednesdays) and
South Granville Seniors Centre (six Fridays) to offer pocket
market throughout the summer.

Vouchers are available to lowincome seniors through west
side social service agencies.
The pocket markets are
offered with the support of
the Westside Food Security
Collaborative; funding is
provided by United Way.
http://www.kitshouse.org/
programs/food-security/westside-pocket-markets/. Retrieved
July 10, 2010

In 2010, there were three other pocket market locations in
the Lower Mainland: Port Moody Pocket Market (Sundays),
Simon Fraser University (Wednesdays), and at the Metro
Vancouver main office in Burnaby (Thursdays).
- name/ location other food markets in Vancouver (A1a-iii,
foodmarket_other)

Other food markets in Vancouver include the daily Public
Market at Granville Island, where shoppers can buy from
Fraser Valley and BC producers; the Bakers Market,
which runs Saturdays from October to December; and the
12. With the exception of Indicator 3, Retail food stores, measures of availability are
based on available information as known to the project researchers in July 2010, and
may not include additions that occur after this date.
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Chinatown Night Market, which is primarily a consumer
goods market with some ethnic snacks and prepared food. The
Vancouver Farmers Market Society hosts an annual Holiday
Market in December.

Street vending pilot
program
The City of Vancouver recently
launched a street food vending
pilot program to expand the
variety of food sold by street
vendors to include culturally
diverse, nutritious foods, as
well as the geographical area
in which street vendors can
operate.
It is part of a long-term plan to
expand street food options in
the city and add more carts to
City and private property.
This phase of the program
operates on City sidewalks and
curbside locations only. New
food-vendors were selected
by lottery, and vendors are
required to have a plan to
manage waste.
City staff worked with
Vancouver Coastal Health
professionals to maximize the
nutritional value and ensure
the safety of the products
offered by the vendors selected
for the 17 new locations.

2. Street food options in Vancouver
The City of Vancouver’s Street Vending Bylaw (No. 4781)
outlines regulations for mobile food vending units13.
Historically, food options available through the street food
vending program were limited to hot dogs, chestnuts, and ice
cream.
In July 2010, the City approved applications for a street
food vending pilot program to increase access to affordable,
nutritious food at 17 new vending locations. They plan to
expand the street food vending program to increase permit
sites and availability of affordable and nutritious food in the
city. Mobile food carts could also be approved to sell fresh
fruit and vegetables from public and private property in
neighbourhoods and business areas.
There are no data available for this indicator at this time.
When data are available, this indicator will describe the
location and type of street food vendors operating under
permit in Vancouver.
Future street food measures could include:
- [type, location street food vending carts] ([A1b-i,
foodaccess_streetfood])
- [#/ location fresh food carts]

3. Retail food store distribution in Vancouver
Data for this baseline indicator are from the City of
Vancouver, Business Licensing office (2009)14, and include
1030 stores classified under three categories, “Retail Dealer
– Food”, “Retail Dealer – Grocery”, and “Retail Dealer –
Market”.
Vancouver is divided into 22 Local Areas, or
neighbourhoods.15

13. A mobile food vending unit is a mobile motorized or pedal powered vehicle,
bicycle, or other unit used for the sale of approved drinks and prepared foods.
14. We chose to use this data because it is readily available and replicable over
time, rather than match a previous study (Food System Assessment for the City of
Vancouver. 2005. Forum of Research Connections) which used data from a different
source.
15. http://vancouver.ca/Vanmap/l/localAreas.htm
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- # food stores by type by neighbourhood (Local Area)
(A1c-i, foodaccess_stores_type_LA)

Food deserts, areas where “cheap, nutritious food is virtually
unavailable”16, are typically expected to be found in a city’s
lower income areas. In Vancouver, however, the general trend
shows them occurring primarily in higher income local areas.
Today, Shaughnessy provides the most extreme example of
this trend, with the lowest prevalence of low income after tax
in 2005 of all of Vancouver Local Areas, and the fewest total
number of food stores (one store). Grandview-Woodland
reports the second highest prevalence of low income after tax
in 2005, but is served by a total of 63 food stores.
The pattern identified in 200517 of “a high density of retail
food stores in the urban core … with decreasing densities in
the surrounding neighbourhoods” persists in 2009.
Two neighbourhoods, Shaughnessy and Victoria-Fraserview,
have no “Retail Dealer – Grocery” type stores at all. There are
11 “big box” (Retail Dealer – Market Outlet) stores in seven
neighbourhoods, with three located in Renfrew-Collingwood,
and an additional three Downtown.
Lower income Local Areas are typically served by large
numbers of small grocery/ convenience stores. These stores
may be specialty ethnic stores or corner stores, and many may
offer a narrow selection of food, lack fresh food, and be more
expensive than larger stores.
The count of “Retail Dealer – Food” stores is inflated by
subtypes such as “convenience store,” “vitamins/health food,”
and “other” that may not contribute significantly to the food
security of a Local Area.
Please refer to Figure 1, Food stores by type by neighbourhood
(Local Area).

Retail Dealer – Food
Any person … who carries
on the business of selling
commodities including
foodstuffs directly to the
public but does not include
a retail dealer – grocery
or a retail dealer – market
outlet.
Retail Dealer – Grocery
Any person … who carries
on the business of selling
commodities including
foodstuffs directly to the
public and whose business
customarily includes two or
more of a bakery, butcher,
delicatessen, and food
service (snack bar) but does
not include a retailer dealer
– market outlet.
Retail Dealer – Market
Outlet
Any person … who carries
on the business of selling
commodities which may
include foodstuffs directly
to the public from premises
having a total floor area
greater than 4,645 square
metres.

16. M. Whitehead. Food deserts: What’s in name? 1998. Health Education Journal,
57, pp. 189– 190.
17. Food System Assessment for the City of Vancouver. 2005. Forum of Research
Connections (FORC).
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Figure 1. Food stores by type by neighbourhood (Local Area)

Source: City of Vancouver. 2009.

- ratio of people per food store (# stores/neighbourhood
pop) (A1c-ii, foodaccess_stores_LA_ratio)

This measure shows the number of people per store by store
category in each neighbourhood, and demonstrates how well
residents are served by food stores where they live.
The ratio of number of stores in each category by
neighbourhood population varies widely throughout different
Vancouver Local Areas, with very high ratios of people to
stores where entire neighbourhoods are served by one store in
a category, and very low ratios where there are many stores.
Please refer to Figure 2, Number of people per store, by Local
Area.
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Figure 2. Number of people per store, by Local Area

Source: City of Vancouver. 2009.

Data limitations
When business owners apply for their business licenses,
they self-select a category and subtype. The “Retail Dealer –
Food” category includes stores identified by subtypes such
as “convenience store,” “vitamins/health food,” “pharmacy”,
and “other”, and includes non-food stores that may have
some food. It is likely that the quality, variety, and quantity of
food sold at many of these businesses are poor. However, all
subtypes are included in the analysis to avoid the necessity of
subjectively selecting or ground truthing the data each time it
is analyzed.
4. CSAs, food box programs, and urban delivery in
Vancouver
This baseline indicator describes how people can access
food through community shared agriculture and food box
programs, and identifies urban food delivery services.
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- #/ name CSAs in Vancouver (A1d-i, foodaccess_CSA)

Food stores in 2005
(In reference to indicators
discussed on p. 24-26)
A 2005 study showed a high
density of retail food stores in
the urban core, with decreasing
densities in surrounding
neighbourhoods.
Some neighbourhoods
were served with only one
grocery store (Oakridge and
Shaughnessy), while others
with high numbers of lowincome or elderly people were
also underserved (Arbutus
Ridge, Hastings-Sunrise).
Food System Assessment for the
City of Vancouver. 2005. Forum
of Research Connections.

Community shared agriculture (CSA) programs are an easy
and effective way for farmers to deliver their product to
customers, who buy seasonal subscriptions for weekly delivery
of locally grown food. So far, demand for CSA membership
exceeds availability.
In 2010, there are five Vancouver growers supplying their
produce to customers in the city (Kitsilano Farms, Farmers on
57th, UBC Farm, Fresh Roots, and Southlands Farm). Three
Fraser Valley farms sell into Vancouver (Glorious Organics,
Nathan Creek Organic Farm, and Skeeter Farm), and two
growers (Tinka Orchards and Klippers Organics) sell fruit and
produce from BC’s interior to Vancouver CSA members.
In addition, members receive fish through Skipper Otto’s
Community Supported Fishery, and grain grown in Agassiz
from Urban Grains.
- #/ name food box programs in Vancouver (A1d-ii,
foodaccess_box)

In 2010, two agencies offer food box programs in Vancouver
and provide inexpensive boxes of fresh food to customers:
Kitsilano Neighbourhood House’s Fruit & Veggie Deal,
and Vancouver Native Health Society’s Good Food Box,
distributing from different neighbourhood depots. Also, UBCbased Sprouts, a student run organic food store, has partnered
with The AMC Bike Co-Op to provide bicycle-delivered food
boxes to people living in the UBC area.
- #/ name urban delivery services in Vancouver (A1d-iii,
foodaccess_urbandelivery)

Vancouver customers can order food to be delivered to their
homes from four grocery stores (IGA, Safeway, Stongs, and
Supervalu), and from six home delivery businesses (Green
Earth Organics, Grocer Gunst, Ladybug Organics, Organics
at Home, Small Potatoes Urban Delivery, and Super Delivery
Vancouver). In addition, Avalon Dairy, Dairyland Home
Services, and The Bread Truck provide home delivery to
customers in Vancouver and the Lower Mainland.
- #/ name food buying clubs in Vancouver (A1d-iv,
foodaccess_buyclub)

There are three publically-advertised buying clubs in
Vancouver in 2010: Britannia Bulk Buying Club, Sprouts
Buying Club at UBC (not limited to students), and the
Neighbours Organic Weekly (NowBC) Co-op, which is
supplied by Glen Valley Organic Farm Cooperative in
Abbotsford.
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Summary
Fresh food is available to Vancouver residents through a
variety of markets. Seasonal farmers markets take place
weekly in five Vancouver neighbourhoods and at UBC. Food
from local farms reach a small number of Vancouver residents
through farmer and pocket markets, CSAs, urban delivery
services, and a few food box programs and buying clubs. An
emerging opportunity exists to extend farm-direct markets
into each of Vancouver’s neighbourhoods while developing
neighbourhood food networks in the city.

“Food stores are now
largely concentrated
in the urban
core, while other
neighbourhoods are
less well served. ”

In the past, Vancouver was a city with a large number of small
and medium size food stores, distributed regularly throughout
city neighbourhoods18.
Food stores are now largely concentrated in the urban core,
while other neighbourhoods are less well served. Vancouver
has many green grocer retailers, and this sector needs to
be supported and expanded into more neighbourhoods. An
emerging opportunity exists to extend small green grocer
retail stores into each of Vancouver’s neighbourhoods while
developing new entrepreneurial, food-based green jobs in the
city.
Almost 800 vendors applied for 17 new street food vending
locations, showing significant entrepreneurial interest in
expanding the city’s food options and offering healthy, safe,
and diverse prepared foods on Vancouver’s streets. The Street
Vending Bylaw can be expanded to include mobile fresh food
carts.

18. Supermarkets in Vancouver. Policy Report. November 03, 1998, City of
Vancouver. http://vancouver.ca/ctyclerk/cclerk/981117/P1.HTM
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Topic 2: Affordability
“For low- and fixedincome families, the
cost of a basket can
represent a significant
proportion of their
income.”

Affordability is a measure of a person’s ability to access good
quality food, and reflects the relationship between a person’s
income level and the cost of eating. High prices for fresh food
can limit access to healthy, safe food for low-income residents,
who choose cheaper but less healthy products, or turn to
“emergency” food providers for relief.

There are many complex and interrelated social and economic
factors that contribute to an experience of food insecurity.
People who live on low incomes can be susceptible to food
insecurity and transient or chronic hunger due to insufficient
access to affordable, safe, and nutritious food.
When people don’t have enough money to cover all expenses,
they may prioritize spending on shelter, communications,
or addictions over food. Basic social assistance rates and
charitable emergency food provision are inadequate.
Collaborative strategies are urgently needed to create policies
and actions to improve how people living in poverty can
access (buy or grow) affordable, healthy food.

Indicators
1. Cost of nutritious food
- Annual cost of a nutritious food basket as a proportion
of median pre-tax family income (A2a-i, foodcost_
nutritious_basket)

This baseline indicator measures pre-tax family income for
three family types19 as defined by Statistics Canada, and
compares families in the Vancouver Coastal Health region
with BC (the relative cost of a nutritious food basket for
Vancouver families is not available). The data are provided by
the Provincial Health Services Authority.20
A nutritious food basket, as defined by Health Canada,
“includes … basic foods that require food preparation skills.”21
For low- and fixed-income families, the cost of a basket
can represent a significant proportion of their income. This
measure shows trends among families, and highlights family
types that may be less able to afford sufficient, healthy food.
However, many variables affect the proportion of income
19. Economic families, Statistics Canada. http://www.statcan.gc.ca/concepts/
definitions/economic_family-families_economiques-eng.htm
20. Implementing Food Security Indicators, Phase II Food Security Indicators
Project. 2010. Provincial Health Services Authority.
21. The Cost of Eating in BC 2007: The bite nutritious food takes from the income
pie. 2007. Dieticians of Canada and Community Nutritionists Council of BC. http://
www.dietitians.ca/resources/resourcesearch.asp?fn=view&contented=1944
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spent on food (including the cost of food, family income and
wage earners, family size and number of dependents), and this
measure does not describe changes in these factors.
Food is expensive in Vancouver relative to BC. In 2007, in the
Vancouver Coastal Health region, a nutritious food basket
required more of a two parent family’s income (11.3%) and
female lone parent family’s income (10.4%) than in BC (10.3%
and 8.5% respectively).22

“The core need is
dignified access to
sufficient nutritious
food for at-risk, lowincome people.”

2. “Emergency” hunger relief
There are no currently no data in place for this indicator.
Potential measures include:
- [# people using foodbanks in Vancouver]23
- [% fresh food distributed by food banks in Vancouver]

Charitable food providers play a significant role responding to
food insecurity among poor and homeless people by offering
hunger relief programs (often ad hoc) in the gap left by
government cuts to social supports.
There are growing questions about the effectiveness of these
informal community responses, and concern that they are
over-dependent on poor quality donated foods and can’t meet
basic health requirements.
The core need is dignified access to sufficient nutritious
food for at-risk, low-income people. Delivery of food needs
to be managed systematically and properly funded, rather
than provided by charity agencies dependent on donations.
Collaboration is needed to develop strategies and public
policies to support those living on limited incomes to have
greater access to food sources that are independent of the
charitable food system.
Research is urgently needed to document the characteristics,
extent, and ways of operating this ad hoc system and begin
developing dignified and appropriate policy solutions to this
difficult food security issue.24

22. Census Profile, adjusted to 2007. From Implementing Food Security Indicators,
Phase II Food Security Indicators Project. 2010. Provincial Health Services Authority.
23. Some data are available for food bank use in Metro Vancouver, however, we
are interested in numbers for Vancouver. Response to requests for information on
Vancouver usage was not received in time for inclusion in this report.
24. Elietha M. Bocskei, Ostry, Aleck S. Charitable Food Programs in Victoria, BC.
2010. Canadian Journal of Dietetic Practice and Research. Vol 71, No 4, Spring 2010.
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Topic 13: Food resources
“There are
currently at least
200 organizations
in Vancouver that
provide food (as
meals or hampers)
and food resources...”

Food resources are government-, charity-, or communitysupported programs and services that provide access to food
and food-related resources to community members.
- Community food resources: meal delivery services;
community kitchens
- Charitable food services: free and low-cost meals and
shelters with meals; food banks and food distribution centers
(unprepared food or food hampers)
- Government food programs: funding mechanisms and
delivery through public institutions that facilitate access, build
capacity, and address needs and gaps fairly

Non-emergency food resources25 are offered to community
members by nonprofit community agencies and churches.
Some programs are funded and/ or delivered by government
institutions. Programs tend to be delivered in established
settings, and are often part of support and skill services for
low income and homeless people.

Indicators
1. Community food resources
This baseline indicator looks at community-supported
programs and services that provide access to food and foodrelated resources to community members.
- inventory community food resources (A13a-i,
community_food_resources)

A preliminary inventory of groups that provide food resources
in Vancouver is underway, and will be available in fall 2010.
There are currently at least 200 organizations in Vancouver
that provide food (as meals or hampers) and food resources,
including food-related programs and services (community
kitchens and other food preparation skill development
opportunities, and community gardens).
- # organizations providing community kitchens programs
in Vancouver (A13a-ii, communityresource_kitchens)

Data are from Fresh Choice Kitchens as of May 20, 2010.26
People in community kitchen groups learn how to prepare
healthy, economical meals in a supportive, sharing
environment. Members cook and eat together, and share their
25. “Emergency” food relief is discussed under Topic 2, Affordability. Please see
footnote #11.
26. Cooking and Skill Building Programs Database, an online self-registered
database. http://www.communitykitchens.ca/main/?csbSearch
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stories and knowledge.
In 2009, 37 community agencies in Vancouver provided
49 community kitchen programs for youth, families, single
parents, aboriginal people, immigrants and refugees,
developmentally and physically challenged individuals, street
folk, and seniors. Many community kitchens are provided
as residential programs, and all programs require preregistration. Please check out Fresh Choice Kitchens27 for
more information about community kitchens in Vancouver.
- # meals served daily in Vancouver by Meals on Wheels
program in 2009 (A13a-iii, communityresource_
mealsonwheels)

Every weekday, over 400 Meals on Wheels volunteers deliver
hot and frozen western and Chinese meals to Vancouver
residents, many homebound and frail, who may not be able
to cook for themselves, and have difficulty moving. Clients
must be home to receive the meal, and if not answering, the
volunteer will call in for a safety check.

Shop by Phone Program
Shop by Phone is a
volunteer-run program
made possible by the
Central Volunteer Services
at VCH’s Raven Song
Community Health Centre
and Canada Safeway.
This program is for
people who are unable to
get out to shop for their
own groceries, including
homebound seniors, people
who are disabled, those
recovering from illness or
surgery, or with a chronic
illness.

In the Health and Home Care Society’s fiscal year 200910, Meals on Wheels delivered 91,511 meals to clients in
Vancouver.28 About 50% of their clients are over 80, 65% live
alone, and many are on a fixed income.29
While several meal delivery businesses operate in the Lower
Mainland, they appeal to more active customers who prefer
greater flexibility in delivery options. However, Meals on
Wheels is the only program that offers a hot, cooked meal, and
for many homebound clients, these meals are their only food,
and time with the delivery volunteer their only social contact.
- [Location food security resources per 1000 low
income residents by neighbourhood] ([A13a-iv,
communityresource_LA_LICO])

A system to map data in this program is not yet in place. We
will determine and map the location of food resources by
neighbourhood and correlate this information by income
when the mapping feature of the Food Secure Vancouver
Program has been implemented.

27. http://www.communitykitchens.ca/main/?csbSearch
28. Meals on Wheels meals served in Vancouver during fiscal year 2009-10. Health
and Home Care Society of BC. July 20, 2010. http://www.carebc.ca/meals.htm.
29. Dr. Inge Schamborzki. Personal communication. July 19, 2010.
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2. Charitable food services
This baseline indicator counts charitable food services in
Vancouver that offer free and low-cost meals, shelters with
meals, food banks, and food distribution centers.
Data are from the 2010 List of Free, Low Cost and Community
Meals in Vancouver, compiled by the Health Information and
Referral Centre, Vancouver Coastal Health.30
- # charitable food services in Vancouver, and by
neighbourhood (A13b-i, charity_foodservices; A13b-ii,
charity_foodservices_LA)

In 2010:
•
•
•
•

27 agencies provided 30 free meal programs
12 agencies provided 14 low cost meals
46 agencies provided 60 community meal programs
9 agencies offered 10 emergency food provision programs
of food hampers or unprepared food

In total in 2010, 80 agencies provided 114 charitable food
services in Vancouver.
Over a third of these services (34%) were provided in the
downtown and Downtown Eastside areas of the city. Three
neighbourhoods (Killarney, Sunset, and West Point Grey) do
not offer any services, although they may be served by a citywide program.
Please see Figure 3, Charitable food services in Vancouver and
by neighbourhood.

30. http://www.vch.ca/media/List%20of%20free,%20low-cost%20and%20
community%20meals%20in%20Vancouver%202010.pdf
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Figure 3. Charitable food services in Vancouver and by
neighbourhood

Source: 2010 List of Free, Low Cost and Community Meals in
Vancouver. Health Information and Referral Centre, Vancouver
Coastal Health. http://www.vch.ca/media/List%20of%20
free,%20low-cost%20and%20community%20meals%20in%20
Vancouver%202010.pdf

3. Government food programs
This indicator identifies how government resources support
food security and healthy eating through food-related
programs offered by schools, health authorities, and local
governments.
- Name/ location school lunch programs (A13c-ii, govt_
foodprogram_schools_lunch)

Data for this measure are compiled from information received
from Vancouver Coastal Health’s School Nutrition Liaison,
and the Think&EatGreen@School project31, for the school year
2009-10. Errors or omissions may result from merging these
31. www.thinkeatgreen.ca
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databases, and are solely the responsibility of the researcher.

“To help to ensure
access to food,
the School Meal
Program provides
free or subsidized
lunches at elementary
schools that have
high numbers of
vulnerable students.”

This measure does not include after school care or the private
school system.
Eating healthy food supports children’s health, and improves
their ability to concentrate. The Vancouver Board of
Education (VSB) works with the BC Ministry of Education,
parents, and community agencies to provide healthy meal and
snack options to students in Vancouver’s schools. There are 91
public elementary schools in Vancouver, and 18 high schools.
To help to ensure access to food, the School Meal Program
provides free or subsidized lunches at elementary schools
that have high numbers of vulnerable students. This
program is funded through the Ministry of Education, and is
supplemented with anonymous parent contributions.
Vancouver high school students can buy lunch from school
cafeterias. Schools will subsidize students who can’t afford to
pay.
In 2009-10, 60 Vancouver schools offered programs providing
lunch options to elementary and high school students. This
included 27 elementary schools that provided lunches through
the School Meal Program, and 15 elementary schools that
offered lunch programs with parent support or other funding
(which may not be served daily).
There are currently three models of food service delivery in
high school cafeterias. The teaching kitchens prepare lunches
at eight schools, VSB-contracted staff prepare food at three of
the schools, and an external company caters the food at the
remaining seven high schools. In 2009-10, three high schools
offered salad bars two days a week in addition to their hot
lunch service.
- Name/ location school snack programs (A13c-iii, govt_
foodprogram_schools_snacks)

Data for this measure are compiled from information received
from Vancouver Coastal Health, School Nutrition Liaison,
and the Think&EatGreen@School project, for the school year
2009-10. Errors or omissions may result from merging the
databases, and are the sole responsibility of the researcher.
Vancouver schools partner with Agriculture in the Classroom
to participate in the BC School Fruit and Vegetable Nutritional
Program, part of ActNowBC, an initiative to improve the
health of BC children and families. Students and school staff
receive a fresh fruit or vegetable snack twice a week every
other week. The fruits and vegetables served in the Program
are grown in BC (subject to availability).
In 2009-10, 47 elementary and five high schools participated
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in the BC School Fruit and Vegetable Nutritional Program.
- [food resources Vancouver Coastal Health] ([A13c-iv,
govt_foodprogram_vch])

There are no data developed for this measure at this time. We
recommend that further research be undertaken to describe
how Vancouver Coastal Health supports healthy eating and
wellness in Vancouver.
Today in Vancouver, Vancouver Coastal Health (VCH)
provides diverse city-wide public health programs. The
Healthy Living Program provides health promotion and
prevention educational programs to adults who are at risk of
chronic diseases. It also develops initiatives and partnerships
that promote behaviour changes in healthy eating, active
living, and living tobacco free.32
Community nutritionists work in each of VCH’s six Vancouver
areas, and in the Adult/ Older Adult (AOA) and Infant, Child,
and Youth (ICY) programs.
Regionally, VCH is exploring food security and social housing,
and how to support more research and undertake advocacy
in this critical issue. Under the Mental Health and Addictions
Program, VCH’s Aboriginal Wellness Program provides food
at events, gatherings, and meetings with either meals or
healthy snacks. In addition, other programs may offer healthy
snacks and focus on healthy eating, weight loss, and healthy
lifestyles (Child and Youth Mental Health, Rehabilitation
Program, Why Wait for Wellness).

Community Food Action
Initiative (CFAI)
CFAI is a health promotion
initiative that is based on
a partnership of BC’s six
health authorities and the
BC Ministry of Health.
The program is funded
by the Ministry of Health,
implemented by regional
health authorities, and
coordinated by the Provincial
Health Services Authority.
The CFAI program aims to
increase food security for BC
citizens by increasing:
•
•
•
•
•

VCH also provides directories for community kitchens and
gardens, grocery resources, and free and low-cost meal
programs (please refer to Indicator 2, Charitable food services,
above).33
VCH grant programs provide funding for food-related
activities:
Aboriginal Health Initiative Program
Provides health promotion grants to support local community
building initiatives for nonprofit urban Aboriginal
organizations and First Nation communities (3 year cycle)
Community Food Action Initiatives
Part of ActNowBC, CFAI aims to increase food security for
people living in BC.
Sharon Martin Community Health Fund
Begun in 1997, the Smart Fund supports and funds nonprofit
agencies in the Vancouver Coastal Health geographic region to
32. http://www.vch.ca/find_services/find_services/?&program_id=1065
33. http://www.vch.ca/find_services/find_services/?&program_id=2702
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develop projects that empower communities to better identify
and manage their own health needs.
- [inventory government food programs] (A13c-i, govt_
foodprograms)

Access to gardens
One respondent to the
Food Secure Vancouver’s
Neighbourhood Food
Survey (2010) had this
response to the question,
“What food policies
would address the key
food insecurity issues
experienced by your clients
in the neighbourhoods you
service?”
“[Conduct] an inventory
of people with severe food
insecurity able to use a
garden plot within the
community. First-comefirst-serve priority for
garden plots is prejudice
against those who NEED
(because of low income)
a garden to supplement
their food supply. Those
who want organic have to
pay more and are possibly
unable to.”

There are no data developed for this measure at this time. We
recommend that further research be undertaken to compile
an inventory of all food-related programs delivered by
government, including local and provincial health authorities,
schools, and the City of Vancouver (Park Board and other
departments).
4. Low income access to land
- # community gardens in Vancouver for low income
residents (A13d-i, foodaccess_gardens_lowincome)

This indicator identifies opportunities for people with limited
incomes to access land for growing food in Vancouver. Data
are from VCH’s 2010 Free and Low-Cost Meals Directory.34
Many people who live in Vancouver would like to garden and
grow food but have no access to land. There are not enough
community gardens available in Vancouver for everyone who
wants to grow fresh food and experience a direct connection
with the land and cycles of growth and life, and waitlists are
long. People with limited incomes can face additional barriers
to accessing land.
In 2009, seven organizations offered opportunities
specifically for low income people to grow food and tend a
garden, in combination with nutritional and cooking skill
building programs: Able Community Kitchen, Collingwood
Neighborhood House, Kitsilano Neighbourhood House,
Little Mountain Neighbourhood House, Mennonite Central
Committee BC, Pacific Community Resources Society, and
South Vancouver Family Place. Two additional programs
at UBC Farm include the Landed Learning Project and
Vancouver Native Health Society’s Urban Aboriginal
Community Kitchen Garden Project. This connects people
with UBC Farm to grow vegetables and fruit for an on-site
community kitchen, and for take home and sharing.

Summary
The boundaries are not firm between categories of
community, government, and charitable non-emergency food
resource programs. Many services are partnership-based,
and many focus on specific vulnerable populations such as
pregnant women, children, and youth.
34. http://www.vch.ca/media/List%20of%20free,%20low-cost%20and%20
community%20meals%20in%20Vancouver%202010.pdf
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An inventory of community food resources is underway
(summer/ fall 2010), and will include both community and
charitable food resources. It would be useful to complete
a similar inventory of government food programs, and
include schools, health authorities, and City of Vancouver
departments, including the Vancouver Park Board. At this
time, we describe food programs in Vancouver schools, but do
not describe how other government-supported food initiatives
support healthy eating and wellness.
Food resource indicators are candidates for multiple-source
data development and collection, and more research is needed
to explore how to implement and manage this process.

Accessibility – Results and recommendations
Vancouver is well supplied with food from the import market
through food stores, but uneven store distribution means
not all residents have ready access to fresh and healthy food.
Different types of food delivery programs also create access to
food for Vancouver residents.

“Inventories of
both community
and government
food resources need
to be completed –
and kept current
– to better inform
how we determine
appropriate and
effective food-related
activities.”

There is an emerging local food market that delivers food
through farmer and pocket markets and CSAs. Opportunities
exist for entrepreneurs to set up links between producers and
consumers with direct marketing as well as establishing new
retail food stores and green groceries in neighbourhoods.
Low income people need dignified access to sufficient
nutritious food that is sustainably produced. Delivery of
“emergency” and non-emergency food must be properly
funded and managed systematically so that people living on
limited incomes can access food without depending on the
charitable food system.
We need better information about the food resources that
are currently provided in our community. Inventories of
both community and government food resources need to
be completed – and kept current – to better inform how we
determine appropriate and effective food-related activities.
Here are suggestions and recommendations for further work.
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Topic

Action

Who can act

Availability

Expand the Street Vending Bylaw to include mobile
fresh food carts.

City of Vancouver

Availability

Extend farm-direct markets into each of
Vancouver’s neighbourhoods as part of developing
neighbourhood food networks in the city.

City of Vancouver

Availability

Extend small green grocer retail stores into each of
Vancouver’s neighbourhoods as part of developing
new entrepreneurial, food-based green jobs in the
city.

City of Vancouver

Affordability

Collaborate to develop strategies and public policies
that support those living on limited incomes to have
greater access to food sources that are independent
of the charitable food system.

Churches, religious and cultural
houses, community groups, City
of Vancouver, Vancouver Coastal
Health, Provincial government,
Federal government, First
Nations

Affordability

Support the development and implementation of
an integrated system to provide sufficient nutritious
food to at-risk, low income people.

City of Vancouver, Vancouver
Coastal Health, Provincial
government, Federal government,
First Nations

Affordability

Research the structure, characteristics, and
effectiveness of charitable “emergency” and nonemergency food provision in Vancouver.

Research community

Food
resources

Increase access to food gardens for low income
Vancouver residents.

City of Vancouver, community
organizations

Food
resources

Introduce programs that target food-insecure
middle aged and older populations in Vancouver.

City of Vancouver, Vancouver
Coastal Health, Provincial
government, Federal government

Food
resources

Research and develop multi-source metrics for food
resource indicators.

Vancouver Food Policy Council,
Food Secure Vancouver Program,
research community

Food
resources

Complete inventory of community food resources.

Vancouver Food Policy Council,
Food Secure Vancouver Program,
community groups

Food
resources

Identify Vancouver Coastal Health healthy eating
programs.

Vancouver Food Policy Council,
Food Secure Vancouver Program,
Vancouver Coastal Health

Food
resources

Inventory food-related programs delivered by
government, including local and provincial health
authorities, schools, and the City of Vancouver
(Park Board and other departments).

Vancouver Food Policy Council,
Food Secure Vancouver Program,
City of Vancouver, Vancouver
Coastal Health, Provincial
government, Federal government,
research community
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2.2

Adequacy

All citizens are able to obtain adequate quantities of safe,
culturally appropriate, nutritious, and sustainably produced
food without resorting to “emergency” or charitable food,
scavenging, stealing, and other coping strategies.

Community food security is achieved when several key
components are satisfied, including the adequacy of food and
its supply to individuals and households. Our food system
is adequate and its resiliency is enhanced when community
members have physical and economic access to food that
meets their nutritional needs, is safe from contamination, and
is aligned with their personal preference and cultural needs.
Food adequacy, as with poverty, is cross-cutting and complex,
and spans a wide range of disciplines, including nutrition,
economics, and public health. Adequacy largely plays out at
individual and household levels, and can be challenging to
measure and assess. Even if households are not currently
experiencing inadequacy, they may become, or fear they will
become, vulnerable to future nutritional and safety risks.

“ Our food system
is adequate and
its resiliency is
enhanced when
community members
have physical and
economic access
to food that meets
their nutritional
needs, is safe from
contamination, and
is aligned with their
personal preference
and cultural needs.”

Subjective and qualitative dimensions of adequacy and
vulnerability are difficult to isolate and measure with
quantitative measures. Indicators of adequacy need to
represent this multi-faceted context, and combine qualitative
and quantitative methods.

Topic 4: Appropriateness
People have the choice to access personally and culturallyacceptable food, which is produced and obtained in ways that
do not compromise their dignity, self-respect, human rights, or
religion/ culture.

A community’s food system is more resilient when its
members have access to the type of food they consider
appropriate.
People have many different reasons for choosing the food they
want to eat. Preferences may be determined by taste, custom,
religious or spiritual practice, or simply by what is in season.
Food choices may also be influenced by advertising and
gender roles.
Vancouver’s cultural diversity creates unique needs and
demands on the mainstream food system. Ethnic markets
supply culturally appropriate food products to meet some
of the demand, but new residents may also need to adapt
unfamiliar ingredients to maintain their traditional food
cultures.
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“Healthy eating helps
reduce the risk of
obesity and many
chronic diseases,
including Type II
Diabetes, heart
disease, osteoporosis,
and some types of
cancer.”

Increasing numbers of people are concerned about the food
system’s capacity to provide wholesome, healthy food that has
been fairly and sustainably produced.

Indicators
There are currently no data or indicators identified for
measuring the appropriateness of how people are able to
obtain their food, or how it is produced and distributed.

Topic 14: Health and nutrition
Healthy eating is an important part of normal growth and
function and helps prevent illness and disease. Some chronic
health conditions (obesity, diabetes, and heart disease) are
linked to nutrition and unhealthy eating.

Healthy eating is basic to healthy living and human
development from prenatal and early childhood right through
to healthy aging. Food nourishes our bodies and gives us
energy for all our daily activities.
Healthy eating helps reduce the risk of obesity and many
chronic diseases, including Type II Diabetes, heart disease,
osteoporosis, and some types of cancer. Eating a wide
variety of vegetables and fruit has been shown in over 4,500
studies to reduce the risk of cancer, heart disease, stroke and
diabetes.35
Food-related diseases create health costs. In 2006, the BC
Ministry of Health reported that the combined direct and
indirect costs of obesity to the province would total $860
million. The projected costs are estimated to reach $1.1 billion
by 2016.36

Indicators
1. Prevalence of nutrition-related health conditions
in Vancouver Coastal Health region
Unhealthy eating is a significant factor in the prevalence of
health conditions such as diabetes and obesity. Although
many factors combine to cause these health conditions, high
prevalence may show that barriers to healthy eating exist,
including ability to pay the cost of food, availability and
access, knowledge, and choice.

35. http://www.actnowbc.ca/healthy_living_tip_sheets/healthy_eating
36. Provincial Health Officer. 2006. Food, Health and Well-Being in British
Columbia. Provincial Health Officer’s Annual Report 2005. BC Ministry of Health.
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- % population diagnosed with diabetes in
Vancouver Coastal Health region (B14a-i, health_
conditions_%population)

This 2008 baseline measure shows that the proportion of
people diagnosed with diabetes in VCH (6%) is slightly lower
than in the province (6.5%).37
- % population with self-reported overweight or obese body
mass index (B14a-i, health_conditions_%population)

This 2005 baseline measure shows that while the proportion
of people in VCH region who self-report that they are
overweight or obese (31.9%) is lower than in the province
(40%), this number represents almost a third of our population.
And because this measure is taken from self-reported data,
a collection method prone to under-reporting, the actual
proportion of overweight or obese people in the health region
may be higher.38
Summary
Almost one-third of the population of the Vancouver Coastal
Health region report that they are overweight or obese, and
rates of diabetes in this health region closely match provincial
rates.

Food safety risks
1. Biological:
•
•

•

contamination on food
from organisms and
pathogens
bacteria presence
above specified levels;
measurable viral
presence
spoiled food (risk for
specific populations)

2. Chemical:
•
•
•

pesticides
plant uptake of toxic
natural substances
occurring in soil
adulteration (ie.
melamine in baby food)

3. Food product ingredients:
•

Strategies are required to decrease the prevalence of foodrelated illness and disease, and reduce the burden on our
health care system.

Topic 15: Food safety
A person is not required by circumstance or absence of choice
to eat food that is not deemed safe to sell* under the Canadian
Food and Drug Act or has exceeded an expiry date.
* (has in or upon it any poisonous or harmful substance;
is unfit for human consumption; consists in whole or in
part of any filthy, putrid, disgusting, rotten, decomposed or
diseased animal or vegetable substance; is adulterated; or was
manufactured, prepared, preserved, packaged or stored under
unsanitary conditions)

Most food available to us is safe to eat because local health
authorities are mandated to set up and monitor rigorous
public food safety systems.
37. BC Ministry of Health Services, Primary Health Care Registry, extracted January
2009. Referenced in Implementing Food Security Indicators, Phase II Food Security
Indicators Project. Provincial Health Services Authority. 2010.
38. Statistics Canada Canadian Community Health Survey cycle 3.1, 2005.
Referenced in Implementing Food Security Indicators, Phase II Food Security
Indicators Project. Provincial Health Services Authority. 2010.
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All processing plants are inspected for presence of organisms,
and restaurants receive periodical environmental scans of
their practices (farms are not inspected).
Public Health
Impediments
Regulation
There is an emerging
provincial direction to
expand the meaning of food
safety in BC. The Provincial
Health Services Authority
recently added food security
as a core program, and
started a process to align
the priorities of the food
safety and food security.
In 2009, the province
introduced its first Public
Health Impediments
Regulation under the Public
Health Act. This regulation
restricts industriallyproduced trans fat in food
service establishments,
and is now monitored
by environmental health
officers as part of food
safety.

Food can make us sick when it becomes contaminated with
biological or chemical toxins. A food product can also make
us sick when it contains ingredients or additives that cause
disease or reduce wellness (for example, trans fats, dyes,
denatured ingredients). High consumption of trans fat has
been linked to heart disease accounting for an estimated
3,000 deaths every year in Canada.39

Indicators
There are currently no indicators developed for this topic.
Potential measures include:
1. [Food system safety]
2. [Pathogens present at food outlets]

Appropriate measures could be developed in the future from
the Food Safety Core Area indicators that provincial health
authorities use to track and evaluate their efforts to protect
public health.
1. [Food system safety]
There are currently no data in place for this indicator.
It is difficult to track human illness from food contamination
because cases are typically not reported and it is often hard to
know which reported illnesses are food-related.
Most of the food we eat is imported, and while most is safe,
it would be interesting to examine our relative vulnerability
to the safety of both imported and locally-produced food. A
contaminated washing station at one international plant will
affect large numbers of people, while a similar incident at a
local plant would impact fewer people due to its smaller scale
distribution. However, no data is currently available.
2. [Pathogens present at food outlets]
There are currently no data in place for this indicator.
Potential measures include:
- [presence of pathogens (e.coli, salmonella, listeria) at
grocery stores, farmers markets, CSAs, farm gate]

Knowing where pathogens enter the food system would
39. Lydia Drasic, Shazia Karmali, Jane McCarney, Deepthi Jayatilaka & Phyllis
Stoffman. 2009-10 Annual Progress Update: Core Public Health Programs.
PHSA. http://www.phsa.ca/NR/rdonlyres/6BD94C68-EFD7-47DD-A52F8A0FBAFF33D3/0/FINAL200910ProgressUpdate.pdf
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provide useful information about our food safety. Although
no data currently exists, a potential metric could identify
presence and/ or levels of pathogens (such as e.coli,
salmonella, listeria) in a variety of foods at different points
along the food chain, including farms, CSAs, markets, and
food stores.40

Summary
We have not yet identified indicators that could effectively
measure food safety, but suggest that this be based on how
public health officers track and evaluate their efforts to protect
public health, to be explored with regional and/ or provincial
health authorities.

“... Low levels of
consumption of
fruit and vegetables
may be due to
lack of nutritional
awareness...”

A useful measure of food safety could be the relative safety of
both imported and locally-produced food, however, no data is
currently available. Another potential measure could identify
presence and/ or levels of pathogens in food at specific points
along the food chain, and include farms, CSAs, markets, and
food stores.

Topic 25: Sufficiency
Every resident has sufficient food and dietary intake to meet
their nutritional needs and for a healthy, active life.

Food security is a primary outcome of a community’s food
system. Vancouver’s food system provides us with abundant
supplies and broad choices of relatively inexpensive food.
However, many people experience hunger as a result of
income and social inequities that play out through inequitable
distribution of the quality as well as quantity of food.
Sufficiency is also compromised when people choose to eat
too much of the wrong kind of food, resulting in nutritional
imbalances, obesity, and other health concerns.

Indicators
1. Frequency of fruit and vegetable consumption in
Vancouver Coastal Health Region
This 2005 baseline indicator helps show personal nutritional
habits by measuring the frequency of fruit and vegetable
consumption as a proportion of VCH population across three
categories – income, age, and urban/rural residency.41 In all
categories, this proportion is low, especially considering the
40. Karen Rideout. Personal communication. July 8, 2010
41. The data supporting this indicator is self-reported, may be vulnerable to various
biases, and tracks frequency of consumption rather than quantity.
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educational campaigns that exist, such as 5 Plus Per Day42,
and others.

“The average ratio of

people that reported
eating fruits and
vegetables five or
more times daily in
VCH region in 2005
is 39%, slightly lower
than the provincial
average of 40%.”

- % VCH population that eats fruits and vegetables
five or more times daily by income (B25a-i, fruit_veg_
consumption_income)

This measure is a ratio of the total number of people over the
age of 12 in each income quartile43 relative to the low income
cut-off level (LICO), who reported eating fruits and vegetables
five or more times daily.
The average ratio of people that reported eating fruits and
vegetables five or more times daily in VCH region in 2005 is
39%, slightly lower than the provincial average of 40%. In this
region, the lowest proportion is in the lowest income quartile
(34.5%), which is almost 10% lower than the wealthiest (44%).
These low levels of consumption of fruit and vegetables may
be due to lack of nutritional awareness, lack of access to these
foods (affordability, availability), and/ or personal choice.44
- % VCH population that eats fruits and vegetables five or
more times daily by age (B25a-ii, fruit_veg_consumption_
age)

In 2005 in the VCH region, young people ate fruits and
vegetable more frequently than seniors. More than 10% more
people age 12-17 ate five or more servings daily (47.6%) than
people age 65 and older (36%). People between age 18-44
(39.3%) and 45-64 (36.6%) were very close to the provincial
rate (39.8% and 39.3% respectively).45
- % VCH population that eats fruits and vegetables five
or more times daily in urban area (B25a-iii, fruit_veg_
consumption)

Comparing place of residence within urban and rural areas of
VCH region shows that a higher proportion of rural residents
(45%) than urban (38.8%) eat fruit and vegetables five or
more times daily.46
42. http://www.bctree.com/pressroom/5plus.php
43. Quartiles are calculated using an adjusted household income ratio based on
number of people in a household, family income, and community size. Implementing
Food Security Indicators, Phase II Food Security Indicators Project. Provincial Health
Services Authority. 2010.
44. Statistics Canada Canadian Community Health Survey cycle 3.1, 2005. Reported
in Implementing Food Security Indicators, Phase II Food Security Indicators Project.
Provincial Health Services Authority. 2010.
45. ibid
46. Confidence intervals in urban/ rural comparisons overlap, so these differences
may or may not be valid. However, confidence levels did not overlap at the provincial
level, indicating that this trend holds with sufficient sample size. Implementing Food
Security Indicators, Phase II Food Security Indicators Project, page 39. Provincial
Health Services Authority. 2010.
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In the overall VCH region, the data from the urban population
may represent more accurately Vancouver’s situation47.
Table 1. VCH population, fruit and vegetable consumption by area
Source: Statistics Canada Canadian Community Health Survey
cycle 3.1, 2005. Reported in Implementing Food Security
Indicators, Phase II Food Security Indicators Project. Provincial
Health Services Authority. 2010.

2. Access to preferred food by household income

Table 1
VCH

BC

average

39

40

urban

38.8

39.4

rural

45

43.9

-% VCH households that always had enough of the
foods they wanted to eat in the last 12 months (B25b-i,
foodaccess_preferred_food)

This indicator shows trends related to household income and
the ability to access food, based on responses to “You and
other household members always had enough of the kinds of
food you wanted to eat”.48
As “kinds of food” is not defined, this measure does not
differentiate whether sufficiency is represented by quantity,
quality, or choice. It also does not show factors that influence
the ability to access food, which may include income and
availability and cost of food.
Table 2. Households with enough preferred foods

Table 2

Source: Statistics Canada Canadian Community Health Survey
cycle 3.1, 2005. Reported in Implementing Food Security
Indicators, Phase II Food Security Indicators Project. Provincial
Health Services Authority. 2010.

This indicator compares food security in households
designated as poverty households to non-poverty
households.49
In VCH, a lower proportion of households in the poverty
category reported consistent access to preferred foods (69.6%)
than households in the non-poverty category (89%).
47. VCH region includes Vancouver, Richmond, North and West Vancouver, along
the Sea-to-Sky Highway, Sunshine Coast, and BC’s Central Coast.
48. Statistics Canada Canadian Community Health Survey cycle 3.1, 2005, Question
FSC 010. http://www.statcan.gc.ca/imdb-bmdi/instruments/3226_Q1_V5-eng.pdf
(2008 CCHS).
49. The poverty category is the proportion of the provincial population (16.6%) with
the lowest income based on BC’s household income distribution, adjusted for total
household income, household size, and community size. The non-poverty category is
the remaining 83.4% of households. Implementing Food Security Indicators, Phase II
Food Security Indicators Project. Provincial Health Services Authority. 2010.
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Summary
“In Vancouver,
most people are
able to obtain
adequate quantities
of safe, culturally
appropriate,
nutritious food.
However, some
people rely on
“emergency” or
charitable food or
other strategies to get
enough food. ”

Looking across different demographic categories (income,
age, and urban/rural residency), about 40% of the population
of the VCH region eat five or more servings of fruits and
vegetables daily. This rate shows that more than half the
population of the health region eat diets that are underrepresented by foods needed to maintain health and wellness,
either through choice or financial circumstance.
Younger people eat more fruits and vegetables than elders,
and wealthier people eat more fruits and vegetables than
people with low incomes.

Adequacy – Results and recommendations
In Vancouver, most people are able to obtain adequate
quantities of safe, culturally appropriate, nutritious food.
However, some people rely on “emergency” or charitable food
or other strategies to get enough food.
Food security is influenced by the food system’s ability to
deliver adequate food. However, much of the food delivered
by our food system today has been transformed from its fresh
and natural state into highly processed and denatured food
industry products that fill bellies but do not sustain health.
Consumption patterns and preferences also affect food
security. When people consistently choose or are required to
eat unhealthy food, their health may become compromised.
Significant numbers of people in our community are
experiencing food-related illnesses and diseases. This trend
must be proactively addressed by government, business, and
community sectors through policies, strategies, and actions
that encourage and support healthy eating.
Here are suggestions and recommendations for further work.
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Topic

Action

Who can act

Appropriateness

Define effective measures of
appropriateness.

Vancouver Food Policy Council, Food
Secure Vancouver Program, research
community

Health and
nutrition

Continue and expand efforts to educate
people about healthy eating.

Vancouver Coastal Health, Provincial
government, Federal government, First
Nations, community groups

Food safety

Work with health authorities to determine
appropriate measures of food safety based
on how they track and evaluate their efforts
to protect public health.

Vancouver Food Policy Council, Food
Secure Vancouver Program, Vancouver
Coastal Health

Food safety

Identify presence and/ or levels of pathogens
in food at specific points along the food
chain.

Vancouver Food Policy Council, Food
Secure Vancouver Program, Vancouver
Coastal Health, research community

Food safety

Examine relative safety of both imported and
locally-produced food.

Vancouver Food Policy Council, Food
Secure Vancouver Program, research
community

Sufficiency

Continue and expand efforts to educate
people about healthy eating.

Vancouver Coastal Health, Provincial
government, Federal government, First
Nations, community groups

Sufficiency

Collaborate to develop strategies and
public policies that support those living on
limited incomes to have greater access to
food sources that are independent of the
charitable food system.

Churches, community groups, City
of Vancouver, Vancouver Coastal
Health, Provincial government, Federal
government, First Nations

Sufficiency

Support the development and
implementation of an integrated system to
provide sufficient nutritious food to at-risk,
low income people.

City of Vancouver, Vancouver Coastal
Health, Provincial government, Federal
government, First Nations
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2.3

“Food is what connects us
all to each other and to the
natural world, which makes
it an incredibly powerful
medium for thinking and
acting collaboratively. It
encompasses all of life – not
just what is necessary, but
also what makes live worth
living.”
Carolyn Steel, Hungry City. How
Food Shapes Our Lives.

Food Skills for Families
Food Skills for Families
offers a six-session
free cooking school to
cooking groups that serve
Aboriginal, Punjabi, new
immigrant, and lowincome communities. All
the cooking group has
to supply is a properly
equipped kitchen and 8-12
participants who agree to
attend all six sessions. The
program provides a trained
facilitator with cooking
and nutrition expertise,
the food to be cooked,
and workbooks, including
recipes targeted for specific
groups.
The six hands-on kitchen
sessions cover healthy food
choices, safe food handling
and storage, meal planning,
healthy snacks, nutrition
education, and a shopping
tour. Food Skills for
Families is funded through
the Canadian Diabetes
Association by the BC
Healthy Living Alliance.
Contact Samantha
Bissonnette, Program
Assistant, 604-732-1331 x248,
or samantha.bissonnette@
diabetes.ca

Knowledge and Agency

Knowledge is our ability to acquire awareness, familiarity, or
understanding of food (including where, how, and by whom our
food is produced and distributed). Agency enables our ability to
act upon that knowledge in order to enhance both our own and our
community’s food security and health. Our community is strengthened
and residents are empowered through the connections we make when
we share and celebrate food.

When we eat together, we move beyond self into meaningful
relationship with the world and other beings. The connections
we make through food touch us in all aspects of our lives,
including our physical, emotional, and spiritual selves, in our
family, friend, and community worlds.
Knowledge and agency include learning and sharing through
educational programs and resources, and cultural teachings
and practices shared within and between communities.

Topic 24: Educational programs and resources
Educational programs and resources provide opportunities
for knowledge, skill-building, and sharing that enhance the
ability of individuals and communities to be food secure and
are available to residents and to workers in the food system.
Facilities such as kitchens, gardens, meeting rooms, dining
rooms, food storage, and distribution space are available for
public use.

When we have information about food and our food system,
we can make healthy and responsible choices about how and
what we eat.
Programs that build food skills connect people with
information and support, often in a group or community
setting. This can help foster caring and connection as well
as promote a responsible attitude toward the environment,
and an understanding about food as part of a larger natural
system. More personal knowledge about food and nutrition
can also help a community manage its public health care
costs.
Producers, food system workers, and food and agriculture
professionals need access to training and education.
Community food security is supported and enhanced
when new farmers can access training and resources
through agricultural schools, apprenticeship programs, and
mentorship opportunities.
Communities need access to food facilities at the
neighbourhood level. Community and individual food security
are supported when residents have access to community
kitchens and gardens, as well as spaces for meeting, eating
together, and storing and distributing food.
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Indicators
1. Community food skill development programs
This indicator identifies food skill development programs that
self-registered in an online database hosted by Fresh Choice
Kitchens, in September 2009.50
Many other organizations in Vancouver offer opportunities
to learn about the food system and growing, gathering, and
preparing food through diverse workshops, talks, programs,
courses, seminars, gatherings, and events. An inventory of
neighbourhood food programs, resources, and infrastructure
is currently underway (fall 2010). Please see Appendix 6,
Community Food Resources for a partial list of organizations
that offer food-related programs and resources in 2010.
- # community food skill development programs (C24a-i,
education_community_foodskills)

In 2009, 47 organizations provided 68 food skill programs
to Vancouver residents. These programs provide community
kitchens and other activities that help people learn about
cooking, shopping, meal planning, budgeting, food safety, and
nutrition.51
2. School food skill programs in Vancouver
This indicator measures food skill development opportunities
provided in Vancouver’s public schools.
Nutrition is important for growth, development, learning, and
activity, and school foods play a significant role in helping
students learn about and practice healthy food choices. In
Vancouver schools, students learn cooking skills and about
growing food, composting, irrigation, and beekeeping. Some
high schools grow food for use in cafeterias.
School culinary programs provide hands-on learning
opportunities for preparing and cooking food. School food
gardens provide a range of opportunities for learning,
community and social development, increased access to
healthy food, and beautification and greening of schoolyards.
- Name/ location school gardens (C24b-i, education_
school_gardens)

School food gardens play an important role in students’
learning. Garden-based learning can be integrated into
academic subjects (math, science, nutrition, environmental
education), and provides hands-on experiences of fresh,
healthy food and healthy food choices.
Although many school gardens are small, the produce
50. Fresh Choice Kitchens, Cooking And Skill Building Program (CSB) Database for
British Columbia. http://www.communitykitchens.ca/main/?en&CSBDatabase.

In February 2010,
the Vancouver Board of
Education passed the first
school garden policy in
Canada to encourage and
support the development
of school food gardens in
Vancouver.
Windermere
Community Secondary
School’s organic food
garden includes 14 beds,
a greenhouse, and an
aquaponics system.
Students use the garden to
supply food to the school
cafeteria during the school
year, and maintain it during
the summer.
Additional food is sold
at a local farmers market
and donated to a food
program at Collingwood
Neighborhood House.
Farm School salad bar
pilot: Innovative school
food partnerships
Queen Alexandra School
has a big growing space
which needs maintenance.
Fresh Roots is a Vancouver
urban farming business
with a CSA program.
In a 2010-11 pilot project
designed to test ways to
administer and maintain
school food gardens
throughout the school year,
Fresh Roots will maintain
the school’s garden to
create opportunities for
student learning while
producing food for two
school cafeterias.
Windemere Secondary
school will buy the food
grown at Queen Alexandra,
and prepare it for their
students and for the salad
bar at Bruce Elementary.

51. Most of these programs require pre-registration.
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harvested from larger gardens can be incorporated into
cafeteria and school meal programs, and the skill building
and the food grown can also help increase food security for
students, their families, and the community.

SOYL Project
School food gardens
serve as interactive sites
for learning. However,
summer and on-going
garden maintenance are a
challenge for busy teachers.
Many school gardens are
championed by a single
teacher, administrator,
or parent. When these
individuals leave or are
unable to carry on, the
garden may not thrive.
Beginning in summer
2010, eight Vancouver
public school secondary
students (14-18 years
of age) from four high
schools will participate in
the SOYL Internship Pilot
Project. Students will learn
from mentors through the
summer, and then lead a
garden program at their
schools throughout the
school year.
SOYL is a Vancouver school
garden program of the
Intergenerational Landed
Learning Project at the UBC
Farm.
Sustainable Opportunities for
Youth Leadership, Internship
in School Gardens. http://
www.facebook.com/pages/
SOYL-Internship-PilotProject/126639717364472

In June 2010, 38 Vancouver elementary and high schools
had school food gardens (on-site or off-site) and four are
under development. Two high schools have greenhouses
(one incorporates aquaponics, a combination of aquaculture
and hydroponics). Gardens range in size from a few planters
to 15 or more large garden beds. Some gardens are wellmaintained and used consistently by school staff for learning
opportunities, and others are in need of maintenance and
integration into the classroom.
Other opportunities for learning about food production
involve composting and beekeeping. In 2010, three high
schools keep bees, and one has fruit trees.
Although 32 schools provide compost bins in 2010, most are
used for garden rather than kitchen waste, and some may not
be actively used or incorporated into classroom learning. But
in September 2010, three Vancouver high schools will pilot
use of Earth Tub composters as a small-scale neighbourhood
composting system.52 One high school will pick up compost by
bicycle from neighbourhood residents and restaurants.
- # schools that offer food skill development programs or
activities (C24b-ii, education_school_foodskills)

The Vancouver Board of Education includes curriculum
activities (home economics, food studies, culinary arts, and
ACE-IT programs) that help students develop food skills.
Students also benefit from clubs and other school activities
that bring diverse opportunities to learn about healthy food
and the food system. In addition, Vancouver schools partner
with community organizations to offer students food related
programs, including skill development, food gardens, and
connections with the local food system.
In 2009, some students at 91 Vancouver schools had
opportunities to grow, prepare, or share food. This includes
schools with gardens, cooking programs, and community
partnerships, but often only one class or grade may be
involved.
All Vancouver high schools offer food-related elective
courses, including home economics and food studies. Five
provide culinary arts programs, and three offer students the
opportunity to participate in the ACE-IT program (see sidebar
on next page).
52. The City of Vancouver has expressed interest in developing neighbourhood
composting systems to help manage food waste in the city. Residential Food Waste
Collection & Composting: Phase 1 Implementation. February 18, 2010. http://
vancouver.ca/ctyclerk/cclerk/20100304/documents/csbu2.pdf.
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Table 3. 2009 School-community partnerships
Skill building

Growing Chefs: cook with students; grow herbs
and plants in classrooms
Sprouting Chefs: bring chefs into the classroom
to cook with students
Project Chef: students cook in classrooms

School
gardens

Kidsafe: five gardens, currently no coordinator
Environmental Youth Alliance and Society
Promoting Environmental Conservation
(SPEC): start up, curriculum development
Evergreen: funding and advice
VCH Community Nutrition Program: support
and guidance for starting and maintaining
gardens

Accelerated Credit
Enrolment in Industry
Training (ACE-IT)
ACE-IT is a post secondary
program for secondary
school students that earns
high school graduation
credits and provides a head
start towards completion of
an apprenticeship program.
In Vancouver, food-related
courses include Cook
Training and Baking and
Pastry Arts.

UBC Intergenerational Landed Learning on
the Farm: brings together children, educators,
and multigenerational volunteers to foster
understanding of and respect for land-foodhuman connections

Local food
connections

BC School Fruit and Vegetable Nutritional
Program: distributes fresh, BC-grown fruit and
vegetables
Farm to School: connects students to farms and
helps develop local procurement for schools
Take a Bite of BC: a teaching kitchen that links
schools with local producer associations; 7 high
schools, 2009-10.

School food
sytems

Think&EatGreen@School: community
university collaborative project on healthy and
sustainable school food sytems

In 2009, 51 Vancouver schools participated in one or more
community partnerships that brought diverse food growing
and preparation learning experiences to some of their
students.
3. Food production training programs
This indicator lists training and apprenticeship opportunities
available to farmers and producers in BC.
Both new and experienced farmers need information and
support to be viable in today’s market. New farmers require
knowledge and skills on the art and science of farming. Access
to incubator farms and mentoring with experienced farmers
are especially valuable tools for new farmers, who face
significant challenges in their desire to farm.53
53. In BC, the average age of farmers is 57 years, and few farms pass down through
families. Knowledge about farming is disappearing, and low incomes, long hours,
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- # farmer/ food production training programs (C24c-i,
education_producer)

Agricultural extension
services
Historically offered by
provincial or federal
governments, local
governments can also
provide professional
agricultural extension
services to farmers and
communities.

In 2010, there are 17 organizations offering diverse training
and apprenticeship opportunities to farmers and producers in
BC.54
4. [Commercial and academic food training
programs]
This indicator identifies commercial and academic
programs for food system workers and food and agriculture
professionals. Data for this indicator has not been gathered at
this time.

Extension services provide
support and information
on technical aspects of food
production, but can also
interpret between farmers
and local government, and
help address local issues
related to agricultural
zoning and potential
conflicts between farmers
and residential landowners.
Local governments can
hire a staff planner or
agrologist who understands
sustainable food
production, partner with
other local governments
on cost-sharing and other
agencies for educational
programs, and provide web
and other resources. For
example, they can support
a database of agricultural
land available for rent and
networks between farmers.
Wanda Gorsuch. BC’s
Farming and Food Future:
Local Government Toolkit for
Sustainable Food Production.
2009. The Land Conservancy
of BC.

- [Name/ location commercial and academic food training
programs]

There are diverse training opportunities for workers in
the food system, including trade skills in commercial food
preparation and food service. Academic opportunities
exist for students interested in careers in sustainable food
systems, food science and agriculture, and related business
administration.

Summary
In Vancouver, people learn about food and the food system
by participating in diverse programs offered by community
groups and schools.
With more dedicated resources, more people across the life
cycle could benefit from community food programs that
provide opportunities for growing, cooking, and sharing food.
Schools need a broader base of support to ensure availability
and ongoing success of garden programs. Beyond start up, it’s
critical to get funding and support for ongoing administration
and maintenance of school gardens. Labour agreements
need to accommodate the unique requirements for school
garden maintenance to include students, the community, or
other arrangements. More elementary and high schools need
kitchen facilities.
New farmers need access to training through agricultural
schools and apprenticeship opportunities. Programs
administered through industry or local government can help
recruit new farmers and support new and existing farmers in
Vancouver’s urban and peri-urban areas.
All levels of government can support the development of food
infrastructure in Vancouver. Each neighbourhood should be
and high risks discourage new farmers. Ongoing development pressures threaten
farmland, and the high cost of farmland can be a barrier for new farmers.
54. Original data by FarmFolk/CityFolk, updated by Food Secure Vancouver 2010.
See 2010 Food Secure Vancouver Online, http://foodsecurevancouver.ca/knowledgeand-agency/educational-programs-resources/farmer-food-production-programs.
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able to offer its residents access to kitchens, gardens, meeting
and eating spaces, as well as food storage and distribution
space for public use.

Topic 12: Food connection
Food provides us with more than physical sustenance. It
nourishes our humanity through practices of generosity,
civility, democracy, culture, and spirit. Sharing food
preparation and coming together to celebrate its goodness
enhances personal and community food security, and creates
connections between people and meaningful engagement with
community. Because food is more than a commodity, people
bring ethical, political, and civic values to their food decisions
and their participation in a democratic and just food system.

For many people, food is invisible. We may take it for granted,
and forget the role it plays in our social relationships, our
economy, and the environment.

Resources
Cyber-Help for Organic
Farmers
The Certified Organic
Associations of BC provides
an online resource, CyberHelp for Organic Farmers,
to encourage organic and
alternative food production in
Canada, improve accessibility
to quality organic farming
content online, and upgrade
farmers’ capacities to access
that information.

Sharing and celebrating food can help create more direct and
meaningful relationships with our food system and bring us a
wider understanding of our role and capacity to influence and
strengthen it.

http://www.certifiedorganic.
bc.ca/rcbtoa/

There is a reciprocal and dynamic relationship between food
security and social connectivity and engagement. High levels
of community food security help create strong connections
between people and food. Conversely, when people are
knowledgeable about food and engaged with their food
system, a community’s level of food security is more likely to
be high.

BC’s Ministry of Agriculture
and Lands hosts InfoBasket,
an online source of agri-food
information, organized by
“communities” , including
Production and Processing,
Business Management and
Finance, Marketing and Trade,
Regulations and Legislation,
Directories and Contacts, and
Statistics and Market Data.

When people prepare food and eat together, they can be
introduced to new foods, and build skills for choosing and
preparing healthy foods. This can influence eating habits,
contribute to healthy eating, enhance social connections, and
increase food security.

InfoBasket

http://www.kmwpp.ca/

Continued on next page...

Indicators
1. Neighbourhood food networks
Neighbourhood food networks (NFNs) are efficient ways to
build and maintain connections and support a wide variety of
neighbourhood-level, food security-related initiatives.
NFNs are coalitions of community members, community
organizations, agencies, and businesses who work
collaboratively to achieve food system goals and increase
overall community capacity. They generally focus on
addressing hunger and building a more sustainable food
system, and can provide a vehicle for people to come together
and share goals, resources, and facilities.
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- # neighbourhood food networks in Vancouver’s Local
Areas (C12a-i, foodconnection_neighbourhood_networks)
Continued from previous
page...
Food Safety Systems
Implementation (Processor)
Program
The FSSI (Processor) Program
provides education and
support for BC processors
to develop food safety plans.
It delivers educational
workshops and one-on-one
consultations, and offers
funding to eligible food
processors to implement GMP
and/or HACCP plans.
http://www.ssfpa.net/foodsafety

British Columbia Food
Processor’s Reference Manual
The BC Food Processors
Association’s British
Columbia Food Processor’s
Reference Manual provides
basic strategies to set up and
maintain a food processing
business in BC. Topics range
from market research and
site location to packaging and
distribution of products.
http://www.bcfpa.ca/link/
british-columbia-foodprocessor%E2%80%99sreference-manual

In Vancouver in 2010, there are neighbourhood food networks
operating in five of Vancouver 22 local areas (about 22%).
These groups include the Downtown Eastside Right to Food
Network, Grandview Woodland Food Connection, Renfrew
Collingwood Food Security Institute, Trout Lake Cedar
Cottage Food Security Network, and the Westside Food
Security Collaborative.
In addition, Village Vancouver55 has seven neighbourhood
villages with food networks, and is active around food and
food resiliency in three areas: action (through neighbourhood
food networks), education, and planning (the food component
of Village Vancouver’s Energy Descent Action Plan).
2. Opportunities for connection and sharing
This indicator measures how people celebrate, share, and
connect around food, food skills and knowledge, and other
resources.
- Time customers spend at farmers market talking to
others (C12b-i, foodconnection_farmersmkt)

There are no data available for this metric at this time.
3. [Connections between consumers and producers]
There are currently no measures identified for this indicator.

Summary
Sharing food and food-related work helps build community
capacity and food resiliency for individuals, neighbourhoods,
and the region. More direct links between producers and
consumers help build producer capacity and local distribution
infrastructure.
Neighbourhood food networks are active in some Vancouver
neighbourhoods in 2010, supporting a wide variety of
neighbourhood-level, food security-related initiatives.
However, most Vancouver neighbourhoods do not have food
networks or coordinated food security responses in place.
Many people want to create closer relationships with those
who produce their food, and are seeking ways to buy local
food directly from producers as well as through retail stores as
they redefine their roles as consumers to include ethical and
political values in their buying decisions.

Knowledge and Agency – Results and
recommendations
As a community, we need to find ways to reconnect
meaningfully with food, and our food system, and redefine our
role as consumers and the food economy to include resiliency
55. http://villagevancouver.ning.com/
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and food security.
We can do this by creating more opportunities for connection
and learning experiences in our homes, workplaces, schools,
markets, and neighbourhoods.
We can:
•
•
•
•
•

eat together;
learn about where our food comes from and its true costs;
introduce ‘food civics’ in school;
make conscious decisions about what we buy and eat;
build and strengthen local food networks.

We can also build an ethic of responsibility and understanding
of the impact of our food choices on the environment, the
economy, and other people.
Here are suggestions and recommendations for further work.
Topic

Action

Who can act

Educational
programs and
resources

Fund community food programs that provide
opportunities for growing, cooking, and sharing
food.

City of Vancouver, Vancouver
Board of Education, Vancouver
Coastal Health, Vancouver Park
Board, Metro Vancouver, Provincial
government, Federal government

Educational
programs and
resources

Introduce ‘food civics’ in school curricula.

Vancouver Board of Education,
Provincial government

Educational
programs and
resources

Fund ongoing administration and maintenance
of school gardens.

Vancouver Board of Education

Educational
programs and
resources

Accommodate unique school garden
maintenance requirements in labour
agreements to include students, the
community, and other arrangements.

Vancouver Board of Education,
school employee unions

Educational
programs and
resources

Lobby Ministry of Education to broaden K-12
curriculum to include additional food skill
development (growing and preparing food) and
food justice topics.

Vancouver Board of Education

Educational
programs and
resources

Lobby Ministry of Education to require that
all new schools include kitchens in order to
provide cooking programs.

Vancouver Board of Education

Educational
programs and
resources

Provide professional agricultural extension
services to farmers and communities.

City of Vancouver, Metro Vancouver,
Provincial government, Federal
government

Educational
programs and
resources

Administer agricultural training and
apprenticeship programs for new farmers.

City of Vancouver, Metro Vancouver,
Provincial government, Federal
government

Food
connection

Facilitate opportunities for neighbourhood
food networks to convene; lobby the City of
Vancouver to prioritize the development of food
neighbourhoods and infrastructure.

Vancouver Food Policy Council
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2.4
Local Food Economy and
Infrastructure definition
The majority of food consumed
in Vancouver is either supply
managed by marketing boards or
made available through globally
competitive market systems that
respond to consumer demand.
These business systems deliver
products to market in a system
that optimizes resource use,
minimizes costs to consumers,
and maximizes profits.
As long as food is treated as a
commodity, food systems will
largely be characterized by
activities of economic agents
such as farmers, brokers,
processors, importers, exporters,
and retailers.
The diversity of the food
economy and the strength of
individual actors all along the
supply chain are significant
determinants of the resilience
of Vancouver’s food system.
A sustainable food system
is economically and socially
viable for all those involved,
including farmers, workers, and
consumers.
Competitive trade relations
that work within ecological
constraints enhance food
security. In the face of uncertain
and imminent changes to global
food production capacity, it is
pertinent to strengthen local
food production and bolster our
ability to supply food locally and
abroad.
With climate change and
pending fuel shortages,
production and distribution
of food in this changing world
needs to minimize fossil fuel
consumption and greenhouse
gas emissions.

Local Food Economy and
Infrastructure
“Central elements of any community’s food security are
its domestic food stocks and production capacity, and its
capacity to import adequate food to fill the gap between
what is produced and what is consumed.”
Baker Mukeere. The Basics of Market Analysis for Food
Security.

Please see the sidebar on this page for the definition of Local
Food Economy and Infrastructure.

This section assesses the resiliency of our region’s56 food
supply chain and economy (its market profile, balance
of imported/ local supply, and local processing), and the
characteristics and strength of its actors (market players,
farmers, farm labourers). It also estimates the capacity of local
agricultural and food production systems to supply us with
healthy food, and examines the role and viability of urban
agriculture for food production.
A complex food supply chain feeds more than two million
people daily in Metro Vancouver. This network of highly
competitive arrangements and relationships between variable
business agents is, for the most part, a component of the
mainstream, global food system.
Metro Vancouver’s population is projected to increase
from 2.2 million in 2006 to 3.3 million in 204057. Food
consumption will also increase.
The global food system has been highly efficient at moving
large volumes of diverse, cheap food products from
international sources to meet consumer demands for a wide
range of food choices at any time of the year. However, some
of its characteristics make it inflexible and vulnerable to
several emerging conditions (such as climate change and
peak oil) that are projected to impact its ability to maintain
provision of the inexpensive, abundant food we currently
enjoy.58
Enhancing our capacity for more local food production,
processing, storage, and distribution is prudent to help offset
some of these vulnerabilities and protect community food
security. The resiliency of Metro Vancouver’s food system is
strengthened by a strong regional food economy and local
56. Depending on the indicator, measures may be for Vancouver, Metro Vancouver,
the Lower Mainland, or BC.
57. Metro Vancouver 2040 Regional Growth Strategy. 2009. Metro Vancouver.
58. Antony Froggatt and Glada Lahn. Sustainable Energy Security: Strategic Risks
and Opportunities for Business. Chatham House-Lloyd’s 360° Risk Insight White
Paper. June 2010.
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infrastructure and services (warehouses, processing facilities,
and networks) that facilitate the supply and movement of food
to and within the region.
A strong local food economy is based on locally-grown food59
and food that is grown in tune with local ecology. It also helps
ensure meaningful employment in the agricultural sector with
fair wages and prices that meet the needs of people living in
the region.

Topic 7: Distribution

“The mainstream food
distribution network
is controlled by large
distribution and
wholesale companies
that feature imported
food.”

Food distribution is the movement of food from where it is
produced and processed (local and imported products) to
where it reaches the people who eat it (farm direct marketing,
retail, and hotel/ restaurant/ institutional).

The mainstream food distribution network is controlled
by large distribution and wholesale companies that feature
imported food. It is characterized by independent, longestablished supplier relationships based on low cost, large
volumes, and consistent quality. Many large California and
Mexico producers require Vancouver distributors to purchase
their products on a year-round rather than seasonal basis.
This practice reinforces the food system’s inherently inflexible
nature, and creates barriers for buyers who may wish to
purchase seasonal, locally produced food.60
Local (and often small) producers are challenged to enter this
highly-centralized distribution system due to several factors.
Buyers prefer to access products through the established
system because it meets their needs for just-in-time delivery
of large volumes, consistent quality, and service-ready
packaging, and they may not be enthusiastic about supporting
local producers because of concerns about increased
administrative costs and food safety.61
However, members of at least one regional distribution
industry association are investigating how they can help
increase local supply for local consumers. The Canadian
Council of Grocer Distributors, Western Division, recently
struck a working group to look at impacts of rising oil prices
on their industry, and to work with other stakeholders to
build production capacity in BC, reduce waste, and address

59. “Local” is not formally defined in this study but can include: Metro Vancouver,
Fraser Valley Regional District, other parts of BC, and the state of Washington.
60. Chris Hild. The Economy of Local Food in Vancouver. 2009. Vancouver
Economic Development Commission.
61. ibid
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food safety concerns.62 But buyers that are currently willing
to purchase local, seasonal food sometimes face barriers from
inflexible vendor protocols, or interference from regulators.63
Importance of local food
Nine-in-ten (91%) of BC
residents agree that “it is
important that BC produce
enough food so we don’t
have to depend on imports
from other places”. This is an
increase of eight points from
2004.
Source: Poll of public opinions
toward agriculture, food and
agri-food production in BC.
2008. IPSOS Reid Public Affairs.
Prepared for the Investment
Agriculture Foundation of BC.

Indicators
1. Local food sold locally
This baseline indicator measures local sales of locally
produced food through farmers markets, wholesale
distributors, farm direct sales, and institutional procurement
practices.
Locally grown fruits and vegetables may be healthier and have
a lower environmental impact than imported produce. When
efficiently grown and distributed, produce that is shipped
short distances when ripe has lower associated greenhouse
gas emissions and real carbon costs than imported produce
picked before ripeness and shipped long distances to Metro
Vancouver.64
However, it is difficult for many local producers to access
mainstream markets because buyers require a scale and
constancy of supply they cannot provide. Gaps in sales
opportunities persist in Metro Vancouver, and the existing
market structure continues to return investment to
international company headquarters instead of remaining in
the local economy.65
Small, local producers can use direct marketing to receive
more of the food dollar share. Traditionally, some farmers
sell from their farm gate or other farm market stands. Other
farmers are recently taking advantage of direct marketing
opportunities that spring from strong consumer demand,
such as contract crop production programs66 and selling
at burgeoning farmers markets in Vancouver and Metro
Vancouver.
- annual farmers market agricultural sales in Vancouver
(D7a-i, market_annualsales_farmersmkt)

Farmers markets offer local producers a regular market and
customer base for their product, and opportunities to connect
directly with consumers. Although staffing and other costs are
high for farmers selling at farmers markets, they can achieve
62. Alan Langdon, Canadian Council of Grocer Distributors. Personal
communication. August 10, 2010.
63. http://www.westender.com/articles/entry/grocers-stock-seized2
64. Chris Hild. The Economy of Local Food in Vancouver. 2009. Vancouver
Economic Development Commission.
65. ibid
66. CSA – community shared agriculture; RSA – restaurant shared agriculture
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better financial returns from consumers’ willingness to pay
extra for local and/ or organic food, and from the higher
margins of niche, artisanal, and value-added products. In
addition, the local economy benefits from farmers markets
through secondary rounds of spending and a multiplier effect
on adjacent businesses and employment.
Table 4. Total annual agricultural sales, Vancouver farmers
markets

Annual total sales

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

1,652,279

2,234,573

2,578,688

2,979,913

n/a

Source: Vancouver Farmers Market Society. 2010

Agricultural sales at Vancouver’s farmers markets have almost
doubled from 2006 ($1,652,279) to 2009 ($2,979,913).
Agricultural sales include products in the organic and
conventional farm, organic and conventional nursery, meat,
dairy, and wild harvester categories.
- [purchase of local food for local distribution by
distributor] ([D7a-ii, market_annualsales_wholesale_
local])

The amount of BC food products sold through Metro
Vancouver’s distribution system for local consumption is
estimated to be less than a third of food distributor sales.67
Recently, both Sysco and Gordon Food Services have initiated
local food initiatives in response to consumer demand.
Data on the purchase of local food for local distribution are
useful to show the degree that local product is able to move
through the regional food market, but were not acquired at
this time.
- [# / location/ value of direct farm sales in region] ([D7aiii, market_annualsales_directmkt])

The Fraser Valley generates over a billion dollars of revenue
annually and farm direct marketers make an important
contribution to that revenue.68 The Fraser Valley Farm Direct
Marketing Association promotes farmers who sell direct to
consumers from their farms and regional farmers’ markets.
They produce an annual Farm Fresh Reference Guide to
67. Serecon and Zbeetnoff. Food Secure Vancouver Baseline Report. March 2009.
68. The Fraser Valley Farm Direct Marketing Association (BC FarmFresh). http://
www.bcfarmfresh.com/.
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member farms (78 in 2010) and their locally-grown products.

British Columbians like
to buy direct
Nearly nine-in-ten British
Columbians (88%) say they
like to buy directly from
farms and farmers’ markets,
including 34% who “strongly
agree” they like to buy
directly.
Poll of public opinions toward
agriculture, food and agri-food
production in BC. 2008. IPSOS
Reid Public Affairs. Prepared
for the Investment Agriculture
Foundation of BC.

Data are not in place for this indicator at this time. Please visit
the BC FarmFresh website for a map and list of farm-direct
sales69.
2. Food distributors in Vancouver
This indicator lists food wholesalers and food service
distributors in Metro Vancouver and measures food
warehouse capacity in Metro Vancouver.
At this time, there are no data for this indicator, and we
recommend further research to list participants in the food
supply chain and to inventory food warehouse capacity in
Metro Vancouver. Of particular interest is the amount of
warehouse space available for food produced locally.
Potential measures include:
- [food wholesalers and food service distributors in Metro
Vancouver] ([D7b-i, distribution_wholesale])
- [food warehouse capacity in Metro Vancouver] ([D7b-ii,
distribution_warehouse_capacity])

The regional food distribution network supplies the retail
sector (60% of total commercial food sales in BC in 2005), and
the hotel, restaurant, and institutional sectors (the remaining
40% of food product sales).70
The retail market is served primarily by wholesalers, while
90% of the hotel/ restaurant/ institution sector buy from food
service distributors (FSDs).71
In Metro Vancouver, wholesale distributors are primarily
owned by large retail chains such as Overwaitea Food Group,
Safeway, and IGA as well as other corporations that do
not own retail outlets. About 69% of the Lower Mainland’s
horticultural production is handled by wholesalers.72 It is
estimated that large retail chains control 65% of supply, while
other wholesalers direct the balance.73
Most food service sales in the region are controlled by FSDs.
Two large FSDs, Sysco and Gordon Food Services, command
an estimated 60-65% market share.74
69. http://www.bcfarmfresh.com/map.asp
70. BC Ministry of Agriculture and Lands. Guidelines for BC Food Producers and
Processors on Selling to Food Service Distributors. Novatec Consulting. April 2006.
71. ibid
72. Serecon and Zbeetnoff. Food Secure Vancouver Baseline Report. March 2009.
73. Chris Hild. The Economy of Local Food in Vancouver. 2009. Vancouver
Economic Development Commission.
74. BC Ministry of Agriculture and Lands. Guidelines for BC Food Producers and
Processors on Selling to Food Service Distributors. Novatec Consulting. April 2006.
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Regulated field vegetables grown in the Lower Mainland are
marketed by the BC Vegetable Commission75, a designated
agency cooperative owned by BC Growers, BC Fresh
Vegetables Inc., and 28 registered wholesalers76.
An alternative distribution system exists in the Lower
Mainland, but currently lacks the scale and consistent supply
advantages enjoyed by the mainstream system.77 BC-based
distributors may experience restricted access to the food
distribution system due to the small scale of local supply,
its seasonal production and higher per unit pricing, lack of
supporting infrastructure such as processing, and limited
scale and fragmentation in the production sector.

“BC-based
distributors may
experience restricted
access to the food
distribution system...”

Figure 4. Metro Vancouver food distribution industry sectors

Adapted from:
1. Novacorp Consulting Inc. Guidelines for BC Food Producers and
Processors on Selling to Food Service Distributors. 2006. Report
prepared for the BC Ministry of Agriculture and Lands. http://
www.al.gov.bc.ca/foodprocessing/documents/foodservice_
market/final_fsd_marketing_sales_manual.pdf.
2. Chris Hild. The Economy of Local Food in Vancouver. 2009.
Vancouver Economic Development Commission. http://www.
vancouvereconomic.com/userfiles/file/Local-Food-in-Vancouverwebversion.pdf.

75. http://www.bcveg.com/
76. Serecon and Zbeetnoff. Food Secure Vancouver Baseline Report. March 2009.
77. Chris Hild. The Economy of Local Food in Vancouver. 2009. Vancouver
Economic Development Commission.
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3. Independent retail food stores in Vancouver
This indicator measures the percentage of independent retail
food stores in Vancouver.

Supply management
Canada’s supply management
systems (milk, eggs, turkeys,
and chicken) help farmers
control marketing costs. These
nonprofit, farmer-directed
agencies return net market
revenues to farmers.
Supply management provides
stability and predictability
for farmers and processors,
treats farmers equitably with
regard to price, and provides
consumers with a guaranteed
supply of high-quality milk
and poultry products at stable
prices comparable to or below
other countries’ markets.
Supply management has three
basic elements:
1. Production management:
Farmers commit to produce
set amounts, under quotas.
2. Import controls: The
government uses tariffs or
other measures to prevent
unpredictable inflows of
foreign-produced products.
3. Cost-of-production pricing:
Canadian officials measure
farmers’ costs and set prices
accordingly.
In both the Canadian and
international setting, Canadian
farmers within the supply
management sectors stand out
as among the least damaged by
the global farm income crisis.

At this time, there are no data for this indicator, and we
recommend further research be conducted to list independent
retail food stores in Vancouver and as a ratio of total retail
food stores.
Potential measures include:
- [% independent retail food stores in Vancouver] ([D7c-i,
distribution_retail_independent])
- [ratio independent to franchised retail food stores in
Vancouver] ([D19a-ii, market_structure_retail])

The retail food sector in Metro Vancouver is dominated by
seven supermarket chains78 that often operate their own
wholesale divisions. In addition, hundreds of corner grocers,
specialty stores, and markets are located in Vancouver and
the wider region. Many of these are small, multi-ethnic
independents.79
Our food system is more resilient when we have convenient
access to local food, which for most of us means we can buy
it in grocery stores. Approximately 20% of locally consumed
vegetables come from local sources, and imports supply the
remaining product demand.80
Large food retailers rarely deal with smaller local farmers
because they cannot ensure delivery of necessary volumes or
lack the technology needed to deliver retail-ready products.
Retailers obtain most of the food they sell from large
distributors (frequently franchised) or larger farms. The lack
of local products in convenient locations and the related lack
of local distribution channels inhibit farmers from gaining
access to local customers.81

The Farm Crisis: Its Causes and
Solutions. The National Farmers
Union. Ministers of Agriculture
Meeting. July 5, 2005.

Franchised stores have limited flexibility to purchase food
products from sources other than their parent company due
to contractual obligations that require they buy mandated
percentages from specified distributors. Small, independent,
or cooperative retailers may have more flexibility to purchase
local and seasonal production to meet their customers’
demands.

http://www.nfu.ca/briefs/2005/
Ministers_of_Ag_brief_FOUR.
pdf

78. Canada Safeway, The Overwaitea Group, IGA Marketplace (HY Louie Co. Ltd),
Westfair Foods, Whole Foods, Thrifty’s Foods, and Choices.
79. Serecon and Zbeetnoff. Food Secure Vancouver Baseline Report. March 2009.
80. ibid
81. Maureen Carter-Whitney. Bringing Local Food Home: Legal, Regulatory
and Institutional Barriers to Local Food. December 2008. Canadian Institute for
Environmental Law and Policy.
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4. Local food procurement
This indicator measures the amount of institutional food
purchased locally.
There are currently no data in place for this indicator, and
we recommend that research be conducted to develop
appropriate measures of local and sustainable food
procurement in Vancouver.
Potential measures include:
- [# institutions in Vancouver with local purchasing
polices]
- [Amount of institutional food purchased locally]

Governments, service providers, and institutions of all
sizes provide daily food to employees, students, and clients
in cafeterias, at meetings and events, and in programs.
Institutions can provide large, stable markets for producers
and help support local agriculture when they adopt and
implement local food procurement policies.

“Our food system’s
resiliency can be
enhanced through
institutional food
purchasing programs
that include
requirements for
sustainable and local
food procurement. ”

Our food system’s resiliency can be enhanced through
institutional food purchasing programs that include
requirements for sustainable and local food procurement.
There are numerous environmental, economic and social
benefits from developing and implementing a local food
procurement policy, especially if it includes such other
sustainability criteria as healthy eating and seasonal, organic,
and fair trade foods.

Summary
Large food wholesalers and food service distributors in Metro
Vancouver control most of the food sold in Metro Vancouver,
and provide mostly imported food to meet the demand. Some
large local producers are able to sell into this distribution
system, but it is challenging for many smaller local producers
to meet the requirements of the centralized distribution
system. Some producers are able to market directly to
consumers through farm gate sales, farmers markets, and
contract crop production programs.
The food distribution industry in Metro Vancouver is
responding to the impacts of rising oil prices on the wholesale
and retail distribution network. There is some growing
industry interest to help build production capacity in BC
and increase the supply of locally produced food for local
consumers.
Small, independent, or cooperative retailers may have more
flexibility to purchase local and seasonal production to meet
their customers’ demands. In Vancouver, opportunities exist
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for local producers to enter the supply chain through more
targeted direct marketing practices such as CSAs and home
delivery box sales, as well as through Vancouver’s emerging
neighbourhood food networks, small-retail neighbourhood
food stores, and mobile produce carts.
Some public institutions in Metro Vancouver are beginning
to explore how they can include sustainable and local food
procurement requirements in their procurement programs.
Please see Section 2.5, Public Investment and Support, Topic
20: Food policy for more information on local food purchasing
policies.

Topic 10: Farmers
Please see the sidebar on this page for the definition of
Farmers.
Topic 10: Farmers
definition
Farm families and businesses
produce food and steward
important natural resources.
They acquire and manage
farmland, plant and harvest
crops, save seeds, and breed
and raise animals.
Farmers (and others who
produce raw food) occupy a
central position in today’s agrifood chain between those who
provide agricultural inputs to
raw food production (energy,
fertilizer, seed, and chemicals)
and those who modify and
move it (packers, processors,
distributors, and retailers).
Farmers need support
from their communities
and governments to run
sustainable and financially
successful enterprises.
Resilient food systems are
supplied by local as well as
imported sources, and from
small, medium, and large size
farming operations.
A strong and resilient farming
sector can help create
farmer and rural prosperity,
attract new farmers, support
community food security, and
address environmental and
health problems.

An international farm income crisis affects farmers in Canada,
BC, and our region. There is growing concern that our current
agriculture practices and policies are a major cause of this
crisis and have contributed to declining farm numbers and
increasing farm size.
The rise of corporate power and consolidation in all
agricultural sectors is unprecedented, has largely occurred
over the past 25 years, and is a global phenomenon. Power
imbalances in the agri-food chain distort markets and cause
profit misallocations, a central cause of the current farm
income crisis. Most agricultural indicators are positive
(production, revenue, exports, output per acre, output per
farmer, cost per unit). But the National Farmers Union notes
that even as farmers produce more efficiently and export
more, farmer net incomes drop.82
The average age of farmers is rising as farm businesses
become less viable and fewer people are willing to bear the
risks. Small and medium size farms are disappearing.

Indicators
1. Farm viability
This baseline indicator examines the economic viability of
farming by looking at the relationship between gross farm
receipts and total farm business operating expenses, and how
farmers subsidize their farm businesses with off-farm income.

82. The Farm Crisis: Its Causes and Solutions. The National Farmers Union.
Ministers of Agriculture Meeting. July 5, 2005. http://www.nfu.ca/briefs/2005/
Ministers_of_Ag_brief_FOUR.pdf
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- Gross annual farm receipts; % change (D10a-i, farm_
receipts)
- farms in Lower Mainland by gross farm receipts (D10a-iv,
farm_receipts_by_size)

In 2005, 68% of farms in Metro Vancouver and 54% of farms
in the Fraser Valley Regional District (FVRD) reported less
than $50,000 in gross farm receipts. In Metro Vancouver,
48% earned less than $10,000, and 35% in FVRD.
Figure 5. Total gross farm receipts

“Costs of operating a
farm are rising but for
farmers, earnings are
not, resulting in lower
profits for many
farm businesses in
Metro Vancouver and
FVRD.”

Source: Secondary data used in Working Together in the Lower
Mainland. Sustainability Snapshot 2010. Fraser Basin Council.
http://www.fraserbasin.bc.ca/publications/indicators.html.

Between 2000 and 2005, the proportion of farms with gross
farm receipts less than $50,000 decreased by 2% in FVRD
and by 3% in Metro Vancouver. In the same period, total
number of farms declined by 4% in FVRD and 8% in Metro
Vancouver.
- Total farm business operating expenses (D10a-ii, farm_
expenses)
- Ratio farm business operating expenses to gross receipts
(D10a-iii, farm_receipts_expenses_ratio)

Costs of operating a farm are rising but for farmers, earnings
are not, resulting in lower profits for many farm businesses
in Metro Vancouver and FVRD. One farmer claims there is
endemic poverty amongst food producers, and that many farm
families live below the poverty line.83
83. Anonymous personal conversation. October 2009.
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Figure 6. Ratio of gross farm business operating expenses to gross
farm receipts

Source: Secondary data used in Working Together in the Lower
Mainland. Sustainability Snapshot 2010. Fraser Basin Council.
http://www.fraserbasin.bc.ca/publications/indicators.html

A higher ratio of expenses (how much was spent to farm) to
gross receipts (dollars received from sales and farm subsidies)
shows lower profit levels. In Metro Vancouver, the ratio
increased by 0.02 between 2000 (0.87) and 2005 (0.89). In
FVRD, it decreased by 0.01 from 0.86 to 0.85.
- % farmers working off-farm to subsidize farm work
(D10a-v, farmer_off-farm_work)

Many farmers need wages from off-farm work to help them
pay for the costs of farming.
The percentage of farm operators performing non-farm work
to help subsidize their farm work in Metro Vancouver in 2005
was 50%, and 49% in FVRD.
Table 5. Farmers with paid non-farm work
paid nonfarm work

% Paid

< 20
hrs/wk

20-40
hrs/wk

> 40 hr/wk

Fraser Valley RD

49%

10%

20%

19%

Metro Vancouver

50%

9%

20%

20%

Source: Census of Agriculture. 2006. Working on and off the farm.
http://www.statcan.gc.ca/pub/95-629-x/2007000/4182410-eng.
htm.
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Of those farm operators reporting non-farm work to help
subsidize their farm work in Metro Vancouver in 2005, 9%
were paid for less than 20 hours per week, 20% between 20
and 40 hours per week, and 20% for 40 hours or more per
week.
In 2005, 10% of FVRD farmers were paid for less than 20
hours per week, 20% between 20 and 40 hours per week, and
19% for 40 hours or more per week.

“BC’s farm population
is aging, and fewer
young people
are entering the
industry.”

2. Age of farmers
This baseline indicator measures the age of farmers in Metro
Vancouver and the Fraser Valley Regional District.
- Number of farm operators by age group and % change
(D10b-i, farm_farmer_age)

BC’s farm population is aging, and fewer young people are
entering the industry. The median age of BC farmers was 53 in
2005. From 1931 to 2006, the number of BC citizens living on
a farm dropped from 1 in 7 to 1 in 68.84 Valuable agricultural
expertise is lost when farmers retire or leave the industry by
choice or bankruptcy.
The decline in young people entering farming may reflect the
high cost of entry into farming, low wages, uncontrollable
risks (e.g. weather, disease outbreaks), lack of work
experience required to be successful, and fewer children
taking over the family farm.
Figure 7. Farm operators by age in the Lower Mainland

Source: Secondary data used in Working Together in the Lower
Mainland. Sustainability Snapshot 2010. Fraser Basin Council.
http://www.fraserbasin.bc.ca/publications/indicators.html
84. Statistics Canada. 2006. British Columbia’s farm population: changes over a
lifetime. www.statcan.gc.ca/ca-ra2006/agpop/bc-cb-eng.htm.
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Measuring farm viability
Statistics Canada collects data
on farm gross receipts in the
Agricultural Census every five
years, and uses it as a measure
of farm viability.
However, gross receipts
(before deducting expenses)
include program payments
from government, and don’t
truly reflect how much is
actually earned by farm
businesses from agricultural
products sold and custom work
receipts.
More detailed reporting of
financial success by farm size
and farm type would provide
a better picture of which types
of farms are more or less
financially viable in Canada.
It would also be useful to
know what kinds of foods are
grown by businesses that are
financially sustainable in the
present food system.
Other measures for measuring
farm viability are proposed by
sector stakeholders (debt-toassets ratio, return on equity,
debt structure), and there have
been recent efforts to develop
“benchmarks of success”.
July 19, 2010 email. Canadian
Farm Business Marketing
Council, http://www.farmcentre.
com/, 1-888-232-3262 or (613)
237-9060, council@cfbmc.com.

The federal government
purports to make such
measures available via the
Canadian Farm Business
Marketing Council, but
the website is currently
unavailable and the project is
on hold.

In 2005, 35% of farmers in FVRD were over the age of 55
and 9% were younger than 35. In Metro Vancouver in 2005,
48% of farmers were older than 55, and 5% were under the
age of 35. In both regional districts, fewer young people were
farming in 2005 than in 2000, and the number of older
farmers increased.
3. Farm size
This indicator measures the size of farms in Metro Vancouver
and FVRD (the Lower Mainland).
Farm size by hectare data has not been acquired or analyzed
at this time. It would be useful to watch numbers of Lower
Mainland farms by size in hectares, although careful
interpretation on causes for any changes is required. For
example, an increase in numbers of smaller farms may be due
to division of larger agricultural parcels under development
pressure, or it may show innovation in finding ways to make
small lot farming a viable option on available but unused
farmland. A reduction in numbers of small farm parcels may
indicate consolidation into larger parcels or represent loss of
agricultural use.
There are currently no data in place for this indicator.
Potential measures include:
- [farms in Lower Mainland by size] ([D10c-i, farm_size])

In 2005 in Metro Vancouver, 88% of farms were less than 28
hectares in size, and 80% in FVRD.85

Summary
Currently, many BC farmers face higher inflation on expenses
than on earnings from farming. Many farmers turn to off-farm
employment to subsidize their farming activities. This is not
a situation that encourages people to enter the business of
farming, and fewer farmers are farming. BC’s farm population
is aging, young farmers are not entering the industry, and we
may soon face a shortage of farmers.
Farms are getting bigger and mid- to small-sized family
farms are disappearing as producers are forced to continually
expand in order to be viable. This trend has created a food
system characterized by big business, factory farms, and
cheap food.
Small farms produce fresh local vegetables, fruit, meat, and
many other products for the local market. They also preserve
the skills and knowledge needed to operate small, hands-on,
85. Reported in Working Together in the Lower Mainland. Sustainability Snapshot
2010. Fraser Basin Council. http://www.fraserbasin.bc.ca/publications/indicators.
html
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diversified, sustainable enterprises that are required to build
a viable local food system. When small farmers disappear,
so does the food they provide to local markets. Community
food security is reduced, and customers lose their direct
relationship with local producers.
If food production is not economically viable for most farmers,
our food system is not resilient and our food security is at risk.
Our food system needs to incorporate all the true costs of food
production (economic, social, and environmental) into the
price of food and ensure that farmers receive a fair income
and all members of our community have access to healthy
food.
The mainstream food system needs to accommodate more
diverse farm business and marketing models to help increase
local distribution of local food. While farmers markets are
increasingly successful, they can be an expensive option for
both producers and consumers. Other farm markets include
smaller enterprises that obtain farmers’ produce and sell in
local communities. These types of enterprises could be located
in Vancouver’s neighbourhoods.

“Our food system
needs to incorporate
all the true costs
of food production
(economic, social, and
environmental) into
the price of food and
ensure that farmers
receive a fair income
and all members of
our community have
access to healthy
food.”

Development of local food distribution and marketing
opportunities must include the existing agricultural marketing
infrastructure in order to open local food opportunities to
a broad spectrum of farmers to develop their businesses to
meet local food demand. Inclusive dialogue on this topic
is necessary between all stakeholders, including farmers,
community food groups, government agencies, and
agricultural industry groups.

Topic 17: Labour
The food system generates economic activity and provides
employment opportunities in all sectors of the food supply
chain. Agricultural producers and processors rely on large
numbers of seasonal farmworkers to support their businesses
and preserve the safety and quality of BC vegetables and fruits.
In a just and sustainable food system, seasonal agricultural
workers are fairly paid and treated, and protected from
occupational health and safety hazards.

People are employed as managers, contractors, and workers in
crop and animal production sectors in the region. Every year,
many people are also seasonally employed in the production
and processing sectors of the food system in the Fraser
Valley Regional District and Metro Vancouver. Others have
permanent employment in distribution, retail, and service
jobs.
Farmworkers (sometimes called hand-harvesters) work
seasonally in the harvesting, processing, and packing of fruits
Vancouver Food Policy Council, November 2010 | 70
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“Many agricultural
workers in BC
face significant
occupational health
and safety hazards.”

and vegetables. Although most of the work is seasonal in
fields, it also involves greenhouses, canneries, nurseries, and
warehouses.86
Farm employment is frequently labour-intensive and lowpaid, and provides minimal or no benefits. Many agricultural
workers in BC face significant occupational health and safety
hazards. For more information about temporary farmworkers,
please see Section 2.5, Public Investment and Support, Topic
20, Food policy: Labour standards.

Indicators
1. Farm employment in Metro Vancouver and FVRD
This baseline indicator measures farm employment in food
production jobs in Metro Vancouver and FVRD.
- % workforce in crop and animal production jobs in Metro
Vancouver and FVRD (D17a-i, farm_workforce)

Agricultural and food-related employment levels can show
the importance of agriculture to a region’s community and
economic well-being. In the Fraser Valley, agriculture is a
significant employer.
In 2006, 8,490 people in FVRD’s labour force worked in crop
and animal production jobs87 (6.7%). In Metro Vancouver,
9,865 (0.8%) were employed in this sector.
Table 6. Workforce in crop and animal production jobs in FVRD,
MV
Total labour

Farm

% farm

FVRD 2001

118,350

8490

7.2%

FVRD 2006

133,420

8930

6.7%

GVRD 2001

1,073,010

8980

0.8%

GVRD 2006

1,169,720

9865

0.8%

Source: http://www.bcstats.gov.bc.ca/data/dd/facsheet/facsheet.
asp

86. Cultivating Farmworker Rights: Ending the Exploitation of Immigrant and
Migrant Farmworkers in BC. June 2008. Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives.
http://www.policyalternatives.ca/sites/default/files/uploads/publications/BC_
Office_Pubs/bc_2008/bc_farmworkers_full.pdf.
87. NAICS 111-112 Farms. http://www.ic.gc.ca/cis-sic/cis-sic.nsf/IDE/cis-sic11cagre.
html.
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2. Seasonal farm worker requirement in Metro
Vancouver and FVRD
This indicator measures how many people are employed as
seasonal agricultural workers in Metro Vancouver and FVRD,
and looks at how this need is met through temporary migrant
workers from outside Canada.
Every year, temporary farmworkers work in BC’s horticultural
production sector, one of the province’s most important
contributors to agricultural production. Most farmworkers in
BC are immigrants from South Asia, or temporary migrants
from Mexico since the extension of the federal Seasonal
Agricultural Workers Program (SAWP) to BC. The majority
of immigrant farmworkers in BC are from South Asia, mostly
Indo-Canadian women.88
- [# seasonal workers hired by farms in BC, Metro
Vancouver, FVRD] ([D17b-i, farm_labour_seasonal])

There are currently no data in place for this metric.
- % temporary migrant workers hired in BC [Metro
Vancouver, FVRD] ([D17b-ii, farm_labour_migrant])

Many migrant workers come to Canada with a background in
farming and agriculture. To qualify for the SAWP, applicants
must have family dependents, and be under 48 years of age at
the time of first application. This means that migrant workers
who are in Canada are young, married, and with families they
have left behind while they temporarily help raise food in
our country. There are food security implications in migrant
workers’ countries of origin when farmers are removed from
food production for their own families.

Seasonal Agricultural
Workers Program
The Seasonal Agricultural
Workers Program (SAWP)
allows for the organized
movement of temporary
foreign workers to meet short
term labour needs of Canadian
agricultural producers during
peak agricultural periods,
when qualified Canadians or
permanent residents are not
available.
Currently, agricultural
producers may hire seasonal
agricultural workers from
Mexico and certain Caribbean
countries through the SAWP.
Fact sheet: Temporary Foreign
Workers in BC, 2004-2008.
January 2010. Strategic
Information Branch, Labour
Market and Immigration
Division. Ministry of Advanced
Education and Labour Market
Development. BC.

In 2008, 3185 temporary migrant farmworkers came to BC.
Of these workers, 89.5% (2852) were from Mexico, and 8.4%
(269) were from Guatemala. Most workers are male (96%),
and almost 85% are between the ages of 25 and 44.89

88. Gerardo Otero and Kerry Preibisch. Farmworker Health and Safety: Challenges
for British Columbia. October 2009. http://www.justicia4migrantworkers.org/bc/
pdf/Otero%20and%20Preibisch%202009,%20Farmworker%20Health%20and%20
Safety.pdf.
89. Fact sheet: Temporary Foreign Workers in BC, 2004-2008. January 2010.
Strategic Information Branch, Labour Market and Immigration Division. Ministry of
Advanced Education and Labour Market Development. BC.
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Table 7. Temporary migrant farmworkers in BC

“More detailed
information is needed
about how people
earn their livelihood
from agriculture
and in food system
employment.”

2008

# total

% total

Total SAW

3185

Mexico

2852

89.5%

Guatemala

269

8.4%

female

127

4.0%

male

3058

96.0%

< 25 years

7.5%

25-44 years

84.7%

45 yrs and >

7.8%

Source: Fact sheet: Temporary Foreign Workers in BC, 20042008. January 2010. Strategic Information Branch, Labour
Market and Immigration Division. Ministry of Advanced
Education and Labour Market Development. BC.

Summary
More detailed information is needed about how people
earn their livelihood from agriculture and in food system
employment. This indicator requires additional research and
development to provide a more comprehensive baseline of
agricultural and food-related employment in Metro Vancouver
and FVRD.
We have some data on numbers of seasonal migrant workers
in BC, but data on immigrant workers, and at the regional
level, would contribute to a more comprehensive baseline of
seasonal farm employment in our region.

Topic 18: Regional production and consumption
Regional production contributes to Vancouver’s food security
when it is financially viable for producers, in tune with local
ecosystems, linked to community food needs, and minimizes
greenhouse gas emissions. Food secure consumption minimizes
food waste and the carbon footprint of the products it depends
on. Nutritional requirements are fulfilled and food is celebrated
as the life sustaining and cultural phenomenon it is.

Our community’s food security is enhanced when a balance
of locally-produced and imported food is available to meet
the consumption demands of the people that live here. It
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is prudent to maintain local capacity to produce for local
consumption to minimize effects from any shocks that disrupt
the imported food system. Resiliency also includes our
capacity to import food when local supplies are interrupted
(for example, in the avian flu in 2004 in the Fraser Valley).
In their efforts to maintain profitability, many of the region’s
farmers grow food for the valuable export market. There is a
high degree of trade redundancy (importing what we export)
in BC’s import and export markets. Trade redundancy occurs
in response to seasonality and consumer preference. As a
result, much of our winter fruit and vegetable consumption is
met through imports from California.
BC grows an abundance of blueberries in the summer, more
than are immediately consumed by local markets. We also eat
salad greens all year round, even in winter when local growing
conditions are better for growing kale than the lettuce that is
imported to meet our demand.

Indicators
1. Self-sufficiency in healthy foods
This indicator assesses food production and consumption in
BC, and estimates the capacity of local agricultural and food
production systems to supply us with healthy food. Canada’s
Food Guide suggests that we need to eat more fruits and
vegetables on a daily basis than we do.

Local food supply
interruption
There was a system shock
in 2004 when avian flu was
discovered on a farm in
Abbotsford, BC, resulting in a
depopulation of all commercial
birds in the Fraser Valley. This
likely explains anomalous
import and export values for
2004 and 2005 for both meat
and eggs.
Local poultry production
was decimated, and poultry
was imported for local
consumption. The food
system provided imported
supplies to meet the demand
normally met locally – but it
also required the destruction
of all poultry in the region due
to threat of infection, even
though not all fowl are raised
in the same way and some
were likely less vulnerable to
infection.

- production/ consumption of basic food products,
1986 and 2000; % self-sufficient in BC (D18a-i, local_
selfsufficiency)

A 2009 study shows a downward trend of production relative
to consumption in healthful food categories (vegetables,
fruits, whole grains), and an increase in animal-based food
production, and the feed crops required to grow them.90
In two decades, BC dropped from 72 to 49% self sufficiency in
fruits, and 267 to 54% self sufficiency in cereals. Production
of and self sufficiency in field vegetables has also decreased,
although greenhouse vegetable production is not included in
the data, since most are grown for export to US markets. Even
if greenhouse vegetables are included, BC would only be 54%
self sufficient in non-potato vegetables.
Over the same two decades, production of meat, dairy
products, and eggs – foods high in saturated fat – has
increased. In 2006, BC’s fluid milk self sufficiency was 251%.
90. Aleck Ostry, Kathryn Morrison. A Health and Nutritional Evaluation of
Changes in Agriculture in the Past Quarter Century in BC: Implications for Food
Security. International Journal Environmental Resources Public Health 2010, 7, 1-x
manuscripts; doi:10.3390/ijerph70x000x
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This ratio represents an overabundance of dairy, some of
which is processed into butter, cheese, and yogurt. Eggs are
also overabundant, with a self sufficiency ratio of 123%.
Table 8. Provincial consumption and production of food; % selfsufficient91
Provincial
Consumption (a)

Provincial Production

% Self-sufficient

tonnes

1986

2006

1986

2006

1986

2006

Total fruits

233,231

388,075

168,335

188,879

72%

49%

Potatoes

105,968

121,282

91,000

108,182

86%

89%

Field vegetables (b)

193,253

308,805

76,043

39,049

39%

13%

Cereal human
consumption (c)

141,050

245,746

376,200

132,600

267%

54%

Meat (d)

204,967

276,257

131,688

259,245

64%

94%

Fluid milk
(kilolitres)

211,275

249,565

488,808

627,229

231%

251%

Eggs (‘000 doz)

39,287

51,602

58,987

63,370

150%

123%

Data Sources: CANSIM Table 051-0001 (population estimates); CANSIM Table 002-0019 (per-capita
consumption estimates); 2006 Census of Agriculture (# laying hens, livestock animals, dairy cows)
CANSIM Tables 003-0011, 003-0020, 003-0035, & 003-0036 (estimated yields per animal).
a) Provincial consumption estimated through National Disappearance Data (providing per-capita
consumption estimates as part of “Food Statistics” Statistics Canada annual publication), multiplied by
annual provincial population.
b) Total vegetables excludes potatoes, which are presented separately, and also excludes greenhouse
vegetables which are mainly grown for export.
c) Cereal products excludes corn for forage but includes all others (wheat, barley, canola, rye, mixed
grains, oats), and so roughly describes cereals grown for human consumption .
d) Total meat includes red meat (beef, pork, lamb) and poultry (turkey, chicken); 1991 meat yields used in
lieu of unavailable 1986 meat yields.

2. BC food imports and exports
This indicator shows trends in BC’s imports and exports of
major food categories from 2000 to 2009.92 Industry Canada
does not report intra-provincial trade; therefore, imports from
and exports to other provinces are not included.

91. Aleck Ostry, Kathryn Morrison. A Health and Nutritional Evaluation of
Changes in Agriculture in the Past Quarter Century in BC: Implications for Food
Security. International Journal Environmental Resources Public Health 2010, 7, 1-x
manuscripts; doi:10.3390/ijerph70x000x
92. Industry Canada, retrieved July 2010: http://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/tdo-dcd.nsf/
eng/home.
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- BC food imports, exports, trade balance in all categories
(D18b-i, trade_balance_trends_individual)
- BC food imports, exports, trade balance in dairy and eggs
(D18b-ii, trade_balance_trends_dairy_eggs)

Food security is enhanced when the food system maintains
both local capacity to produce for local consumption and the
capacity to import. If food is exported, it has been produced
or processed here, and the trade balance can show capacity to
meet demand, even if local capacity is not currently doing so.
The data describe BC’s import and export values and trade
balances, but do not represent consumption.
Over the past ten years, BC meat exports have increased while
vegetable exports have decreased. There has been a decline in
fruit and nut exports since 2007.93

“Food security is
enhanced when
the food system
maintains both local
capacity to produce
for local consumption
and the capacity to
import.”

Egg exports94 from BC remain relatively constant, likely due to
the supply management regime in place.95
Current cereal exports are down from 2000 levels, while
import levels are up. Increased imports may reflect the
increased demand for animal feed from expanding meat
production industries. Import and export values are reported
in dollar values, and variation in market prices impact data for
various products. Recent global price increases for grains may
partially explain the increase in cereal import values.
Please see Appendix 4, BC Imports and Exports of Food from
2000 to 2009 to view inport and export charts by major food
category.
3. Willingness to pay extra for local product
This indicator measures consumer willingness to pay extra to
support farmers at local markets.
Consumer food preferences and choice have played a
significant role in the development of the food system that
currently feeds us. Now people respond to the food system’s
ability to deliver cheap, abundant food with the expectation
that they can buy anything, anytime, at bargain prices. Low
cost is often the primary factor driving the choices that
consumers make when they buy food.
However, many people are beginning to recognize there are
other values to consider when selecting the food they eat,
and are using their buying power to choose healthier, more
sustainably and fairly produced food.
93. Meat, Vegetable, Fruit and Nut, and Cereal data correspond to codes HS 02, 07,
08 and 10.
94. Egg data are aggregates of codes 0407-0408.
95. Egg farmers in Canada are allocated an annual production quota limiting the
volume of eggs they can produce. The purpose of the quota system is to stabilize
prices and maintain economic viability of farms.
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- Willingness to pay extra in the farmers’ market for a
similar product produced locally (D18d-i, public_WTP_
farmersmkt)
Multiplier effect of local
food
When we buy food produced
and processed locally, our
money stays and circulates
in the community, and
contributes to activity and
benefits in the local economy.
The multiplier effect of
purchasing local food products
has not been estimated for
Vancouver.
Estimates from other studies
use multiples on expenditures
that range between 2.0
(Niagra, Simcoe1) and 2.8
(Seattle2) .
1. Regional Municipality of
Niagra. Regional Agriculture
Economic Impact Study. 2003;
Harry Cummings and Associates.
Economic Impact of Agriculture
on the Economy of Simcoe
County. 1999.
2. V. Sonntag. Why Local
Linkages Matter: Findings from
the Local Food Economy Study.
Sustainable Seattle. 2008.
Seattle, Washington.

At three Vancouver farmers markets in 2005, market
customers responded to the question, “On average, if an item
costs $1 at the grocery store, how much would you be willing
to pay for a similar item produced locally?”
Of 370 survey respondents, 15% said they would pay the same
amount, 42% would pay 25% more for a locally-grown item,
and 24% would pay 50% more. Fewer than 2% would pay
twice as much.96
Table 9. Public willingness-to-pay
Trout
Lake

Riley
Park

West
End

Avg %

$0.50

0%

0%

0%

0%

$0.75

4%

8%

1%

4%

$1.00

9%

16%

21%

15%

$1.10

8%

12%

7%

9%

$1.25

38%

45%

44%

42%

$1.50

33%

18%

22%

24%

$2.00

4%

0%

1%

2%

# responses

184

73

113

370

Source: YLFMS Customer Surveys 2005, market & neighborhood
stats.xls, Vancouver Farmers Market Society

Summary
The market continues to respond to consumer demand for
inexpensive food, broad choice, and year-round availability, as
well as a common preference for highly processed and often
unhealthy food products.
Increased rates of obesity and sedentary behaviour are
strongly linked to the prevalence of chronic diet-related illness
such as diabetes and coronary heart disease.97
Both food system resiliency and community food security are
enhanced when local food production aligns with public health
96. Vancouver Farmers Market Customer Surveys 2005, market & neighborhood
stats.xls. 2005. Vancouver Farmers Market Society.
97. Aleck Ostry, Kathryn Morrison. A Health and Nutritional Evaluation of
Changes in Agriculture in the Past Quarter Century in BC: Implications for Food
Security. International Journal Environmental Resources Public Health 2010, 7, 1-x
manuscripts; doi:10.3390/ijerph70x000x
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recommendations for healthy eating. Policy, environmental,
and behavioural shifts are needed at the political, cultural,
and personal levels to ensure local production of healthy, high
quality, fairly-priced food in sufficient quantities to meet local
consumption requirements.
A useful indicator of resiliency would describe the amounts
of local consumption met through local production and by
imported food. Although data are not currently available in
this detail, watching trade balance and quantities over time
helps us start thinking about trade redundancies, why we
import what we export, and our dependency on imports.
It would also be useful to look more closely at trade balance
data for information about our primary sources of imported
food. We are very dependent on one or two locations
(especially the US), and our food security is highly vulnerable
to any disruptions in productive capacity in these regions.

“Both food system
resiliency and
community food
security are enhanced
when local food
production aligns
with public health
recommendations for
healthy eating.”

Topic 19: Market profile
Competitive firms improve social welfare by creating producer
and consumer surpluses, and there are social welfare
losses when monopolies operate within the supply chain.
The existence of fewer economic players also weakens the
system’s resilience in the face of short- or long-term shocks.
Market profiles display key elements that influence food
security, including domestic food production, food imports,
the marketing system and infrastructure, and policies and
regulations.

In our community, as in our society, most households rely
on markets to meet their food needs rather than raising their
own food. How food markets98 are structured and function
are critical components of a community’s food security and
resiliency.
Why analyze food markets? Markets manage the movement
of food from where it is produced to where it is consumed.
Market profiles can be analyzed to better understand how they
are structured, the concentration of its actors, accessibility to
both sellers and buyers, and how they are regulated.99
A transparent market facilitates planning for improved food
security, economic and social viability, and resiliency in the
face of changing conditions.

98. In the context of food security, a market is the exchange of goods and services
(such as farm produce, distribution infrastructure and services, retailing) that directly
or indirectly influence the food security of a society. Baker Mukeere. Technical
Guidance Sheet: The Basics of Market Analysis for Food Security. March 2009.
United Nations World Food Programme.
99. Baker Mukeere. Technical Guidance Sheet: The Basics of Market Analysis for
Food Security. March 2009. United Nations World Food Programme.
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Indicators
1. Market structure
Ethnic food system
Alongside the mainstream
distribution and wholesale
network, a parallel ethnic
supply chain thrives in
Metro Vancouver.
This system is heavily
influenced by an established
Asian network, and is
characterized by strong
business relationships
between inclusive members.
Language and cultural
barriers enforce a “business
as usual” approach, which
favours existing supply
connections and reinforces
the system’s segregation.
Wholesalers in this system
can provide buyers with a
constant supply of niche
or specialty crop products
from producers who lack
the ability to speak English.
Chris Hild. The Economy of
Local Food in Vancouver.
2009. Vancouver Economic
Development Commission.

This indicator describes participants in Metro Vancouver’s
food market, the magnitude of their participation, and their
level in the market chain. Market players may be large-scale
traders, small-scale individual traders, large companies, or
farmers associations/ cooperatives. There are currently no
data in place for this indicator. Potential measures include:
- [ratio independent to franchised food wholesalers and
food service distributors in Metro Vancouver] ([D19a-i,
market_structure_wholesale])
- [ratio independent to franchised retail food stores in
Metro Vancouver] ([D19a-ii, market_structure_retail])

In Metro Vancouver, food moves through three main markets:
retail food, food service to hotels, restaurants, and hotels, and
directly from producers to consumers.
Increased consolidation and concentration in the retail sector
have resulted in larger, fewer retail food stores that exert
increasing control in the market. Retailers have developed
vertically-integrated distribution systems with large food
manufacturers and producers, and created their own
warehouses and centralized buying offices.
In the Metro Vancouver region, company acquisitions and
consolidation within the food service distributor (FSD)
industry in particular have been significant over the past 10 to
15 years. This continues to create larger companies and fewer
distribution opportunities for suppliers. How business is
distributed amongst this private and very competitive industry
is unclear. It is likely, however, that the largest FSDs in the
province, Sysco and Neptune (now Gordon Food Services)
now control 60-65% of the BC market.100
An increase in the small to medium size market share would
help provide farmers with greater price certainty, but many
local producers face barriers to entering the existing food
market structure. More market opportunities for local
producers to sell their products currently exist through
farmer-direct markets such as farm gate sales, farmers
markets, and contract crop production programs (CSAs,
RSAs).

100. BC Ministry of Agriculture and Lands. Guidelines for BC Food Producers and
Processors on Selling to Food Service Distributors. Novatec Consulting. April 2006.
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Figure 8. Metro Vancouver food market structure

Adapted from: Novacorp Consulting Inc. Guidelines for BC Food
Producers and Processors on Selling to Food Service Distributors.
2006. Report prepared for the BC Ministry of Agriculture and
Lands. http://www.al.gov.bc.ca/foodprocessing/documents/
foodservice_market/final_fsd_marketing_sales_manual.pdf

2. Market concentration
This indicator measures the market share (sales) of individual
or groups of participants in Metro Vancouver’s food market.
There are currently no data in place for this indicator.
Potential measures include:
- [% market share to small-medium size food businesses,
cooperatives, international food corporations]

Market concentration reflects the degree of competition in
the market and the share that is controlled by an individual
participant or group of participants.101 The fewer participants
that influence market processes, the higher the market
concentration, and vice versa.
The main components of Metro Vancouver’s food market are
concentrated among large companies that control market
share and in turn, the greater proportion of wealth.102
101. As such, it illustrates any participant’s ability to influence or dominate important
market processes such as commodity supply and demand, and price fixing. Baker
Mukeere. Technical Guidance Sheet: The Basics of Market Analysis for Food Security.
March 2009. United Nations World Food Programme.
102. Chris Hild. The Economy of Local Food in Vancouver. 2009. Vancouver
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Measuring market concentration

Market power
According to the National
Farmers Union, power
imbalances in the agri-food
chain distort markets and
cause profit misallocations,
a central cause of the
current farm income crisis.
Farmers operate in a highly
competitive market and
experience losses. The
transnational corporations
that control the rest of the
agri-food chain operate in
a monopolistic market and
take large profits. They use
their market power to push
up prices to consumers
and push down prices
to farmers and wages to
workers.
The NFU describes
the unchecked pricing
practices that this market
power makes possible
as significant factors in
creating the farm income
crisis, in raising food costs,
and in spreading hunger in
Canada.
The Farm Crisis: Its Causes
and Solutions. The National
Farmers Union. Ministers of
Agriculture Meeting. July 5,
2005. http://www.nfu.ca/
briefs/2005/Ministers_of_
Ag_brief_FOUR.pdf

Market concentration is typically measured as a function of
the market shares of some or all of the firms in a selected
market. Two traditional indicators of market concentration
are the Herfindahl Index (HI) and the concentration ratio
(CR). Concentration ratio measures the percentage of total
sales that are contributed by the largest firms ranked by order
of market share.103 Percentage is ranked by order of market
share. It effectively shows the importance of the largest
enterprises, but does not address the rest of the market or
account for the influence of a single enterprise. The HI is
the preferred indicator because it accounts the entire size
distribution of enterprises, considers the size and the number
of firms, and puts more weight on the largest firms, which is
true in the market.
The data required to calculate these two indexes is the level
of sales by individual firms within each industry (market
shares). The tax filer data from the Annual Survey of
Financial Statements, Industrial Organization and Finance
Division provides firm-level sales information. However, the
confidentiality of the reported statistics is protected under
the provisions of the Statistics Act.104 The data are released in
aggregate form of each industry only, without identification of
individually reported information.

Summary
Research is required to understand who participates in,
and the market concentration of, the food production and
distribution system in Metro Vancouver. In particular, more
information is needed about the region’s important ethnic
food market.
We need to gather data on the firms that supply the
region’s food market (producers, wholesalers, food
service distributors, retailers). Useful data to examine for
understanding market concentration includes business
categories, names of businesses in each category, and level of
sales by individual firms within each category.
Market ratios can be computed when all firms are categorized
by enterprise. For example, the ratio of wholesalers to the
entire food market can be determined as one indicator of
market structure. However, the type of each firm is required
in order to determine market ratios.
Confidential, unaggregated corporate sales data may be
Economic Development Commission.
103. Concentration ratio uses CR 4 or CR 8, either four or eight largest firms at a
time.
104. http://www.statcan.gc.ca/pub/61-219-x/00099/4107960-eng.htm#tphp
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available by request and purchase from Statistics Canada
(preferred due to its consistency and availability), through
data partnerships, or through primary research.
Consultation and collaboration are needed with regional
marketing groups (such as the BC Vegetable Marketing
Commission and the BC Direct Farm Marketers Association)
to help create a market structure that would increase the
medium size market share.

Topic 22: Processing
Raw plant and animal food products are packaged and/ or
processed before reaching food distributors and retailers. Food
processing includes a wide range of activities from washing
and cutting to pre-cooking and packaging meals. Processing
activities may add value to raw materials, enhance or reduce
nutritional value, and extend storage life and availability
beyond harvest seasons.

“Research is required
to understand who
participates in,
and the market
concentration of, the
food production and
distribution system in
Metro Vancouver.”

Local processing facilities and technologies create increased
capacity in the local system to bring food to market, and are
important to our food system’s resiliency. On-farm processing
capacity allows farmers to offer value-added products and
capture more of the final food dollar.

Processors receive raw agricultural and fisheries products and
slaughter, wash, chill, freeze, grade, cut, trim, and package
(primary processors), or add additional value to horticultural
produce and meats (further processors).105 Smaller scale of BC
processing plants and higher per unit production costs have
constrained the economic viability of local processing and
created a reliance on trade.106

Indicators
This indicator measures the scope and value of processing
activities and products in Metro Vancouver and the Fraser
Valley Regional District.
There are currently no indicators developed for this topic.
Potential measures include:
- [value of regional processing activity]
- [# certified, commercial-grade kitchens]

Large international processors dominate the local market,
and local producers have few options to bring processed local
goods to the market. Lack of processing facilities in Metro
Vancouver hinders the development and introduction of local,
value-added products to the economy.107
105. Serecon and Zbeetnoff. Food Secure Vancouver Baseline Report. March 2009.
106. ibid
107. Chris Hild. The Economy of Local Food in Vancouver. 2009. Vancouver
Economic Development Commission.
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Summary
“Once a thriving
industry, regional
processing of locally
produced raw food
has declined over the
past 50 years. ”

Once a thriving industry, regional processing of locally
produced raw food has declined over the past 50 years.
However, with high consumer willingness-to-pay for local
food, opportunities are re-emerging for local producers to
take advantage of this trend and compete in the local market.
It would be useful to assess the extent to which more local
food production could be channeled into local processing, and
the reciprocal impact on the potential for improved viability of
local food producers.108
Entrepreneurs and local government can develop facilities
for local food storage and processing infrastructure for use by
private and social enterprises and the public.
We need to develop indicators and find the data that describe
the extent and value of local processing activities and products
in the region.

Topic 26: Urban agriculture
Urban agriculture in the city supports our community’s food
security through food-growing and processing activities that
foster learning and community and business opportunities,
increase land area available for food production, and support
facilities and infrastructure for neighbourhood-level food
systems.

Urban agriculture is a complex system of food-related
activities that occur in or adjacent to cities. It encompasses
food production, processing, and distribution and includes
access and consumption. It influences a community’s
health and wellbeing, economic vitality, and environmental
sustainability.

Indicators
1. Land in food production in Vancouver
There is not enough land in Vancouver available for the
amount of food production required to feed everyone that
lives here. But urban agriculture can provide a significant
supply of food, as well as important opportunities for local
economic development and diverse ways for residents to
connect directly with the local food system.
This indicator measures some of the ways that available
land is used for food production, including land set aside for
community gardens and area utilized by urban farmers.

108. Serecon and Zbeetnoff. Food Secure Vancouver Baseline Report. March 2009.
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This baseline indicator does not currently measure the area
of land on private property that is available for growing food,
or the significant amount of food production that occurs in
Vancouver’s back yards.
In addition, there are potential opportunities for further
parkland and rooftop food production and other innovations
as the City of Vancouver develops urban agriculture guidelines
for private and public lands.
- area land in community gardens in Vancouver (D26a-i,
urbanag_CG)

Vancouver’s community
gardens
Vancouver has a wide range of
community gardens, each with
its own feel and style, from the
artistic (Means of Production)
to the structured (City Hall and
its three-page agreements with
each plot holder).

In 2010, 80 community gardens provided more than six
hectares (about 62,500 square meters) of food growing land in
Vancouver. Most are located on public land, but 19 are private
and limited to residents or program participants. Various
other private gardens at apartments or private developments
have been noted with the City of Vancouver’s community
gardens plot count. Please see Appendix 5, Community
Gardens in Vancouver for a list of community gardens
in Vancouver, or go to http://vancouver.ca/commsvcs/
socialplanning/initiatives/foodpolicy/projects/gardencurrent.
htm.

They span several blocks,
or are tiny. Gardens at
neighbourhood houses tend
to be small, but they do a lot
with them (workshops, seed
sharing, food preparation,
harvest festivals).

- area land used by urban farm operators in Vancouver
(D26a-ii, urbanag_farms)

Some are inspired by
individuals or by community
groups, others are sponsored
by corporations. All serve to
reach out to the community
and neighbours, or into
specific communities.

Urban farming entrepreneurs are establishing small plot, subacre urban farming operations in Vancouver that are close to
their markets, environmentally friendly, and require minimal
costs for start-up, infrastructure, and operating.
In 2010, eight urban farming operators utilized about 9,300
square meters of backyard and other land to grow food in
Vancouver (City Farm Boy, Farmers on 57th, Fresh Roots,
Inner City Farms, Kitsilano Farm, My Urban Farm, SOLE
Food Project, Southlands Farm).
In addition, UBC Farm uses portions of its 24 hectares for
food production, research, and teaching programs, and hosts
a weekly, seasonal farmers market.
These farmers sell most of their food production through
CSAs or to restaurants on an “as available” basis. Many
avoid farmers markets because they require an advance
commitment and weekly harvests are not always predictable,
and farmers may end up with not enough or a surplus of food.
One urban farmer suggested that front yard food stands would
be a very useful way to market urban harvests.

The City’s challenge for
2010 and general pro-urban
agriculture stance provided
people and groups with
encouragement to start
gardens.

Gardening is a labour of love
and of conviction. However
much support (such as soil,
water, construction materials)
a group or lead individual finds
to get things going, successful
gardens need people willing to
collaborate and figure out how
to work and share.
Continued on next page...

- [area land in food-producing rooftop gardens in
Vancouver]

There are currently no data in place for this measure.
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Continued from previous
page...
Community gardens provide
different ways for people to
connect. People meet people
while gardening, they talk. A
garden on East Hastings has
movie nights, someone with
a disability stays connected
with other gardeners through
Facebook.
At every garden, willing
gardeners talk about the
garden and its history, show
what’s growing, talk about
what works.
There are challenges: people
have different attitudes and
skills for working together
and participating, some
gardens face resistance from
neighbouring residents and
businesses. Water is a basic
need but many gardens have
poor access to water, and
have to carry it, or rely on the
goodwill of neighbours.
Community gardens transform
communities. There are
gardens close to high rises
and hosptitals, beside sky
trains, and unused spaces are
transformed into productive
land.

There are over 200 green roofs in Vancouver, but only a small
portion of these produce food. Urban rooftops represent a
land resource for urban food production in Vancouver that
can be further researched and developed.
- [land in food production in COV (by neighbourhood)]

Food security in our community is enhanced when people
grow food at home and in neighbourhoods. Community
gardens and urban farming contribute to food production,
but many people in Vancouver grow food in their yards and
produce significant quantities of food for personal use and for
sharing with family, friends, and neighbours. A 2002 survey
showed that 44% of Vancouver residents gardened at home.109
There are currently no data in place for this measure.
Accurately measuring private land in food production is
beyond the scope of this project, however, we recognize the
usefulness of this information to understanding productive
capacity, and recommend that potential methodologies and
approaches be researched.
2. Neighbourhood food facilities and infrastructure
There are currently no measures developed for this indicator.
Potential measures include:
- [# and location of neighbourhood food facilities]

Certain facilities are needed for neighbourhood-level food
production and distribution systems, including processing
kitchens, storage and warehouses for dry, cold, and frozen
food, delivery trucks, dining rooms and cafeterias, and
meeting and training spaces.
Cedar Cottage Community Garden

109. City Farmer. http://www.cityfarmer.info/
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An inventory of neighbourhood food facilities and
infrastructure is currently underway (fall 2010). Please see
Appendix 6, Community Food Resources, for a partial list of
organizations that offer food-related facilities and resources.
In 2010, there are some organized food networks operating
in a few Vancouver neighbourhoods working collaboratively
to achieve food security goals. Please see Section 4.1,
Neighbourhood food networks for more information.
3. Backyard chicken coops
This indicator measures the number of backyard chicken
coops that are registered in Vancouver.
Chickens provide residents with fresh eggs, and are a way for
city residents to become aware of and participate directly in
the local food system.
In June 2010, the City of Vancouver amended its Animal
Control Bylaw and Zoning and Development Bylaw to enact
policy guidelines for the keeping of backyard chickens. These
regulations are to protect the health and welfare of citizens
and ensure the humane treatment of backyard hens. Owners
of backyard hens are required to register their coop with
Animal Control.
- [# registered backyard chicken coops in Vancouver]

In August 2010, seven backyard chicken coops were
registered.110

Summary
Individuals, businesses, and community groups want to
participate in urban agriculture activities in Vancouver.
Backyard and community gardeners grow food for personal
use, and urban farmers are establishing farm businesses
to produce food in the city. An inventory of public lands
suitable and available for food production would provide a
valuable resource for increasing urban agriculture activities in
Vancouver. It would also be useful to know how much land is
available for growing food in the private realm, on residential
and other private property (including rooftops).
The City of Vancouver can support and help promote urban
farming to allow urban farmers to grow food on underused
public and private land, and facilitate its distribution
in Vancouver neighbourhoods. The City can also help
community gardens address issues related to access to land,
access to water, and tenure length, and help with start up

SOLEfood
United We Can’s SOLEfood
Urban Farm Project is
a social enterprise that
trains and employs
neighbourhood residents in
urban agriculture.
The project farms a
half-acre parking lot in
Vancouver’s Downtown
Eastside, and the food
grown is currently sold to
restaurants and at farmers
markets.
SOLEfood is seeking
additional vacant land so
they can scale up their
production and increase the
farm’s economic stability.
They are also working to
create the infrastructure
they need to farm
successfully (for example,
an on-site washing station
and cold storage), and are
actively researching how
to develop a sustainable
urban farm network in their
neighbourhood.
Infrastructure
requirements include
storage, propagation
and composting sites,
distribution and
transportation systems,
and human resource
development and training.
SOLEfood Farm. http://1sole.
wordpress.com/about-3/

110. The registration process is not yet fully implemented, and not all existing
chicken owners are included in this count.
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costs and coordinating the garden development process.

“Neighbourhood
organizations are
thinking about
how they can help
provide residents
with access to food
and coordinate
food resources and
facilities.”

Neighbourhood food organizations are thinking about how
they can help provide residents with access to food and
coordinate food resources and facilities. Neighbourhood food
networks need processing kitchens, storage and warehouses
for dry, cold, and frozen food, delivery trucks, dining rooms
and cafeterias, and meeting and training spaces. Local
government can help support and fund the development
of neighbourhood-level food production and distribution
systems.
An inventory of neighbourhood food facilities and
infrastructure is currently underway but needs participation
from groups involved with food-related work to be
comprehensive and effective.

Local Food Economy and Infrastructure –
Results and recommendations
Today, food is primarily treated as a commodity, and our
existing food system is designed to serve large economic
agents. The global food system has been highly efficient, but
it is not equitable, and it is vulnerable to several emerging
conditions. Our food system needs some adjustment to be
sustainable and resilient in the face of pending changes
to global food production capacity. It must work within
ecological constraints, include diverse production and
marketing models, and be viable for all involved.
Increasing local capacity for food production, processing,
storage, and distribution will help enhance the resiliency of
Metro Vancouver’s food system, protect community food
security, and create meaningful employment in the region.
Sahali Park
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We need to create multi-sector food enterprises of different
models and scales, that focus on but are not limited to local
commerce, and that give consumers a direct connection to the
well-being of their community and their neighbours.111
The task of rebuilding our local food system requires the
participation and collaboration of all players, including
farmers, agricultural associations, food industry businesses
and associations, local and senior government, food
entrepreneurs from all sectors, community organizations, and
consumers.
Here are some suggestions and recommendations for what we
can do together.
Topic

Action

Who can act

Distribution

Increase the supply of locally produced food
in the food distribution industry in Metro
Vancouver.

Food wholesalers and food service
distributors and industry associations

Distribution

Create more distribution and retail market
opportunities for small and medium,
independent, and cooperative food enterprises.

Food wholesalers and food service
distributors and industry associations

Distribution

Develop institutional purchasing policies that
include local and sustainable food.

City of Vancouver, Vancouver Board of
Education, Vancouver Coastal Health,
Vancouver Park Board, Metro Vancouver,
Provincial government, Federal
government

Distribution

Conduct full cost accounting of existing food
distribution systems.

Research community

Distribution
Urban
agriculture

Connect Vancouver Neighbourhood Food
Networks and local producers for direct food
marketing to Vancouver residents.

Farmer and marketing associations,
Neighbourhood Food Networks,
community organizations, City of
Vancouver

Farmers

Facilitate inclusive dialogue about local food
distribution and marketing models that open
opportunities to a broad spectrum of farm
businesses.

Farmers, agricultural marketing groups,
agricultural industry groups, community
food groups, Provincial government,
Federal government

Regional
production
and
consumption

Develop policies that support production
of local, healthy food and help shift food
consumption habits toward healthier food.

City of Vancouver, Vancouver Coastal
Health, Metro Vancouver, Provincial
government, Federal government

Regional
production
and
consumption

Develop better food trade balance data to
show amounts of local consumption met
through imported and locally produced food,
our primary sources of imported food, and
provincial trade.

Research community, Provincial
government, Federal government

Market profile

Describe the region’s ethnic food marketing
system.

Research community

Market profile

Access unaggregated corporate food sales data
through purchase from Statistics Canada, data
partnerships, or primary research.

Vancouver Food Policy Council, Food
Secure Vancouver Program, research
community

111. Tom Philpott. The New, New Urbanism: Cleveland, worker-owned co-ops, and
new ideas for a flailing economy. Grist Magazine. February 22, 2010.
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Topic

Action

Who can act

Processing

Develop facilities for local food storage and
processing infrastructure for use by private and
social enterprises and the public.

Entrepreneurs, City of Vancouver,
Metro Vancouver, Provincial
government, Federal government

Processing

Develop indicators and find data that describe
the extent and value of local processing activities
and products in the region.

Vancouver Food Policy Council,
Food Secure Vancouver Program,
research community

Processing

Assess the extent to which more local food
production could be directed to further
processing and the potential for improved
viability of local food producers.

Vancouver Food Policy Council,
Food Secure Vancouver Program,
research community

Urban agriculture

Inventory public lands suitable and available for
food production in Vancouver.

City of Vancouver, research
community

Urban agriculture

Measure how much private land is available for
growing food in Vancouver (including rooftops).

Research community

Urban agriculture

Support and facilitate urban farm production
and distribution in Vancouver neighbourhoods.

Entrepreneurs, City of Vancouver,
community organizations

Urban agriculture

Assist community gardens with start up costs
and coordinating the garden development
process.

City of Vancouver, community
organizations

Urban agriculture

Help community gardens address issues related
to access to land, access to water, and tenure
length.

City of Vancouver, community
organizations

Urban agriculture

Support and fund development of
neighbourhood food production and distribution
systems, including food facilities and
infrastructure.

Neighbourhood Food Networks,
community organizations, City of
Vancouver

Urban agriculture

Complete an inventory of neighbourhood food
facilities and infrastructure.

Neighbourhood Food Networks,
community organizations, City of
Vancouver

Urban agriculture

Develop urban agriculture guidelines for private
and public lands that include further parkland
and rooftop food production.

City of Vancouver
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2.5

Public Investment and Support

Public investment and support can either hinder or enhance
food system security. Governments are positioned to address
market failures of the economic system and help realize ideals
commonly held by citizens. Governments of all levels set
policies and spending priorities that have implications for the
food system, and our ability to survive shocks to the system and
adapt to long-term changes.

This section describes existing and recommended publicly
supported initiatives related to emergency response, food
policy, and research.
How governments and other public institutions make foodrelated decisions significantly influences our food system’s
resilience and our community’s food security. System change
that increases food security will only occur through major
initiatives and investments by governments.

“To date, no level of
government has taken
responsibility for
ensuring food security
for all through a
comprehensive set of
policies, programs,
and research. ”

To date, no level of government has taken responsibility for
ensuring food security for all through a comprehensive set of
policies, programs, and research. At senior government levels,
funding programs and incentives are all ad hoc and either
commodity-specific or aimed at particular target audiences.
However, local governments in our region are showing
leadership and including food in visionary sustainability
programs. The City of Vancouver and Metro Vancouver are
taking action to assess overall food security issues and develop
food-based strategies to increase the resiliency of our food
system.

Topic 8: Emergency response
Emergency preparedness plans include food provision within
the response to a disaster and ensure an accompanying degree
of preparedness as a matter of public investment.

In Vancouver, as in almost all other jurisdictions, the
provision of food in emergency situations is considered to
be an individual’s responsibility, at least for 72 hours to two
weeks duration. Emergency food stockpiles are kept only for
emergency and rescue workers.
Neither plan or provision is made for long-term emergencies.
Nor is there any comprehensive planning for changes to the
food system caused by mega trends which could lead to the
collapse of the existing food system – such as climate change,
peak oil, pandemics, border closures, natural disasters, top
soil depletion, loss of farmers and farmland, etc.
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Indicators
“Food security
policies that allow
governments and
other authorities to
set and follow a vision
of just and sustainable
food systems help
create healthier, more
engaged residents and
stronger economies.”

There are currently no indicators developed for this topic.
Potential measures include:
- [Essential services with emergency plans that include
food provision]

Topic 20: Food policy112
Food policy occurs at all levels of governance, and all
governments and institutions play a role to ensure food security
for their constituents. The scope of this topic includes decisions
and processes that shape impacts and outcomes in all aspects
of the food system, including but not limited to land use and
protection, food supply and distribution, and food justice.

Food security policies that allow governments and other
authorities to set and follow a vision of just and sustainable
food systems help create healthier, more engaged residents
and stronger economies. For example, provincial and local
health authorities guide their staff with healthy communities
initiatives that include food as a basis for wellness, as does the
Vancouver Board of Education.
Labour standards and regulations help protect food and
agriculture workers who may be vulnerable to exploitation in
different sectors of the food system, both here in our region
and abroad.
Agricultural policies enacted by federal, provincial, regional,
and municipal governments affect the viability of farming and
the agricultural landbase. Local governments can develop a
range of urban agriculture policies and strategies that help
shape and support both production and distribution systems
in their communities.

Indicators
1. Urban agriculture policies and practices
This indicator identifies urban agriculture strategies and
guidelines in Vancouver, and edible plant species (trees,
bushes, other plants) on City-owned or leased land.
Urban agriculture is a powerful tool to develop urban
sustainability, build community, and help reconnect people to
food. It is increasingly recognized as a viable planning strategy
for sustainability at the local government level.
As well as different types of food production, urban
112. A food policy is any decision that affects the ways that food is produced,
obtained, consumed, and disposed of. W. Mendes. Implementing social and
environmental policies in cities: The case of food policy in Vancouver, Canada. 2008.
International Journal of Urban and Regional Research, 32(4), 942-967.
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agriculture includes such supporting activities as processing
and distribution and neighbourhood-scale composting
facilities. For successful integration into urban planning
processes and community development actions, local
government officials need to show vision and leadership in the
form of policies and strategies that guide staff to develop and
implement supporting operational guidelines.
- Urban agriculture strategies and guidelines in Vancouver
(E20b-i, policy_govtCOV_urbanag)

Examples of City of Vancouver policy tools that support urban
agriculture include the Vancouver Park Board’s Community
Gardens Policy governing community gardens in parks (1996,
revised 2005), and the 2007 Building Bylaw, which includes
an objective to “develop guidelines for urban agricultural
installations (voluntarily provided) outlining plot design,
safety, support facilities, and access”.

“For successful
integration into urban
planning processes
and community
development actions,
local government
officials need to
show vision and
leadership...”

Over the past five years, the City of Vancouver has moved
rapidly from considering urban agriculture as a community
and social amenity to identifying it as a central component
(coupled with local food system development) of urban health
and sustainability.
City council and staff have recommended, initiated, and
implemented action in several areas:
Type

Description

Beekeeping

Revised Health Bylaw to allow urban apiculture in the city (2005)
Recommended Bright Green Future action: update beekeeping
guidelines (2010)

Backyard hens

Passed bylaw to enable residents to keep backyard hens (2010)

Community gardens on city land
other than parks

Drafted operational guidelines, management tools, and standards for
community-operated gardens on City-owned non-park land (2010)

2010 by 2010 Community Garden
Challenge

Continue legacy
Update City land list (2010)

Edible Landscaping

Recommended that City facilities include 25% minimum edible
landscaping (GCAT)

Urban Agricultural Design
Guidelines for the Private Realm

Passed guidelines to facilitate inclusion of shared gardening areas
and other forms of urban agriculture in new developments
Develop training and resources for staff to implement

Urban agriculture strategy

Recommend to develop urban agriculture strategy with VSB and
VCH (2010)

Urban farming

Planted Sunset Park orchard (2009)
Approved DTES SOLEfood farm (2010)
Develop east side farm on City land (requires consultation, Council
approval, funding)
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- [Proportion of edible plant species (trees, bushes, other
plants) on City-owned or leased land] ([E20b-ii, urbanag_
edible_trees_COVland])

“The Vancouver
Park Board has
planted food trees
in Slocan, Douglas,
New Brighton,
and Sunset Parks,
and at Fraserview
and McCleery golf
courses.”

A policy commitment from the City of Vancouver to support
edible landscaping (including food trees and bushes) can help
increase food production on park and other city lands.
There are significant environmental, educational, and
community benefits associated with planting food trees113 in
parks and other public spaces, and on other city-owned land.
A number of factors need to be considered for successful food
production from trees and bushes. Appropriate varieties for
Vancouver’s climate need to be selected, and to maximize
production, trees must be properly maintained, including
pruning and pest control.114
In 2005, the Vancouver Board of Parks and Recreation
received an information report on growing fruit trees in
parks115, and requested staff to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

continue researching suitable varieties;
grow small trees for future planting at the Langley Tree
Farm;
plant six trees at Slocan Park;
include planting of low maintenance trees with food
potential (eg walnuts);
work with the Vancouver Food Policy Council and Social
Planning to develop and implement educational outreach
programs;
provide public information regarding location of fruit trees
in parks.

Since then, the Vancouver Park Board has planted food trees
in Slocan, Douglas, New Brighton, and Sunset Parks, and at
Fraserview and McCleery golf courses. In addition to existing
trees in Sparwood and Fraser River Parks, most of these
trees are managed by the Park Board, but some are actively
managed by the community, and community outreach to help
manage harvesting continues.116
Although long planted in parks, fruit and nut trees are a small
proportion of Vancouver’s street inventory. Current practice
is to not plant food trees in street right-of-ways to minimize
nuisance and liability, but depending on the context, staff
will consider specific requests from residents or community
113. Food trees include fruit and nut trees and bushes.
114. Fruit Trees in Parks and Public Areas. January 2005.Vancouver Board of Parks
and Recreation. http://vancouver.ca/parks/board/2005/050131/fruit_trees.pdf
115. Vancouver Park Board Meeting Highlights. January 31, 2005. http://vancouver.
ca/parks/board/2005/050131/highlights.htm.
116. Alan Duncan, Vancouver Park Board. August 25, 2010. Email communication.
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groups for street plantings.117
The Greenest City Action Team developed recommendations
for 44 ‘Quick Start’ actions and 10 long term goals and targets
to be achieved in the Vancouver 2020: A Bright Green Future
initiative. The Greenest City Quick Start actions for local
food include a landscaping policy of edible trees, bushes, and
plants.

Vancouver’s
sustainability
initiatives:
Clouds of Change (1990)

The City recently identified its role to both lead and contribute
to partnerships with public nonprofit organizations to
“develop a volunteer corps to assist city landscapers in
harvesting and distributing edible landscaping produce to
low-income communities and food banks”.118

Greenways Plan (1992)

2. Food security policies

Recent policy and
planning initiatives that
reference local food
systems:

- Presence of policy that supports food security by City of
Vancouver (E20c-i, policy_COV)

Vancouver has a history of supporting sustainability
initiatives. Several recent policy and planning initiatives
recognize the importance of local food systems to our
community’s sustainability.
Various departments of the City of Vancouver are guided
by food-related policies, including the Board of Parks and
Recreation, Engineering Services, Office of Sustainability,
Planning, Real Estate, and Social Development.
In 2004, City Council established the Vancouver Food Policy
Council, an arm’s length, multi-stakeholder advisory body to
provide advice and recommendations on food system and food
security issues. The Vancouver Food Policy Council developed
the Vancouver Food Charter, which sets out a vision,
principles, and actions for creating a just and sustainable food
system in Vancouver. It was approved unanimously by City
Council in 2007.
In 2008, the City formed the Urban Agriculture Steering
Committee (UASC) to coordinate cross-departmental
strategies, work to incorporate urban agriculture into city
policies and procedures, and collaborate with stakeholders.
The UASC is supported by Social Development and the Park
Board, and includes senior staff from Social Development,
Park Board, Engineering, Sustainability, Real Estate Services,
Planning, and Development Services.

Cool Vancouver Task Force
(2002)
Creating a Sustainable City
(2002)

Southeast False Creek
Urban Agriculture Strategy
(2002)
Action Plan for Creating a
Just and Sustainable Food
System (2003)
Vancouver Food Charter
(2007)

Metro Vancouver Regional
Food System Strategy
Metro Vancouver is formally
committed to a sustainable
future through its Sustainable
Region Initiative, a
comprehensive suite of plans
to achieve quality of life and
well-being for current and
future generations, and a
healthy planet.
Continued on next page...

The City of Vancouver is currently planning and implementing
policies and strategies that affect our food system and food
security, including Vancouver 2020: A Bright Green Future/
117. ibid
118. Vancouver 2020: A Bright Green Future. City of Vancouver. October 2009.
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Continued from previous
page...

In 2008, the Metro
Vancouver Board voted to
develop a Regional Food
System Strategy. It provides
a vision and structure to
enable collaboration among
individuals, groups and
agencies that shape the food
system in Metro Vancouver.
It seeks to provide a context
for understanding how a range
of food initiatives fit together
to build a sustainable, resilient,
and healthy food system within
Metro Vancouver.
The strategy aims to help
increase local food production
capacity, improve financial
viability of farmers and
others in the food supply
chain, encourage people to
eat healthier, ensure a more
equitable access to food, and
protect the ecological health of
Metro Vancouver.
The process of developing
the Regional Food Strategy
is highly consultative, and
involves representatives from
all sectors in the food system.
It will continue to engage
government agencies, the
private sector, educational
institutions, and community
organizations.
Upon adoption of the Regional
Food System Strategy by
the Metro Vancouver Board,
stakeholder groups will be
invited to participate in the
development of an action
plan in 2011 that will outline
steps required to achieve
selected priority actions for
collaboration.

Greenest City Action Team (GCAT), the Farmers Markets
Interim Policy to expand farmers markets, and Alternative
and Healthy Mobile Food Options to diversify street food
options.
As well as several urban agriculture initiatives, the City
is also exploring how to establish a local and sustainable
procurement policy, support neighbourhood food networks
and hubs, and develop a local government urban agriculture
strategy. Please see Appendix 3, City of Vancouver Foodrelated Decisions for a list of City of Vancouver policies that
support food security and/ or reference food.
Vancouver 2020: A Bright Green Future & GCAT
In October 2009, Vancouver’s City Council received
Vancouver 2020: A Bright Green Future report, which
recommended 10-year goals and targets for Vancouver to
become the greenest city in the world by 2020. This report
documents a vision, commitment, and road map for moving
Vancouver and its people toward an environmentally
sustainable economy that supports green jobs, improved
health, and prosperity.
The Greenest City Action Team (GCAT) convened as a
mayoral committee in February 2009 and developed
recommendations for 44 ‘Quick Start’ actions and 10 long
term goals and targets to be achieved by 2020.
Local food can be a powerful economic driver that supports
producers, processors, and retailers and keeps money
circulating in the local economy. Local food is one of the 10
goals, and the target is to be a global leader in urban food
systems.119
The Greenest City Quick Start actions for local food include
planting an organic garden at City Hall, allocating additional
land for community gardens, creating community orchards,
additional support for farmers markets, and a landscaping
policy of edible trees, bushes, and plants.
City staff are now defining the 2020 target and goals for
food, and considering how to implement the Vancouver Food
Charter by developing policy, infrastructure, and capacity for
a just, sustainable, and resilient food system.120
Farmers’ Market By-law Amendments and Interim Actions
Farmers’ markets were identified as a priority in the 44 Quick
Start recommendations presented to Council by the Greenest
119. Vancouver 2020: A Bright Green Future. City of Vancouver. October 2009.
120. Mary Clare Zak, City of Vancouver, Social Policy. Personal communication.
August 19, 2010
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City Action Team in 2009. In July 2010, Council unanimously
agreed that more farmers’ markets across the city will create
greater access to locally produced food, provide gathering
places for neighbours, encourage new local businesses, and
support the City’s commitment to a sustainable City and a just
and sustainable food system.
Vancouver City Council formally enacted a first set of bylaw
and zoning amendments to help farmers markets address
financial, process, and zoning barriers to their operation and
expansion. Changes include amendments to existing bylaws,
permit processes, and fees, and provide interim guidelines.
City staff will better coordinate work across departments and
implement operational improvements in support of farmers
markets, including signage, hours of operation, on-street
parking, and traffic control measures.121
Alternative and Healthy Mobile Food Options
The City of Vancouver’s Street Vending Bylaw (No. 4781)
outlines regulations for mobile food vending units.122
Historically, food options available through the street vending
program were limited to hot dogs, chestnuts, and ice cream.
In July 2010, the City approved 17 new street food vendors
under the Street Vending Bylaw, and launched a street
food vending pilot program to increase access to affordable,
nutritious food in low income communities in the City. This
pilot program expands the variety of food sold by street
vendors to include culturally diverse, nutritious foods, as well
as the geographical area in which street vendors can operate.
It is part of a long-term plan to expand street food options in
the city and add more carts to City and private property.
Vancouver Park Board
Promoting health and wellness is an important part of
recreation. People make healthy food and beverage choices
when those choices are available. Providing healthy food and
beverage choices at Vancouver’s community centres, rinks,
and swimming pools would help support active lifestyles,
reduce chronic diseases, influence eating behaviors, and
increase neighbourhood food security.
Are our community centres, rinks, and swimming pools
serving healthy food? Vancouver’s recreation and community
centres do a very good job promoting and providing fitness
and active play opportunities. However, there is often a gap
between the healthy activities that community centres provide

Community centres and
food security
One respondent to the
Food Secure Vancouver’s
Neighbourhood Food Survey
had this response to the
question, “What food policies
would address the key food
insecurity issues experienced
by your clients in the
neighbourhoods you service?”
“Community Centres kitchens
can be used by community
members. The Trout Lake
Community Centre’s new
kitchen (open in 2011) is
intended to be used by the
community, however the
Kits and Mount Pleasant
Community Centre kitchens
are contracted out to chefs –
which creates barriers to use
by the community.
These kitchens provide
revenue to the centres but not
a community resource.
The mandate of Vancouver’s
community centres, rinks,
and swimming pools needs
to reach beyond recreation
to include food security and
health. Adults and children
cannot recreate if they are
undernourished.
Parks and Recreation have
broadened their scope to
include community gardens,
now it is important that they
include food distribution, and
micro-scale food preparation
and community kitchens.
They are a natural “hub” in the
community, especially when
there is no neighbourhood
house or the neighbourhood
house is at capacity.”

121. Farmers’ Market By-law Amendments and Interim Actions. RTS 08724. July 6,
2010. City of Vancouver.
122. A mobile food vending unit is a mobile motorized or pedal powered vehicle,
bicycle, or other unit used for the sale of approved drinks and prepared foods.
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and the unhealthy food services that are offered.

“Community centres
are “the living rooms
of Vancouver’s
neighbourhoods”,
where people gather
to enjoy and share
leisure, social,
and recreational
activities.”

Thinking beyond recreation as sports to include food security,
healthy eating, and nutrition can be a paradigm shift for civic
leaders, recreational professionals, and community members.
Under the old paradigm, community centres were expected
to offer programs that are no more than recreational. But
healthy food is necessary for participants to fully benefit from
recreational programs and to lead healthy lifestyles. Every
leisure program that incorporates food into its structure
assists a family in need by promoting healthy eating,
providing after school activities, or addressing food security
and hunger issues.123
Facilities, programs, and resources

Community centres are “the living rooms of Vancouver’s
neighbourhoods”, where people gather to enjoy and share
leisure, social, and recreational activities. Vancouver’s 23
community centres, the Vancouver Park Board (VPB), and
partner community centre associations can be a resource for
community food security and food-related activities. Foodrelated activities and programs currently occur at some
but not all centres. Healthy food choices are not currently
included in the VPB’s core mandate, which leads many staff
and local associations to give it a low priority.
Many community centres have kitchens, but not all are readily
available for community use. Some kitchens are under-utilized
or rented out to commercial businesses as a source of revenue.
Many recreation staff and local associations do not place
a high priority on incorporating healthy food choices into
their vending machines, concessions, recreation programs,
meeting, and special events.
The VPB’s Stay Active Eat Healthy website124 provides
information on how to choose healthy options while attending
a local community centre. It also includes information to
help community centres establish healthy food and beverage
policies for programs, special events, concessions and/ or
vending machines.
Healthy food options

Park Board staff review community centre food policies on
an annual basis, and recognize the top three centres for their
efforts to include food at an annual Stay Active Eat Healthy
forum.
The annual Healthy Choice Facility survey assesses healthy
123. http://vancouver.ca/parks/activecommunity/pdf/
FoodSecurityProgramStrathcona090625.pdf
124. http://vancouver.ca/parks/activecommunity/saeh.htm
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food and beverage choices provided at Vancouver community
centres. It looks at Healthy Choice policies, action plans,
practices, and education programs. Based on survey results,
community centres are assigned a rating as a one to four star
Healthy Choice Facility125.
In 2008, the baseline survey confirmed that three of
Vancouver’s 23 community centres were One Star Healthy
Choice Facilities. In 2009, three community centres achieved
Two Star status, and nine community centres achieved One
Star status. Three centres, West Point Grey, Riley Park, and
Killarney, were recognized for their work to provide more
healthy food choices at their facilities.126
These efforts set a good direction and move Vancouver’s
community centres toward healthier food availability, but
there is clearly still a long way to go. At the time of this
writing, Strathcona Community Centre provides a good
example of how community centres can include food as part of
their primary mandate and community programming (please
see side story).
Vancouver Park Board’s role

How to include food security at each community centre,
in rinks, pools, programs, and special events? Community
centres are jointly operated by the Vancouver Park Board
(VPB) and community centre associations. VPB staff
encourage community centre associations to adopt healthy
choices policies through the Healthy Choice Facility Program,
and participate in the annual survey.
The Vancouver Park Board itself has not adopted a healthy
food and beverage policy. Both community centre associations
and the VPB are wary of the financial impact on their ability
to deliver programs if they do not sell the high sugar and
salt products of the food industry, and face strong influence
from food giants that benefit from logo presence in such
healthy contexts as recreation centres. In fact, the VPB has a
distribution contract with Coke until 2016.

Healthy Choice Facility
Program
The BC Recreation
and Parks Association
introduced the Healthy
Choice Facility Program
in partnership with the BC
Union of Municipalities.
This program helps
municipal recreation
departments provide
leadership and support
to establish healthy food
and beverage choices in
community centres.
Vancouver Park Board
staff use this program to
encourage their partner
community centre
associations to adopt
healthy choices policies.

Strathcona Community
Centre – Food Security
Program
The Strathcona Community
Centre (SCC) is situated on
the east side of downtown
Vancouver and services
a population consisting
primarily of low income
families.
Low income populations are
the most susceptible to food
insecurity problems, which
means that this area is in need
of charitable food provision
programs to support healthy
living.
Continued on next page ...

125. A Healthy Choice Facility is a recreation facility or space that offers healthy food
and beverage choices everywhere they are served.
126. ttp://vancouver.ca/parks/activecommunity/pdf/
HealthyFoodAndBeverageSurvey091030.pdf
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- Presence of policy that supports food security by
Vancouver Board of Education (E20c-ii, policy_VSB)
Continued from previous
page ...

SCC is unique because it
recognizes its community’s
need for food, and has
integrated food into several
programs, including the Parent
and Tot Snack Program, the
Breakfast Program, and the
After School Adventures
Program.
The programs that offer
participants free food help
increase availability of
food for children, promote
obesity prevention, healthy
growth and development,
and help improve academic
performance, inclusivity,
family eating, and crime
prevention.
Although current programs
have been reported as
beneficial by the families who
use them, SCC’s efforts to use
food to support healthy living
and increase food security in
its neighbourhood are limited
by lack of resources.
Barriers to partnership
development and fundraising
exist because programs are
perceived as recreational
rather than essential.
http://vancouver.ca/parks/
cc/strathcona/website/food_
security_program.htm

In February 2010, the Vancouver Board of Education formally
recognized the value of food and agriculture-based learning
when it passed the first school garden policy in Canada to
encourage and support the development of school food
gardens in Vancouver.127 In order to implement this policy
effectively, support is required to provide adequate human
resources for a city-side school garden coordinator and
maintenance service provider.
The Healthy Living Policy passed by the Board in 2008
endorses the provincial school food and beverage guidelines.
Currently, the K-12 curriculum includes minimal reference
to food skill development, and home economic courses are
available in high school only (required in grade eight, optional
after grade eight). Provincial-level lobbying is needed to
broaden the K-12 curriculum to include additional food skill
development (growing and preparing food) and food justice
topics.
Some Vancouver schools have kitchens. Provincial-level
lobbying is needed to require that all new schools include
kitchens in order to provide cooking programs.
At many of Vancouver’s schools, the Board of Education
provides food to students through lunch and snack programs.
As one of the largest land owners in Vancouver, opportunities
exist to use school land to grow food to supply school food
programs as well as for learning opportunities.
It would be useful to inventory the land area available for
growing food, as well as analyze the cost to hire farmers to use
it. From a cost perspective, this practice may be comparable
to purchasing food supplies for school food programs and
cafeterias, and will provide other benefits to schools and their
communities.
- Institutions with local purchasing policies ([E20c-iii,
local_purchase_policy_institutions])

There are currently no data available for this measure.
Institutions with local and sustainable purchasing policies can
help develop and support the local food economy and build
capacity and resiliency in the local supply chain, while they
enhance their supply of fresh, healthy food.
Large institutions need significant supplies of food to
meet the requirements of those they serve and employ.
Established relationships with suppliers who can meet this
127. VBE School Food Garden Policy Statement. Retrieved August 2, 2010. http://
www.vsb.bc.ca/district-policy/io-garden-policy.
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demand often require year-round purchasing conditions on
supply contracts, which limit small producer access to these
markets. However, publicly funded agencies can develop
and implement procurement policies that include local food
supply requirements.
The idea of local procurement may be expanded to include
wider sustainable food system values and procurement
strategies that address labour standards, environmentally
sustainable farming, fair trade practices, and disposal and
waste management.
In their sustainability plan Vancouver 2010: A Bright Green
Future, the City of Vancouver notes that the development of a
low-carbon purchasing policy that includes food would boost
demand for low-carbon products, invest in the local economy,
and create new, green jobs. The City has recently invited
several agencies to join them in preliminary, roundtable
discussions on procurement policies, including food.

Food Donor
Encouragement Act
In April 1997, the
Provincial Government of
BC unanimously passed
Bill 10, the Food Donor
Encouragement Act.
The act is intended to
protect donors from liability
as they act in good faith to
donate surplus perishable
food, while ensuring
recipients’ rights are
protected.

3. Labour standards
There are currently no measures developed for this indicator.
Agricultural workers in BC are poorly paid for their labour in
one of Canada’s most dangerous jobs, and are vulnerable to
exploitation and physical risk. They face occupational health
and safety hazards to a degree seldom experienced by workers
in other occupational categories.128
Recent provincial policy changes in BC have had significant
impact on immigrant and migrant farmworkers.129 In
recent research, the Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives
shows that BC immigrant and migrant farmworkers are
subject to immigration and employment policies that highly
regulate their circumstances, exclude them from a range
of employment standards, and undermine protections and
safeguards.130
Temporary farmworkers in BC under the Seasonal
Agricultural Workers Program (SAWP) are not allowed to
choose their workplace or residential location. In contrast to
128. Farmworkers face a variety of occupational hazards, including: exposure to a
range of carcinogens, risk of acute and long-term disability as a result of repetitive
motion and intense physical labour, higher than average risk of infectious diseases,
poor sanitation, and inadequate facilities at work. Gerardo Otero and Kerry Preibisch.
Farmworker Health and Safety: Challenges for British Columbia. October 2009.
http://www.justicia4migrantworkers.org/bc/pdf/Otero%20and%20Preibisch%20
2009,%20Farmworker%20Health%20and%20Safety.pdf.
129. Cultivating Farmworker Rights: Ending the Exploitation of Immigrant and
Migrant Farmworkers in BC. June 2008. Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives.
http://www.policyalternatives.ca/sites/default/files/uploads/publications/BC_
Office_Pubs/bc_2008/bc_farmworkers_full.pdf.
130. ibid
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Migrant farmworkers
and food policy
One respondent to the
Food Secure Vancouver’s
Neighbourhood Food
Survey (2010) had this
response to the question,
“Please tell us how the
VFPC can support you
in your work, in your
communities.”
“Promote food and migrant
justice. We need a just
food system that includes
the local and migrant
farmworkers that are part
of it. Push for permanent
status for migrant workers,
so they are less vulnerable
to atrocious violations
of their basic human,
economic, and labour
rights.”

citizens and permanent residents who have the formal right
to circulate in the labour market, SAWP workers are bound
to a single employer with temporary status, and are, in effect,
unfree.131
Substandard housing, safety, health, and employment
conditions create barriers to social inclusion and integration.
When communities adopt Canadian standards for migrants’
working and living conditions, they help immigrants and
migrants adapt to their circumstances and promote social
inclusion. For example, recreational programs established for
migrant workers would help integration.
Provincial and federal governments need to coordinate to
improve working conditions, ensure immigrant and migrant
workers have access to basic rights, and establish and enforce
decent working and living conditions. Municipal and regional
governments can adopt housing regulations and improve
housing inspections to ensure accommodation standards
are met, and encourage residents to welcome migrants and
support their social, cultural and political integration.
4. Agricultural policies
There are currently no measures developed for this indicator.
Possible metrics include:
- [Presence of policy that protects agricultural landbase,
within FVRD, MV]
- [% provincial government spending on MAL by farm gate
sales]
- [local government agricultural funding programs in MV,
FVRD]

Agricultural policies shape the systems that produce and move
food, and reflect how agricultural resources are valued. Much
of this policy is set by federal and provincial governments, but
local governments can develop a range of agriculture policies
and strategies that help shape and support both production
and distribution systems in their communities.

Summary
Policy decisions made by governments and other public
institutions have a significant influence on our food system’s
resilience and our community’s food security. Food policy
professionals are beginning to recognize the importance
of local food systems to food system vitality and resiliency
and economic stability and growth, and are finding ways to
131. Cultivating Farmworker Rights: Ending the Exploitation of Immigrant and
Migrant Farmworkers in BC. June 2008. Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives.
http://www.policyalternatives.ca/sites/default/files/uploads/publications/BC_
Office_Pubs/bc_2008/bc_farmworkers_full.pdf.
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integrate food into policy and planning processes.
Increasingly, local governments are leading the change as
they address unprecedented health, social, economic and
environmental challenges in their communities. Although they
have few mandated responsibilities related to food security
and the food system, municipal and regional governments
are advancing food policies and initiatives and developing
food system strategies to integrate and enhance community,
economic, and environmental well-being.
Collaboration and partnerships with business, health and
community organizations, educational institutions, and senior
government are key to the success of these efforts.
Policy directions set by senior government shape the overall
food system and markets, and ultimately affect how just and
sustainable they are. More work is needed to develop effective
assessment tools that measure the impact of national and
provincial policy on the resiliency of our community’s food
system.

Topic 23: Research
Food security is a complex and diverse topic with multiple
social, environmental, economic, and political determinants
that cut across a wide range of disciplines. Civic leaders
and policy makers need relevant, timely, and cost effective
information. Public support of research on various elements
of food security is essential to create an evidence-based
understanding of best practices in ensuring food security.
The role of publicly-funded research is critical to ensure an
unbiased and publicly available knowledge base.

Local governments and
agriculture
In Metro Vancouver
and the Fraser Valley
Regional District, several
local governments have
Agriculture Advisory
Committees (committees
made up of farmers
who advise the Local
Government on agriculture
related issues).
Several have recently
developed Agriculture Area
Plans that are incorporated
into their Official
Community Plans (within
the past seven years).
These are two key and
measurable elements of
strengthening farming as a
land use that have proven
to be effective in the Lower
Mainland.

Most studies suggest a high rate of return on public
agricultural research, yet funding in Canada has dropped in
the recent decade.132
Food security indicators traditionally focus on specific, easily
measured aspects that may provide information about one
specific element. However, these indicators may not capture
the complexity of the relationships and the dynamics between
drivers, activities, and outcomes. Other indicators may be
feasible and valuable but not measurable because no data is
available, frequently due to the high cost of collection.
Academic, community, and some public researchers are
working to define and test key food security indicators that
can be standardized for comprehensive and comparable
analysis of food security and food systems.
The Food Secure Vancouver Study offers a framework for
132. Synthesis Report. 2010. CAPI. Retrieved June 2010: http://www.capi-icpa.ca/
pdfs/CAPI_Synthesis_June2010.pdf
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Strengthening Farming
Program

examining our community’s food security. In our approach,
we have attempted to identify all the key elements of our food
security, although not all topics are represented with data.
This helps keep important elements visible and acknowledges
their value, even if they are not currently measured.

The Strengthening Farming
program supports the
right to farm in BC in the
face of urban development
pressures.

Indicators

It helps enhance agriculture
as a land use by fostering
local government policy
and regulation supporting
farming, and encouraging
a more prominent role
for agriculture in local
government planning
processes.

1. Spending on agricultural and food security
research by government

It seeks to improve land
use compatibility between
farm and non-farm uses
and improve agriculture
awareness.
The legislative foundation
for the program is the
Farm Practices Protection
(Right to Farm Act),
the Agricultural Land
Commission Act, and
portions of the Local
Government Act and the
Land Title Act.
Strengthening Farming
Program. Ministry of
Agriculture and Lands.
Province of BC. http://www.
agf.gov.bc.ca/resmgmt/sf/.

There are currently no indicators or data in place for this
topic. Potential measures include:

- [government (federal/provincial/ local) budgets
dedicated to agricultural/ food security research]

Summary
Citizens, community groups, and local governments can tell
senior governments they value publically-funded research and
encourage them to create funding programs specifically for
food security and food system research.
In this study, we propose a broad ranging set of indicators to
describe key determinants of food security in our region, and
have attempted to source data to support these indicators.
However, significant gaps in information remain. Although
not all indicators are currently supported with data, we offer
a full indicator suite, as well as a list of future useful research
projects to address existing gaps and build a knowledge base
about food security (see Section 3.3, Gaps, Table 17: Future
indicators and metrics).
We are interested in working with other researchers to build
a holistic framework of reliable, valid measures that will
allow us to track critical elements of food security and our
food systems. The Vancouver Food Policy Council would
like to hear from potential collaborators in the Food Secure
Vancouver Program.

Public Investment and Support – Results and
recommendations
Governments and public institutions are exploring how
to include food in policy and planning initiatives related
emergency response, food policy, and research. In particular,
the City of Vancouver, Metro Vancouver, Vancouver Coastal
Health, and the Vancouver Board of Education are investing
in policies, programs, and activities to enhance the food
security of their constituents and increase our food system’s
resiliency.
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The Vancouver Food Policy Council can explore research
opportunities with the University of BC, Simon Fraser
University, and other learning organizations, and continue
to research and develop indicators that measure the impact
of national and provincial policy on the resiliency of our
community’s food system.
The City of Vancouver can further activate and implement the
Vancouver Food Charter by developing policy, infrastructure,
and capacity for a just and sustainable food system.
To do this, the City can develop a coordinated municipal food
policy and action plan, and implement a food infrastructure
action plan to increase community capacity and create a
framework for local food production and distribution.
Through the Vancouver 2020: A Bright Green Future process,
the City is positioned to engage residents in system redesign
and appropriate policy change.

“Citizens, community
groups, and local
governments can tell
senior governments
they value publicallyfunded research
and encourage them
to create funding
programs specifically
for food security
and food system
research.”

Here are suggestions and recommendations for further work.

Topic

Action

Who can act

Emergency
response

Explicitly include food provision in emergency
preparedness response plans.

City of Vancouver, Vancouver Board
of Education, Vancouver Coastal
Health, Vancouver Park Board, Metro
Vancouver, Provincial government,
Federal government, First Nations

Develop institutional purchasing policies: local
and sustainable food.

City of Vancouver, Vancouver Board
of Education, Vancouver Coastal
Health, Vancouver Park Board, Metro
Vancouver, Provincial government,
Federal government, First Nations

Food security policy

Offer healthy food and beverage choices
everywhere they are served.

City of Vancouver, Vancouver Board
of Education, Vancouver Coastal
Health, Vancouver Park Board, Metro
Vancouver, Provincial government,
Federal government, First Nations

Food security policy

Develop a coordinated municipal food policy
and action plan.

City of Vancouver

Food security policy

Develop and implement a food infrastructure
action plan.

City of Vancouver

Food security policy

Ensure a functional, adequately resourced,
neighbourhood food network serves each
Vancouver neighbourhood.

City of Vancouver

Food security policy

Support creation of a central Food Hub.

City of Vancouver

Food security policy

Support creation of “green jobs” related to food
production, processing, distribution, access,
and waste management.

City of Vancouver

Food security policy
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Topic

Action

Who can act

Food security policy

Expand food waste capture to include food
diversion and re-use.

City of Vancouver

Food security policy

Civic leaders encourage staff to include foodrelated programming in annual workplans and
budgets.

Vancouver Park Board

Food security policy

Adopt a food and beverage policy.

Vancouver Park Board

Food security policy

Encourage community use of community
centre kitchen facilities rather than incomegenerating commercial rentals.

Vancouver Park Board

Food security policy

Lobby Ministry of Education to broaden K-12
curriculum to include additional food skill
development (growing and preparing food)
and food justice topics.

Vancouver Board of Education

Food security policy

Lobby Ministry of Education to require that
all new schools include kitchens in order to
provide cooking programs.

Vancouver Board of Education

Food security policy

Inventory VSB land area available for growing
food, and analyze cost to hire farmers to use it
versus the cost to purchase food supplies for
school food programs and cafeterias.

Vancouver Board of Education

Urban agriculture

Develop supportive policy and regulatory
resources for green roofs.

City of Vancouver

Urban agriculture

Develop edible landscaping policy, include
food trees.

City of Vancouver

Urban agriculture

Implement edible landscaping policy: plant
food trees on city land; liaise with community
groups to manage harvesting.

City of Vancouver, Vancouver Park
Board, community groups

Urban agriculture

Inventory and set aside land for local food
production.

City of Vancouver

Urban agriculture

Update beekeeping guidelines.

City of Vancouver

Research

Lobby provincial and federal government
agencies to invest in agricultural and food
security research.

City of Vancouver, other
municipalities, Metro Vancouver

Research

Continue to explore research opportunities
with UBC, SFU, and other learning
organizations.

Vancouver Food Policy Council, Food
Secure Vancouver Program

Research

In fall 2010, explore role of SPARC to help
articulate and test food security indicators.

Vancouver Food Policy Council, Food
Secure Vancouver Program

Labour standards

Adopt regulations for adequate migrant worker
housing to ensure conditions are acceptable by
Canadian standards.

City of Vancouver, other
municipalities, Metro Vancouver
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Topic

Action

Who can act

Labour standards

Improve housing inspections to ensure
employer-provided accommodations meet
existing standards.

City of Vancouver, other
municipalities, Metro Vancouver

Labour standards

Encourage residents to welcome migrants
and support their social, cultural and political
integration.

City of Vancouver, other
municipalities, Metro Vancouver

Labour standards

Improve and comprehensively enforce BC
employment standards for farmworkers.

Provincial government, Federal
government

Labour standards

Enforce health and safety regulations.

Provincial government, Federal
government

Labour standards

Restructure farm labour contracting system
and Seasonal Agricultural Workers Program to
promote workers’ rights.

Provincial government, Federal
government

Labour standards

Establish recreational programs for migrant
workers to help integration.

Vancouver Park Board, other
municipalities, Metro Vancouver
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2.6
“Our food security
depends on our ability
to find sustainable
alternatives to the
fossil fuel-based
food industry that
currently feeds us in
response to declining
oil supplies.”

Resource Protection and Enhancement

Our food security rests on a regional and provincial foundation
of farmers, farmland, and fisheries. It is impacted by the degree
that farmland and fish stocks are protected from loss, the health
of soil, water, and air is preserved, and local seed diversity is
maintained. Food system activities both affect and are impacted
by the health of the environment. Environmental health topics
associated with the food system include waste reduction and
management, and pollution.

The prime agricultural growing lands of the Fraser Valley
contribute significantly to food security in Vancouver, the
region, and the province. It is a finite resource, but necessary
to maintain food system resiliency now and into the future.
Population growth in the metropolitan region of Vancouver
impacts the environment in general and agricultural lands
in particular. There is ongoing pressure to remove land from
the Agricultural Land Reserve133 for urban development.
In addition, allowing a range of non-farming activities on
agricultural land (roads, large estate homes, fill dumping,
truck parking) further reduces the region’s food productivity.
Food productivity depends on the quality of soil and water
available for farming, but it is an ongoing challenge to
preserve and enhance soil productivity and reserve adequate
water resources for food production.
A resilient food system includes an environmentally
and financially viable fishing sector. However, wild fish
populations and habitat are in decline from over-harvesting,
pollution, and unsustainable management practices, and
urgent action is needed to restore and protect fish health and
habitat and ensure sustainable management.
Energy is both consumed and produced in agriculture and
other sectors of the food system. Our food security depends
on our ability to find sustainable alternatives to the fossil
fuel-based food industry that currently feeds us in response to
declining oil supplies.
The food system creates waste. In Metro Vancouver, organics,
paper, and plastics consistently account for a majority of
inputs to the waste stream, and diversion of food waste has
been identified as a priority. Actions that reduce waste and
recover materials and energy from the remaining waste
stream include redistribution of edible food through charities
and diversion of inedible food through composting and
133. In 1973, the Province of BC established a commission and a special land
use zone to protect BC’s agricultural land. The Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR)
recognizes agriculture as the priority use on land with a potential for agriculture.
Farming is encouraged and non-agricultural uses are controlled. http://www.alc.gov.
bc.ca/alr/alr_main.htm.
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conversion to energy.
Our food security depends on access to seeds that will grow
in our climate and growing conditions. Recent trends in the
highly centralized food industry have limited the number of
seed varieties available, specialized breeding for large scale
farming, and shifted control of seeds and their genes from the
public domain to private interests. These conditions make our
food system vulnerable to interruption. Genetic biodiversity
is strengthened and food security is improved when local
sources of open-pollinated seed stock are available through
decentralized seed production and distribution systems.

Topic 3: Agricultural landbase
The agricultural land base is the quantity and quality of
land available for cultivation. Competing land use and
development pressures can and do remove valuable farm land
from production. Although local land prices reflect a highly
competitive real estate market, the value of farmland is based
on its wealth as a highly productive food growing region and its
food production values.

The Fraser Valley is one of the best growing areas in North
America, as well as one of the best in the world. Although it
is a very small area, it can commercially produce a very wide
range of food products, including many kinds of vegetables,
greenhouse vegetables, small berries, and milk.
It is a reliable production zone that has abundant water,
and yields very good crops most years. But farmland’s
productive capacity is often not its primary value, and there
are significant pressures to use Fraser Valley farmland for
purposes other than farming.
Prime food-growing lands in the Fraser Valley are threatened
by:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

non-farm use that is not conducive to agriculture;
subdivision;
exclusion of agricultural land from the ALR;
Official Community Plans and growth strategies that
target ALR as future development zones;
fill dumping;
restrictive covenants by private interests or for primary
uses other than agriculture;
sanitization of agriculture land from conflicting non-farm
use or an unbuffered urban/ rural edge.

Fraser Valley
productivity
In 2007, California’s top
producing county, Fresno
County in the Central Valley
in California, produced a
market value of crops and
livestock of $3.73 billion on
1,636,224 acres.
In 2006, the Fraser Valley
Regional District produced
$921,425,274 in gross farm
receipts (equivalent to
market value of crops and
livestock) on 177,626 acres.
Preliminary calculations
show the productivity of
Fresno County to be $2,279
USD/ acre, and the FVRD
$5,187 CDN/ acre, or
approximately double that
of Fresno County.
Fresno County had a
15% loss of agriculture
land between 2002 and
2007. And water supplies
throughout the Central
Valley of California,
particularly in the San
Joaquin Valley, are not
robust, with land subsidence
and dewatering of the
ground as aquifers are
drawn down, increasingly
saline groundwater, and
below average reservoir
levels.
There has been some easing
of drought, but over the long
term, agriculture for export
looks increasingly unstable.
Kim Sutherland, BC Ministry
of Agriculture and Lands.
Email communication.
January 8, 2010.

Farmers want to farm, but cannot always get access to
farmland. Agricultural land in the region is in short supply,
and access to land is an issue for many farmers. Land in
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the Fraser Valley is expensive to purchase, and it can be
challenging to find larger parcels. Small parcels are more
available, and lease options exist for parcels of varying size.
LUI anaysis

Indicators

The Ministry of Agriculture
is currently analyzing Land
Use Inventory (LUI) data
to produce more accurate
measures of agricultural
land use in the lower Fraser
Valley.
The LUI is a windshield
survey that looks at
agricultural land use on a
parcel by parcel basis.

Public amenity benefits
In Abbotsford (2007), it
was estimated that the
value of the stream of
public amenity benefits and
ecological services provided
by each acre of farmland was
$29,490.
Specific ecological services
and amenity benefits
included in this study
were: riparian habitat,
groundwater recharge,
wildlife habitat, local food
production, access to farmbased recreation, and scenic
views.

1. Land available for food production in Lower
Mainland
This indicator shows how much of the region’s agricultural
landbase is available and used for food production, how much
farmland is not available, and why.
Data for some of this indicator’s measures are in development.
Preliminary estimates are available for the Fraser Valley
Regional District (FVRD) for 2010, and Land Use Inventory
(LUI) analyses will be completed for both FVRD and Metro
Vancouver in 2011.
Even though the data are not yet fully developed, we chose to
use the Ministry’s FVRD estimates from LUI data at this time
rather than earlier and somewhat less accurate data available
from the Agricultural Land Commission. Although this does
not provide us with a firm baseline on land available and in
use for food production, it puts a strong future metric and a
methodology in place for replication in future Food Secure
Vancouver reports.
- hectares land available for food production in FVRD and
Metro Vancouver (F3a-i, farmland_area_metrics)

Currently, about 60,000 hectares in the Fraser Valley
Regional District are estimated to be available for food
production.134 This includes both ALR and non-ALR farmland,
and is about 4.3% of FVRD’s total jurisdictional area of
1,393,370 hectares135.
Available for food production means that this land can be
actively farmed, but may not be at the moment. It is a measure
of production capacity.

BC Ministry of Agriculture and
Lands. 2007. Public amenity
benefits and ecological services
provided by farmland to local
communities in the Fraser
Valley – A case study in
Abbotsford, BC. Strengthening
Farming Report, File Number
800.100-1.

134. MAL estimate based on LUI data projected to be fully analyzed by 2011. Kim
Sutherland, personal conversation. August 12, 2010.
135. Source: Ministry of Municipal Affairs; Municipal Statistics, 1996.
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Table 10. Land available for food production in FVRD, MV
Metric

FVRD

Source

total jurisdictional area
in hectares (2006)

1,393,370

Ministry of Municipal Affairs; Municipal Statistics, 1996.

estimated hectares
available for food
production

60,000

MAL estimate, LUI data in development, will be fully analyzed
for FVRD and MV 2011. Available for food production means
that this land can be actively farmed, but may not be at the
moment.

estimated hectares
actively farmed

56,000

MAL estimate, LUI data in development, will be fully analyzed
for FVRD and MV 2011

% unused farmland
available for farm
expansion

6%

MAL estimate, LUI data in development, will be fully analyzed
for FVRD and MV 2011

- hectares actively farmed land in FVRD and Metro
Vancouver (F3a-i, farmland_area_metrics)

Based on analysis of LUI data completed to date, about
56,000 hectares in FVRD are conservatively estimated to be
actively farmed in 2010.136
About 41,000 hectares of actively farmed land in Metro
Vancouver in 2006 are reported by the Ministry of Agriculture
in Agriculture in Brief, Metro Vancouver.137
- % unused farmland available for farm expansion in FVRD
and Metro Vancouver (F3a-i, farmland_area_metrics)

Unused farmland available for use may include unused land,
land with non-farm status, and land used as hobby farms or
horse farms.
Agrologists consider that all available land that farmers can
access is in use in FVRD municipal districts (Chilliwack, Kent,
Abbotsford), and estimate the farmland vacancy rate in FVRD
electoral districts to be about 6% in 2010.138
2. Unavailable farmland in Lower Mainland
This indicator looks at the proportion of ALR land in FVRD
and Metro Vancouver that is unavailable for farming due to
non-farm use or extreme constraints.

136. MAL estimate based on LUI data projected to be fully analyzed by 2011. Kim
Sutherland, personal conversation. August 12, 2010.
137. Statistics Canada Census of Agriculture. 2006.
138. MAL estimate based on LUI data projected to be fully analyzed by 2011. Kim
Sutherland, personal conversation. August 12, 2010.

Fill issues in the Fraser
Valley
Some Lower Mainland
developers and contractors
are using farms as dumping
grounds for the fill extracted
from construction project
excavations.
Provincial legislation allows
farmers to bring in fill to
improve the farm (for example,
for better drainage).
Developers are buying farms
specifically for this purpose
because agricultural land
is cheaper than residential,
commercial, or industrial
property.
They apply for a fill-dumping
permit from local government,
who cannot legally turn
down the permit, and must
forward an application
to the Agricultural Land
Commission, which approves
or denies it based on its farmimprovement criteria.
Once a permit is issued, local
government is responsible for
its enforcement.
Continued on next page ...
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- % farmland unavailable for farming due to non-farm use
or extreme constraints in FVRD and Metro Vancouver
(F3b-i, farmland_area_unavailable)
Continued from previous
page ...

Property owners can often
make money by having fill
dumped on their property, and
see this as an easier way to
make money on farmland than
planting and harvesting crops.
Unfortunately, lack of
monitoring and enforcement
of permits has led to loss
of viable farmland as some
fill well beyond their permit
limits.
Fill is generally subsoil
material, usually very
compacted, and almost never
makes good growing media.
Dumping of fill on farmland
can permanently limit its
productivity because it covers
up the good, fertile topsoil.
Fill permits need to be
enforced, and stronger
bylaws and penalties for noncompliance are also needed.
In addition, municipalities
could help solve the problem
at source and require
developments within their
jurisdictions to not dump fill
on farmland.

Some designated farmland in the Fraser Valley is unavailable
for farming due to extreme constraints (elevation that is nonconducive to agriculture; flooding), or conflicting nonfarm use
(such as industrial, infrastructure, golf courses, rural estates).
An estimated 6% of ALR lands are currently unavailable for
farming in FVRD. Lands that are unavailable due to natural
constraints are unlikely to become available, but it is critical to
stop any further loss of farmland to conflicting nonfarm use,
and ensure this percentage does not rise.
3. ALR in Lower Mainland
In 1973, the Province of BC established a commission and a
special land use zone to protect BC’s agricultural land. The
Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR) recognizes agriculture as the
priority use on land with a potential for agriculture. Farming
is encouraged and non-agricultural uses are controlled.
This baseline indicator measures the area of farmland
protected in the ALR, and shows how that amount changes
through inclusions and exclusions over time.
- Area land in ALR by hectare in FVRD, Metro Vancouver
(F3c-i, farmland_ALR_area)

In 2009, 71,815 hectares in FVRD were included in the ALR,
or 5.2% of the district’s total jurisdictional area. In Metro
Vancouver, 60,945 hectares or 18% were in the ALR in 2009.

Table 11. Land in ALR in FVRD, MV
FVRD

GVRD/
MV

Total

2006 total jurisdictional area in hectares

1,393,370

339,520

1,732,890

2008 agricultural land reserve

71,918

61,277

133,195

% ALR/RD (Nov 2008)

5.2

18.0

2009 agricultural land reserve

71,815

60,945

% ALR/RD (Nov 2009)

5.2

18.0

132,760

Source: Secondary data used in Working Together in the Lower
Mainland. Sustainability Snapshot 2010. Fraser Basin Council.
http://www.fraserbasin.bc.ca/publications/indicators.html
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- Area land exclusions by hectare from ALR in FVRD,
Metro Vancouver (F3c-ii, farmland_ALR_exclusions)

Since it was established, the overall area of the ALR has
remained relatively constant at about 5% of BC’s total land
mass. In the Fraser Valley, where ALR lands are threatened by
development pressures for urban residential, commercial, and
industrial land uses, much more land has been taken out of
the ALR than has been added.
Recent exclusions in the Fraser Valley (including land in
Chilliwack, Abbotsford, and Maple Ridge) have removed
prime farmland from food production. The most productive
farmland is being excluded from the ALR, resulting in a net
loss in food production capacity for all British Columbians.
Between 1979 and 2008, almost 2,500 hectares were excluded
in FVRD. In Metro Vancouver, total exclusions were more
than 4000 hectares.
In the Lower Mainland139, only 165 hectares were included
while 6,493 hectares were excluded in this period of time.
Table 12. Area land exclusions from ALR in FVRD, MV (hectares)
FVRD

GVRD/MV

Lower Mainland

1979-1989

Inclusions

51

4

55

1979-1989

Exclusions

-1,296

-2,707

-4,003

1990-1999

Inclusions

28

46

74

1990-1999

Exclusions

-582

-1,067

-1,649

2000-2008

Inclusions

2

34

36

2000-2008

Exclusions

-584

-257

-841

1979-2008

Total Inclusions

81

84

165

1979-2008

Total Exclusions

-2,462

-4,031

-6,493

-2,381

-3,947

-6,328

Net (1979-2008)

Source: Secondary data used in Working Together in the Lower
Mainland. Sustainability Snapshot 2010. Fraser Basin Council.
http://www.fraserbasin.bc.ca/publications/indicators.html

Summary
Mild climate, high quality soils, and access to irrigation
combine to create a unique and valuable resource base
for food production in the Fraser Valley that contributes
139. Fraser Valley Regional District and Metro Vancouver
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Public value placed on
farmland
A 2009 study estimated public
amenity benefits and ecological
goods provided by farmland in
Metro Vancouver.1
Results from a household
survey in Metro Vancouver
showed that the public values
farmland in urban areas
beyond its food production
value2, and would be willing to
pay $73 per year to preserve
1000 acres of farmland, or
$58,000/ acre including all
households in the district.
This is 10 times higher than
the private market value. The
study further estimated public
value of an acre of farmland in
Metro Vancouver in perpetuity
to be $1.16 million.
1. Mark Robbins; Olewiler, Dr. Nancy;
Robinson, Marion. An Estimate
of the Public Amenity Benefits
and Ecological Goods Provided
by Farmland in Metro Vancouver.
2009. http://www.fraserbasin.bc.ca/
regions/documents/farmland_survey/
PublicAmenityReport_Nov_2009.pdf
2. In Metro Vancouver in 2006,
the market value of farm products
produced from farmland was $5,748/
acre.

significantly to the region’s food security. However, the area’s
population continues to increase, which means an increased
demand for food as well as increasing pressure on the
landbase from urban development.
Food trade patterns will shift as major sources of imported
food experience declines in productivity, due to changes in
water availability and climate, and we will need to rely on the
Fraser Valley for more of our supply of food. However, almost
all the available farmland in the region is currently farmed.
The capacity of the landbase to deliver more land for farming
is almost reached, and existing farmland is steadily lost to
other uses.
Proactive policy development, planning, and action are
required to protect existing farmland and support farmers to
farm.

Topic 21: Soil, water, air
Soil health depends on land management and farming
practices, and protection from erosion, loss of organic matter
and fertility, compaction and degradation, and biological
and chemical contamination. Water of sufficient quality and
quantity is essential for agricultural production, but both the
availability and health of local water sources are impacted
by development and pollution pressures. In addition,
pollution from agricultural activities can enter and harm the
environment.

Farmers need good soil, adequate quantities of affordable
water of appropriate quality, and clean air.
Soil health is a key factor in productivity. Factors leading to
soil degradation are complex, and linked to knowledge, lack of
extension support, access to long-term land tenure, and lack
of legislation.
Soil health is impacted in large measure by the long term
investment of a farmer into the productivity of their soils.
Generally, farmers will invest in all their capital assets,
including good sustainability practices for their soil and
integrated pest management techniques (IPM).
But if a farmer lacks long-term, secure tenure, they may
not choose to invest in soil maintenance and enhancement
because they will not be able to recover expensive input costs
(as can happen when land is under speculation for turnover
into non-farm use).
There is some evidence that our organic soils, important
for vegetable production, are becoming depleted. This is
partly due to the drainage necessary to keep them in crop.
Other industries, such as the oil and gas sector, may cause
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accelerated soil erosion on vulnerable soils as they work over
productive agricultural land.140
There are also concerns that some farming practices
contribute to diminished soil health. However, research into
the impacts of different farming practices on soil fertility and
health is beyond the scope of this study.
Sustainable food production relies on access to water for
irrigation. Weather affects regional water resources, and
changes in climate may mean hotter, drier summers and
wetter, stormier winters. Flooding may become more
widespread during winter and spring, and impact farm
productivity through delayed plantings and crop damage.
Reduced snow packs may be a result of milder winters in the
region.

“Weather affects
regional water
resources, and
changes in climate
may mean hotter,
drier summers and
wetter, stormier
winters.”

Air quality is impacted by urban pollution sources, as well as
by some food production practices.

Indicators
1. Soil health
In this indicator, we look at factors that affect soil health and
fertility.
Soil is a highly complex living system that is an important
part of larger ecosystem communities of water, air, animals,
and plants. When managed properly and sustainably, soil can
maintain its integrity and function while it supports human
well being through food provision.
Measures that directly demonstrate soil health are not readily
available.
There are currently no indicators developed for this topic, and
more work is needed to identify useful measures of soil health.
Potential measures could include:
- [% annual farmers market sales that are conventional,
organic]

One way to measure soil health is to look at sustainable soil
management practices, and an available proxy for this is the
proportion of farmers market sales that are organic. However,
at this time, farmer’s markets are a very small portion of
the market, and this may not be a useful indicator of soil
productivity and health.
- [Soil carbon levels]

Another way to evaluate soil health is to measure soil carbon
levels. High carbon stocks in soil indicate the presence of
140. Kim Sutherland, BC Ministry of Agriculture and Lands. Personal
communication. September 15, 2010.
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biomass and subsequent water retention abilities, and affect
pH levels.

“Soil is a highly
complex living
system that is an
important part of
larger ecosystem
communities of water,
air, animals, and
plants.”

This also provides a measure of carbon sequestration. Current
local research to evaluate low greenhouse gas agricultural
practices for urban and peri-urban systems may develop a
usable methodology for determining soil carbon stocks.141
There are currently no data in place for this measure.
2. Water quality and quantity
This indicator looks at the availability and quality of water
for food production in Metro Vancouver and Fraser Valley
Regional District, and how agricultural operations in turn
affect our water supply.
Water is a requirement for the production of high value
foods including fruit, vegetables, nuts, berries, and livestock.
Agricultural water use is becoming more efficient with
technological and management advances in irrigation.
However, it is important to carefully monitor and manage all
uses of water in the region.
BC appears to have an abundance of freshwater, but
many other interests (urban, industry, fish) compete with
agriculture for access to water, especially in the Fraser Valley.
BC regulates surface water, but does not regulate
groundwater. It is critical that local and provincial
governments include agriculture food production needs in all
water allocation work, including water management plans for
local governments.
There are currently no measures developed for this indicator.
Potential measures include:
- [agricultural water demand in Metro Vancouver and
FVRD]
- [annual rainfall in Metro Vancouver and FVRD]

3. Air
There are currently no indicators developed for this topic.

Summary
Farming activities both affect and are impacted by the health
of soil, water, and air.
To help us evaluate the resiliency of our food system, we
can measure the health of soil, availability and quality of
water for food production, and air quality. There are gaps in
information and data on water and air quality for and from
141. Tara Moreau. Personal communication, June 2, 2010.
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agricultural practices. We need to develop good measures
for these conditions, and develop sound methodologies for
collecting data.
BC lacks strong soil protection legislation (with vestiges
of soil protection regulation under the Agricultural Land
Commission), and many aspects of soil health are not being
regulated.
Local governments can track agricultural water use,
include water strategies in Agricultural Plans, and engage
all stakeholders in water use planning processes. Senior
governments can invest in water management programs for
communities and help resource agricultural water modeling
processes.

Topic 11: Fisheries
Wild fish are important to human food security and ecosystem
health. Some species are central to the cultural and spiritual
practices of First Nations and other people. A resilient food
system includes an environmentally and financially viable
fishing sector. Policies and actions are needed to restore
and protect fish health and habitat, and ensure sustainable
management of fish stock.

Because we are a coastal community, fish are an important
part of our diet and our food security. From thousands of
years of First Nation fishing traditions to today’s diverse
immigrant food cultures, fish are an important traditional
food for many cultural populations in our community.
However, locally-available fish stocks are declining due
to pressures from over-harvesting, climate change, and
disease outbreaks that have been associated with industrial
aquaculture. Wild fish populations and habitat have also
been damaged by pollution and unsustainable management
practices.
Immediate, proactive, and sustainable management practices
are needed to help rebuild habitat and recover native wild fish
stocks.
The market is responding to consumer demand for
sustainably harvested seafood with sustainable seafood
policies and programs. Educational programs such as Ocean
Wise and Sea Choice help consumers access information and
make choices about the sustainability of the seafood they buy.

Local water use
management
As water demand
increases and water
availability decreases,
local governments have
a role to play to help
ensure continued access to
water for sustainable food
production.
Among other activities, they
can collect information on
current and future water
needs for agriculture, and
develop a Water Use Plan1.
The Water Use Plan
process2, developed by the
Ministry of Environment
and used extensively by
BC Hydro, helps develop
consensus on operating
rules that recognize all
water stakeholders to
ensure a balance of water
available for farmers, fish,
and the community.
Wanda Gorsuch. BC’s
Farming and Food Future:
Local Government Toolkit for
Sustainable Food Production.
2009. The Land Conservancy
of BC.
1. Water management plan under
the BC Water Act, provincial
legislation that is enacted by
local governments at the local
government level.
2. http://www.bchydro.com/
planning_regulatory/water_use_
planning.html?WT.mc_id=rd_
wup

Indicators
There are currently no data in place for this indicators
developed for this topic.
Potential measures include:
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1. Local fish availability

“Immediate,
proactive, and
sustainable
management
practices are needed
to help rebuild habitat
and recover native
wild fish stocks.”

- [Total sales of locally-harvested wild fish in local
markets]

2. Sustainable resource management
- [# grocery stores and restaurants with sustainable
seafood sales]

Topic 9: Energy
All sectors of the food system consume energy and some offer
potential to produce energy. All sectors can be operated in ways
that maximize sustainability and efficiencies and minimize
waste and negative environmental impacts.

Our global mainstream food system depends on mechanized
agriculture, use of fertilizers and pesticides, extensive
processing, warehousing and storage, and long-distance
transportation – all dependent on fossil fuels.
Our food security depends on our ability to find sustainable
ways to grow and distribute food in response to pending
changes in the cost and supply of oil.

Indicators
At this time, no indicators have been identified to measure
the amount of energy (renewable and non-renewable)
consumed and generated in the food system (farm production,
commercial food and beverage processing, storage and
distribution, and commercial food preparation).
Research is needed on quantities and values of energy
consumed and produced in agriculture and other sectors of
the food system. We urgently need energy policy and proactive
planning toward system resilience in the presence of declining
oil supplies.

Topic 27: Waste
Food recovery and waste management are important parts
of the food system. About half of the food that is produced is
consumed, and the rest enters the waste stream. To reduce
waste, the production and distribution components of the food
system can be made more efficient, food packaging can be
reduced or eliminated, compostable materials can be diverted
from the disposal system, and edible food can be redirected.

The food system generates a lot of waste. Statistics Canada
estimates that about 50 per cent of all food produced is wasted
all through the food supply chain to the end consumer’s
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kitchen.142 Food packaging and take-away meals add another
significant source of waste, and some packaging materials can
introduce contamination into the waste stream.
Metro Vancouver provides solid waste management
and regional planning and regulation to its 21 member
municipalities, including Vancouver.
In 2007, Metro Vancouver introduced the Zero Waste
Challenge to help residents and businesses across Metro
Vancouver reduce waste. The goal is to minimize the amount
of waste generated through reduce, reuse, and recycling
initiatives, and to use waste that can not be reused or
recycled to its maximum benefit through material and energy
recovery.143
In Metro Vancouver, organics, paper, and plastics consistently
account for a majority of inputs to the waste stream. The
2010 Integrated Solid Waste and Resource Management Plan
sets aggressive new waste diversion targets. Collection and
composting of food waste has been identified as a key priority.
Metro Vancouver will increase organic waste processing in
the region, and recently signed a 10-year contract with Fraser
Richmond Soil and Fibre for processing combined yard
trimmings and food waste.

“Our global
mainstream food
system depends
on mechanized
agriculture, use
of fertilizers and
pesticides, extensive
processing,
warehousing
and storage, and
long-distance
transportation – all
dependent on fossil
fuels.”

Municipalities are expanding how they collect and compost
food waste from single family residences in Port Coquitlam,
Port Moody, Richmond, Burnaby, and Vancouver. The City
of Surrey has partnered with Metro Vancouver to establish a
biofuel plant adjacent to the Surrey Transfer Station.

Indicators
1. Food garbage
This baseline indicator looks at food waste as a percentage of
total waste disposed in Metro Vancouver.
- tonnes total waste, food waste disposed annually in Metro
Van (F27a-i, foodwaste_MV_garbage_food)

Metro Vancouver periodically analyzes municipal solid waste
for quantitative data on the composition of waste produced by
various sources.
Data is generated from municipal solid waste received at the
Waste to Energy Facility, the Surrey Transfer Station, and the
Vancouver Transfer Station. It is considered representative of

142. Serecon and Zbeetnoff. Food Secure Vancouver Baseline Report. March 2009.
143. Metro Vancouver Zero Waste Challenge. http://www.metrovancouver.org/
services/solidwaste/zerowaste/pages/default.aspx.
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the entire Metro Vancouver waste catchment area.144

Metro Vancouver
Integrated Solid
Waste and Resource
Management Plan
Metro Vancouver is
responsible for managing
residential and commercial
garbage in the Lower
Mainland.
On July 30, 2010, the
Metro Vancouver Board
endorsed an Integrated
Solid Waste and Resource
Management Plan to be
submitted to the Province.
It includes goals to improve
reduction, reuse, and
recycling efforts to reduce
garbage (disposed waste to
landfill or waste-to-energy)
by at least 70% by 2015.
The top priority in
managing waste is to
reduce garbage as much as
possible through the Zero
Waste Challenge. The new
plan recommends new
facilities and regulations to
keep food, paper, and wood
out of the garbage.
Proposed waste reduction
initiatives include food
waste to biofuel facilities,
Eco-Centres for one-stop
recycling, and mandatory
recycling in multi-family
homes and commercial
buildings.

In 2007, people and businesses in Metro Vancouver generated
3,598,142 tonnes of waste. Of this, 1,617,391 tonnes were
managed at disposal facilities operated by Metro Vancouver,
and the rest were diverted.145
About 34% of the total waste disposed in Metro Vancouver
was compostable organics, including yard and garden waste,
food, and wood. Almost 20% of compostable organics (an
estimated 319,356 tonnes in Metro Vancouver) was food
waste.146
With the introduction of food waste diversion programs in
Vancouver and other Metro Vancouver municipalities, the
amount of food waste appearing in waste composition studies
should decline over time.
Table 13. Food waste in Metro Vancouver
Food garbage
(2007)
TPY total waste disposed in MV

1,617,391

est. % compostable organics disposed in MV

34%

est. % food waste disposed in MV

19.7%

est. TPY food waste disposed in MV

319,356

2. Compostable waste diversion
This baseline indicator measures tonnes per year of yard
trimmings and food scraps diverted to permitted facilities,
and estimates the amount of food waste composted by
residents.
- TPY yard trimmings and food scraps diverted to
permitted, centralized facilities (F27b-i, foodwaste_MV_
diverted)

In 2007, 1,980,751 tonnes of Metro Vancouver’s solid waste
144. Waste was sorted between October 29, 2007 and January 22, 2008. Data do
not represent seasonal changes in the characteristics of waste inputs to the receiving
facilities.
145. Recycling and Solid Waste Management. 2007 Report. http://www.
metrovancouver.org/about/publications/Publications/2007_Solid_Waste_
Management_Annual_Summary.pdf.
146. Food waste backyard compostable (fruit and vegetables) and food waste other
(meats, breads, dairy, and fats). Solid Waste Composition Study for Metro Vancouver.
July 15, 2008. Technology Resource Inc. G02.214. http://www.metrovancouver.org/
about/publications/Publications/SolidWasteCompositionStudyFinal-2007.pdf.
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were recycled and diverted from disposal.147
Of this amount, 224,723 tonnes (13.9%) were yard trimmings
and food scraps.
Although traces of food waste are present in diverted waste
at this time, most of the volume of materials is yard waste,
and varies through the seasons. Volumes of food and yard
trimmings may be tracked separately in the future, but is not
planned at this time.
Table 14. Compostable waste diversion
Compostable waste diversion

2007

TPY total waste disposed in MV

1,617,391

TPY total waste recycled in MV

1,980,751

TPY yard trimmings and food scraps diverted to
permitted, centralized facilities

224,723

- % Vancouver residents that backyard compost (in single
family zoning) (F27b-ii, foodwaste_COV_backyard)

Besides diverting organic resources from garbage, backyard
composting is desirable because it returns waste back to the
earth close to source, reduces fuel-costly collection services,
and yields valuable soil building amendments. However,
barriers to participation148 in composting activities and
programs prevent the large-scale composting rates in the
city that are enjoyed by other recycling programs. Recycling
professionals feel that the maximum composting rate149 is
close to having been achieved.

RES

Residential

ICI

Industrial,
Commercial,
and
Institutional

RDO

Non-account
residential and
commercial
drop-off

“About 34% of the
total waste disposed
in Metro Vancouver
was compostable
organics, including
yard and garden
waste, food, and
wood. ”

A 2007 survey showed that 51% of Vancouver households
with personal yard space have a backyard composter (53,500
composters).150

147. Recycling and Solid Waste Management. 2007 Report. http://www.
metrovancouver.org/about/publications/Publications/2007_Solid_Waste_
Management_Annual_Summary.pdf.
148. Composting requires space, time, and willingness to manage food waste.
149. In 2010, estimated at 47% of households in single family zoning. Residential
Food Waste Collection and Composting: Phase 1 Implementation. Administrative
Report 8427. February 18, 2010. City of Vancouver.
150. Backyard Composting and Grasscyling Survey. City of Vancouver. 2007.
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Of households with composters, 85% of these residents used
them all, most, or some of the time.151
Residential Food Waste
Collection

- TPY food waste composted in backyards (F27b-ii,
foodwaste_COV_backyard)

In 2010, the City of
Vancouver rolled out the
first phase of a single
family residential sector
food waste collection and
composting program.

In 2007, household composters diverted about 2,280 tonnes
of food waste from entering the regional waste stream.152

Residents can now add
raw fruit and vegetable
scraps to the City’s current
curbside yard trimmings
collection program.
The second phase will add
the collection of all food
waste and food-soiled
paper.
In Phase 3, the City will
work with Metro Vancouver
and private waste haulers
and processors to explore
options for diverting
waste from multi-family
residential buildings and
businesses.
The program also
includes educational and
promotional activities to
support the change in waste
collection services and the
accompanying changes in
behavior that are necessary
for success.

Table 15. Food waste composted in backyards
Food waste composted in backyards (TPY)
households with backyard composters in 2007

53,500

use of backyard composters in 2007

85%

est. materials per composter (kg/yr)

0.125

est. backyard compost diverted (TPY) in 2007

5700

estimated food waste diverted (2007)

2280

- [TPY organics (yard trimmings and food scraps)
composted in neighbourhoods] ([F27b-iii, foodwaste_
COV_neighbourhood])

There are currently no data in place for this metric, however,
we include it as an important future measure of sustainable
food waste management in Vancouver.
As part of expanding its residential food waste collection and
composting program, the City of Vancouver wants to explore
the barriers and benefits of neighbourhood-level composting,
and identify suitable methods and locations for pilot projects
in the city.
In September 2010, three Vancouver high schools (David
Thompson, Grandview, and Windemere) will pilot the use
of Earth Tub composters as small-scale neighbourhood
composting systems. One high school, Windemere, plans to
pick up compost by bicycle from neighbourhood residents and
restaurants.

151. Backyard Composting and Grasscyling Survey. Lindsay Moffit. City of
Vancouver. 2007. All the time = 57%, most of the time = 18%, some of the time =
10%).
152. This estimate is based on the estimated number of composters in the city
(53,500), multiplied by the participation rate of 85%, and multiplied by 125 kilograms
per year, a rate used by the Composting Council of Canada to calculate tonnage of
materials going into a composter. Backyard Composting and Grasscyling Survey. City
of Vancouver. 2007.
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3. Edible food redistribution
- [Amount edible food waste redistributed] ([F27c-i,
foodwaste_ediblefood_diverson])

There are currently no data in place for this metric, however,
we include as an important future measure of sustainable food
waste management in Vancouver.
Edible food redistribution153 represents an important input
back into the food system, and when done properly, can help
increase community food security.
Vancouver restaurants and retail food stores give edible food
to food recovery programs or directly to individual groups or
people in need. Currently in Vancouver, two agencies operate
edible food recovery and redistribution programs, Quest Food
Exchange and Community Angel Food Runners.
Quest partners with 300 community agencies and 400 food
vendors to collect and redirect (sell) food that would otherwise
be wasted. The Greater Vancouver Food Bank’s Community
Angel Food Runners receives edible food donated from
restaurants, hotels, cafeterias, and schools, and delivers it to
meal-providing agencies.

Food Donor
Encouragement Act
Bill 10, Food Donor
Encouragement Act
(1997) protects people and
businesses who donate food
with an intended act of
charity.
It is intended to increase
the donation of food to food
banks and soup kitchens by
limiting the liability of food
donors, distributors, and
others who participate in
the distribution of donated
food.

In 2005, more than half Vancouver’s charitable food
providers used some recovered food as a food source for
poverty relief. Recipients have reported that the reliability of
quantity and quality can be problematic, and there are issues
related to paying for recovered food of sub-standard quality,
trying to plan food programs without knowing in advance
what food will be received, and lack of cultural and ethnic
appropriateness.154
Recovered food is primarily made available through the
charitable food sector. Charitable food services originated as
a temporary response to hunger, but charitable organizations
are now entrenched in the food system as providers of
supplemental food to poor and marginalized people.155
A positive food redistribution system needs to be
collaboratively designed and implemented to address
issues related to respect and the nutritional quality, safety,
and cultural appropriateness of food available through the
charitable sector. Communication and bridge-building are
required to align efforts and more effectively bring healthy,
affordable food to Vancouver’s vulnerable populations.
153. Standard definitions are needed for food redistribution, food recovery, and food
recycling.
154. Vancouver Recycled Food Assessment. May 13, 2006. Vancouver Food Policy
Council. http://vancouver.ca/commsvcs/socialplanning/initiatives/foodpolicy/tools/
pdf/Food_Diversion.pdf
155. Please see footnote #11.
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Summary

Seeds are vulnerable
Erosion of genetic diversity
and dependency on a
limited number of seed
varieties bred for large scale,
industrial farming threatens
food security.
Conservation of genetic
resources is too important
to be left exclusively to
private, profit-based
organizations.
Farmers, plant breeders,
concerned scientists,
community and grassroots
organizations, and others
are working together to
re-create local seed supply
systems and renew public
plant breeding programs.
BC Seeds is a Farmfolk/
CityFolk project to help
build capacity and develop a
local, sustainable source of
organically grown seed for
BC growers.
They have created a
comprehensive seed
database on availability of
Certified Organic seeds, and
a seed growers’ manual,
Small Scale Organic Seed
Production.
http://www.ffcf.bc.ca/
programs/farm/seed_
strategy.html

Food loss represents a significant waste of financial resources
for households and businesses, and disposal of food waste in
our landfill contributes to greenhouse gas pollution.
Environmental and economic benefits can be realized
from actions that reduce waste and recover materials and
energy from the remaining waste stream. Edible food can
be redistributed through charities, and inedible food can be
composted and converted to energy, animal feed, or other
uses.
As a community, we need to change our food consumption
practices that result in waste. Food waste can be reduced
through prevention strategies that help people change
behaviour, and there are many strategies for diverting food
waste to beneficial uses.

Topic 28: Seeds
Seed Security: Access by farmers to adequate, good
quality seed of the desired type at the right time and at
an affordable price.
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO)

Seeds that will grow in our climate and growing conditions are
grown for the local market. Farmers have unrestricted access to
dependable, stable varieties in the quantities they need to grow
food. Seed diversity is maintained through seed banks in the
public domain.

Seeds are the foundation of food security. For gardeners,
there is a strong network in BC of organic seed growers and
companies, and a long history of seed saving (Seedy Saturdays
started in Vancouver).
To grow food, farmers need seed. These days, most seeds
are developed by plant breeders for industrial agriculture,
which produces monoculture crops that need the addition of
chemical fertilizers, pesticides, and herbicides for high crop
yields and marketable appearance.
A centralized food system that is based on a limited number
of seed varieties bred for large scale farming is vulnerable to
disruption, in both normal or disaster conditions. It’s hard
to recover agricultural production when seed stocks are
depleted, especially when well-adapted local varieties are lost.
And when food production is interrupted, people go hungry.
Conventional seeds don’t always grow well in organic systems,
where permissible inputs are limited and farmers apply
ongoing soil management practices, crop rotation, and careful
selection of plant varieties. To grow organic food, farmers
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need a reliable source of quality bulk seed that has been bred
to grow well in small-scale, chemical-free environments.
A seed supply system for small scale commercial farmers
does not currently exist in BC. For farmers to meet the rising
organic demand and to farm more sustainably, there is an
urgent need to breed and improve plant genetics for organic
systems, and to grow out locally adapted, open-pollinated
seed in quantities adequate for local producers.

Indicators
There are currently no indicators developed for this topic.
Potential indicators and measures include:
1. Public seed banks
- [presence of community seed banks in Metro Vancouver
and FVRD]
- [presence of government-supported seed banks in BC]

This indicator would look at seed availability and accessibility
by measuring the presence of publicly controlled seed banks
in the region and in the province.

Summary
Seeds can be bred in open-pollinated environments, through
hybridization, or through genetic manipulation. Hybridized
and genetically-modified seeds are privatized commodities,
easily controlled through patents and plant breeder rights
legislation. Open-pollinated seeds can be grown to seed for
replanting, are genetically stable, can be improved for local
conditions, and are less easy to control.
Most importantly, open-pollinated seed stock is the basis for
genetic diversity and ultimately, our food security.
Organic growers and plant breeders are creating
decentralized, adaptable seed production and distribution
systems. When local seed sources are created, genetic
biodiversity is strengthened and food security is improved,
and supplying local seed becomes another crop option for
farmers.

Resource Protection and Enhancement – Results
and recommendations
Precious farmland in the Fraser Valley is threatened by loss
to development and non-farm uses. All local governments in
the region can express support for farming and agriculture by
taking concrete measures to recognize the value of farmland
and protect it from further development and negative impacts

Who controls the seed?
Until recently in Canada
and the US, plant breeding
research and development
were in the public domain,
focused on benefits to farmers.
A shift from public to private
control of seeds and their
genes has occurred with the
rapid acquisition of seed
companies by chemical and
pharmaceutical corporations,
and the recent proliferation
of proprietary intellectual
property agreements.
The control of plant genetics,
carefully stewarded by farmers
saving and replanting the
best seeds for their land and
growing conditions, has shifted
to multinational corporations,
which seek to increase profits
and monopolize the global
food supply.
When seed systems are highly
centralized, producers have
limited seed supply options
and reduced choice.
Monsanto recently acquired
Seminis, a major breeder of
conventional and organic
vegetable seeds. Now seed
suppliers and farmers are
worried about which varieties
suitable for small-scale
growing will be dropped, and if
the Seminis breeding program
will be re-focused towards
Monsanto’s corporate agenda.
What happens when a variety
is dropped? The farmers who
have come to depend on it are
left scrambling for alternatives,
and it takes time to integrate
new varieties into production,
and marketing plans.
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All local
governments in the
region can express
support for farming
and agriculture
by taking concrete
measures to
recognize the
value of farmland
and protect it
from further
development ...

from non-farm use and pollution. The BC government needs
to enact strong soil protection legislation. Essential resources
of soil, water, and air can be stewarded by ensuring farmers
have long-term tenure, supporting sustainable farming
practices, and investing in water planning processes.
Metro Vancouver is underway with initiatives to reduce and
redirect food waste. Further work is needed to develop and
manage appropriate and coordinated food redistribution
systems that meet all stakeholder needs.
We need to better understand how to measure the food
system’s energy inputs and outputs to build effective and
timely responses to a changing climate and declining oil
supplies. We also need measures of wild fish stocks, and to
develop more local seed security.
Here are suggestions and recommendations for further work.

Topic

Action

Who can act

Agricultural land

Lobby for freeze on any further exclusions
from ALR.

City of Vancouver, other
municipalities, Metro Vancouver,
First Nations

Agricultural land

Enforce ALC bylaw infractions on ALR land
designated for agriculture (illegal fill and truck
parking).

City of Vancouver, other
municipalities, Metro Vancouver

Agricultural land

Add requirements to permits that developers
not dump fill on farmland.

City of Vancouver, other
municipalities, Metro Vancouver

Agricultural land

Adopt an agricultural designation to help
protect the supply of agricultural land from
urban development.

Metro Vancouver

Agricultural land

Add measure: value of production/ acre in
FVRD/ Metro Vancouver.

Vancouver Food Policy Council, Food
Secure Vancouver Program

Agricultural land

Analyze Land Use Inventory (LUI) cadaster
data on agricultural land use in the lower
Fraser Valley.

Ministry of Agriculture and Lands

Soil, water, air

Collect information on current and future
water needs for agriculture and develop a
Water Use Plan.

Metro Vancouver, Fraser Valley
Regional District, Ministry of
Agriculture and Lands

Soil, water, air

Enact soil protection legislation.

Provincial government
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Topic

Action

Who can act

Soil, water, air

Develop a methodology to directly measure
soil carbon levels in Vancouver’s school and
community gardens.

Research community

Soil, water, air

Include water strategies in Agricultural Plans.

Municipalities, Metro Vancouver,
Fraser Valley Regional District

Soil, water, air

Engage all stakeholders in water use planning
processes.

Municipalities, Metro Vancouver,
Fraser Valley Regional District

Soil, water, air

Invest in water management programs for
communities and help resource agricultural
water modeling processes.

Provincial government, Federal
government

Soil, water, air

Support farmers to develop alternative water
sources for irrigation, including recycled water.

Metro Vancouver, Fraser Valley
Regional District, Provincial
government, Federal government,
First Nations

Waste

Continue food waste diversion and education
programs to change food consumption
behaviours that create food waste.

City of Vancouver, other
municipalities, Metro Vancouver,
Fraser Valley Regional District

Waste

Track municipal (COV) total waste generated,
total waste diverted, total yard/ food diverted.

City of Vancouver

Waste

Track quantities of food redistributed by
community food recovery programs.

City of Vancouver, community
organizations, Vancouver Food
Policy Council

Waste

Develop a coordinated distribution system for
redistributed food in Vancouver to provide
healthy, fresh food in a dignified manner to
recipients.

City of Vancouver, community
organizations, First Nations

Seeds

Support and develop community seed banks.

City of Vancouver, other
municipalities, Metro Vancouver,
First Nations
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3.
“Food Secure
Vancouver provides
information and
resources that
support leadership
and comprehensive
planning for food
security actions in
Vancouver.”

How food secure is Vancouver
in a changing world?

This chapter describes project outcomes and measurement
results of Food Secure Vancouver 2010, and identifies critical
gaps in information and data.

3.1

Food Secure Vancouver Study
outcomes

Food Secure Vancouver provides information and resources
that support leadership and comprehensive planning for food
security actions in Vancouver.
To create Food Secure Vancouver, we completed two project
phases. As summarized below, Food Secure Vancouver Study Phase 2 met seven objectives.
Table 16. Food Secure Vancouver Study objectives and outcomes

Food Secure Vancouver Study – Objectives

Outcomes

1. Finalize indicator and benchmark tools for measuring
Vancouver’s food security.

Indicator suite 55-60% complete; critical
gaps identified

2. To the greatest extend possible, measure the baseline state
of Vancouver’s food security.

Baseline measure of food security in
Vancouver

3. Develop long-term program partnerships with agencies
that share an interest in sustainable food systems and
equitable access.

Community forum 2009
Data-sharing agreements
Inventory of groups and activities

4. Identify strategic priorities for food security initiatives.

Recommendations for priority policies and
actions

5. Communicate information about Vancouver’s food security
to the community and policy-makers.

Phase 2 final report, “How Food Secure is
Vancouver in a Changing World?” 2010
Food Secure Vancouver Online

6. Develop a long-term plan to sustain ongoing assessment of
Vancouver’s food security.

Program plan - ongoing
Program partnerships - ongoing
Data management plan - ongoing

7. Summarize and evaluate Phase 2 results.

Phase 2 final report, “How Food Secure is
Vancouver in a Changing World?” 2010
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Specifically, Phase 2 project outcomes include:
2010
•
•
•
•
•
•

Baseline measure of Vancouver’s food security
Analysis tools that measure progress/ regress from
baseline and describe impacts of proposed decisions,
policies, and trends
Inventory of local food security and food system activities
and resources (template and initial data)
Information products156
Food Secure Vancouver Online157
Recommendations for priority actions

In progress
•
•
•
•

Program partnerships
Data management plan
Content management system158
Program plan

“Vancouver is well
supplied with food
from the import
market through
retail food stores,
but uneven store
distribution means
not all residents have
ready access to fresh
and healthy food.”

Long term
•
•

Program for ongoing assessment to set food security goals
and actions
Data-sharing agreements

3.2

How food secure is Vancouver?

We used the measurement framework of key determinants,
topics, and indicators to review and evaluate all the different
aspects of the condition or state of Vancouver’s food security
in terms of what influences that condition.
We used the same framework to report the results but added
food security and resiliency goals to help show how our
community moves toward or away from a desired state of food
security in Vancouver.
The results are reported by six key determinants and 25
topics.

156. Brief summaries of key information, press releases and website documents,
recommendations for policy and bylaws, data tables from benchmarks and indicators,
presentations, brochures, and other educational materials.
157. Content management system to gather and manage data and disseminate
information about local food security initiatives and resources.
158. Includes mapping, online interface for data submission, online interface for chat
and notifications to facilitate communication, networking, and collaboration.
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A. Accessibility
“Inventories of
both community
and government
food resources need
to be completed –
and kept current
– to better inform
how we determine
appropriate and
effective food-related
activities.”

Food Secure Vancouver goal
All residents have access to affordable, healthy, culturally
appropriate, and sustainably produced food. Food is
physically available to individuals, who have the resources to
grow or buy and prepare it.

2010
Topic 1. Availability: Vancouver is well supplied with food
from the import market through retail food stores, but uneven
store distribution means not all residents have ready access
to fresh and healthy food. Different types of food delivery
programs also create access to food for Vancouver residents.
There is an emerging local food market that delivers food
through farmers and pocket markets and CSAs. Opportunities
exist for entrepreneurs to set up links between producers and
consumers with direct marketing, and to establish new retail
food stores and green groceries in neighbourhoods.
Topic 2. Affordability: Low income people need dignified
access to sufficient nutritious food that is sustainably
produced. Food is expensive in Vancouver relative to BC. In
2007, a nutritious food basket required more of a family’s
income in the Vancouver Coastal Health region than in
BC. There are currently no data in place for measuring
“emergency” hunger relief.159 Delivery of food needs to be
managed systematically and properly funded, and provide
dignified access to sufficient nutritious food for at-risk, low
income people. Appropriate policy solutions are urgently
needed to provide greater access to food sources that are
independent of the charitable food system.
Topic 13. Food resources: In Vancouver, government,
charity, and community agencies support programs and
services that provide access to food and related resources to
community members. We need better information about the
food resources that are currently provided in our community.
Inventories of both community and government food
resources need to be completed – and kept current – to better
inform how we determine appropriate and effective foodrelated activities.

159. Please see footnote #11.
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B. Adequacy
Food Secure Vancouver goal
All citizens are able to obtain adequate quantities of safe,
culturally appropriate, nutritious, and sustainably produced
food without resorting to “emergency” or charitable food,
scavenging, stealing, and other coping strategies.

2010
Topic 4. Appropriateness: There are currently no data
or indicators identified for measuring the appropriateness
of how people are able to obtain food or how it is produced
and distributed. In Vancouver, most people are able to obtain
adequate quantities of safe, culturally appropriate, nutritious
food. However, some people rely on “emergency” or charitable
food or other strategies to get enough food.

“More than half the
population of the
Vancouver Coastal
Health region eats
diets that are underrepresented by the
foods needed to
maintain health and
wellness ...”

Topic 14. Health and nutrition: Significant numbers
of people in our community are experiencing food-related
illnesses and diseases. This trend must be proactively
addressed by government, business, and community sectors
through policies, strategies, and actions that encourage and
support healthy eating.
Topic 15. Food safety: There are currently no indicators
developed to measure this topic.
Topic 25. Sufficiency: More than half the population of the
Vancouver Coastal Health region eats diets that are underrepresented by the foods needed to maintain health and
wellness, either through choice or financial circumstance.
Younger people in the region eat more fruits and vegetables
than elders, and wealthier people eat more than people with
low incomes.

C. Knowledge and Agency
Food Secure Vancouver goal
Vancouver residents are able to acquire awareness, familiarity,
and understanding of food (including where, how, and by
whom our food is produced and distributed). We can act
upon that knowledge in order to enhance both our own and
our community’s food security and health. Our community
is strengthened and residents are empowered through the
connections we make when we share and celebrate food.

2010
Topic 24. Educational programs and resources: In
Vancouver, people learn about food and the food system
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“More food
infrastructure is
needed so each
neighbourhood can
offer its residents
access to kitchens,
gardens, meeting and
eating spaces, as well
as food storage and
distribution space for
public use.”

by participating in diverse programs offered by community
groups and schools. However, most are project-based and
rely on insecure funding. Vancouver’s schools offer learning
opportunities to students for growing and preparing food,
and are creating innovative community partnerships. But
schools need a broader base of support to ensure availability
and ongoing success of programs. New farmers have access to
some training opportunities through agricultural schools and
apprenticeship opportunities. More programs administered
through industry or local government are needed to help
recruit new farmers and support new and existing farmers in
Vancouver’s urban and peri-urban areas.
Topic 12. Food connection: Neighbourhood food
networks are active in some Vancouver neighbourhoods in
2010, supporting a wide variety of neighbourhood-level,
food security-related initiatives. However, most Vancouver
neighbourhoods do not have food networks or coordinated
food security responses in place. More food infrastructure is
needed so each neighbourhood can offer its residents access
to kitchens, gardens, meeting and eating spaces, as well as
food storage and distribution space for public use. Many
people want closer relationships with those who produce
their food, and are seeking ways to buy local food directly
from producers as well as through retail stores. In Vancouver,
residents participate in diverse cultural and community food
celebrations. We need to develop indicators that measure how
celebrating and sharing food helps strengthen both our food
resiliency and community well being.

D. Local Food Economy and Infrastructure
Food Secure Vancouver goal
Local food production bolsters our ability to supply food
locally and abroad. Competitive trade relations work within
ecological constraints, and our food system is economically
and socially viable for all those involved, including farmers,
workers, and consumers. Production and distribution of
food minimizes fossil fuel consumption and greenhouse gas
emissions.

2010
Topic 7. Distribution: Large food wholesalers and food
service distributors in Metro Vancouver control most
of the food sold in Metro Vancouver, and supply mostly
imported food to meet the demand. Some local producers
market directly to consumers through farm gate sales,
farmers markets, and contract crop production programs. In
Vancouver, opportunities exist for local producers to enter
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the supply chain through more targeted direct marketing
practices such as CSAs and home delivery box sales, as well as
through Vancouver’s emerging neighbourhood food networks,
small-retail neighbourhood food stores, and mobile produce
carts. Some public institutions in Metro Vancouver are
beginning to explore how they can include sustainable and
local food requirements in their procurement programs.
Topic 10. Farmers: Currently, many BC farmers face
higher inflation on expenses than on earnings from farming.
Many farmers turn to off-farm employment to subsidize
their farming activities. BC’s farm population is aging, young
farmers are not entering the industry, and we may soon face
a shortage of farmers. Farms are getting bigger and midto small-sized family farms are disappearing as producers
expand in order to be viable. Some small farms produce
fresh local vegetables, fruit, meat, and many other products
for the local market. While farmers markets are increasingly
successful, they can be an expensive option for both producers
and consumers. Other types of farm markets include smaller
enterprises that obtain farmers’ produce and sell it in local
communities.

“Farm employment
is frequently labourintensive, lowpaid, with minimal
benefits, and many
agricultural workers
in BC face significant
occupational health
and safety hazards.”

Topic 17. Labour: In the Fraser Valley, agriculture is a
significant employer, less so in Metro Vancouver. People
are employed as managers, contractors, and workers in
crop and animal production sectors in the Lower Mainland.
Every year, many people are also seasonally employed in the
production and processing sectors of the food system in the
Fraser Valley Regional District and Metro Vancouver. Others
have permanent employment in distribution, retail, and
service jobs. Farmworkers work seasonally in the harvesting,
processing, and packing of fruits and vegetables. Farm
employment is frequently labour-intensive, low-paid, with
minimal benefits, and many agricultural workers in BC face
significant occupational health and safety hazards.
Topic 18. Regional production and consumption:
The market continues to respond to consumer demand for
inexpensive food, broad choice, and year-round availability,
as well as a common preference for highly processed and
often unhealthy food products. BC’s self-sufficiency in healthy
food (fruits, cereals, and field and greenhouse vegetables) is
decreasing. Production of meat, dairy products, and eggs is
increasing. BC has trade redundancy, and we import what we
export.
Topic 19. Market profile: There are currently no data
in place for measuring market structure or concentration
in Metro Vancouver’s food market. Research is required to
understand who participates in the food production and
distribution system in Metro Vancouver, and the market
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concentration. In particular, more information is needed
about the region’s important ethnic food market.

“More work is needed
to develop effective
assessment tools
that measure the
impact of national
and provincial policy
on the resiliency of
our community’s food
system.”

Topic 22. Processing: There are currently no indicators
developed for measuring the scope and value of processing
activities and products in Metro Vancouver and the Fraser
Valley Regional District.
Topic 26. Urban agriculture: Individuals, businesses, and
community groups want to participate in urban agriculture
activities in Vancouver. Many backyard and some community
gardeners grow food for personal use, and a few urban
farmers are establishing farm businesses to produce food
in the city. Urban farmers need city support to grow food
on underused public and private land, and to help facilitate
its distribution in Vancouver neighbourhoods. Community
gardeners need access to water and more land, secure tenure,
and help with start up costs and coordinating the garden
development process. Neighbourhood food networks need
processing kitchens, storage spaces and warehouses for dry,
cold, and frozen food, delivery trucks, dining rooms and
cafeterias, and meeting and training spaces.

E. Public Investment and Support
Food Secure Vancouver goal
Governments at all levels are responsive to global trends
and community-led agendas, and set policies and spending
priorities that address food security issues and help build food
system resiliency.

2010
Topic 8. Emergency response: There are currently no
indicators developed for this topic.
Topic 20. Food policy: Governments and public
institutions are exploring how to include food in policy and
planning initiatives related emergency response, food policy,
and research. In particular, the City of Vancouver, Metro
Vancouver, Vancouver Coastal Health, and the Vancouver
Board of Education are investing in policies, programs, and
activities to enhance the food security of their constituents
and increase our food system’s resiliency. Policy directions
set by senior government shape the overall food system and
markets and ultimately affect how just and sustainable they
are. More work is needed to develop effective assessment tools
that measure the impact of national and provincial policy on
the resiliency of our community’s food system.
Topic 23. Research: There are currently no indicators or
data in place for this topic.
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F. Resource Protection and Enhancement
Food Secure Vancouver goal
Fraser Valley farmland and fish stocks are maintained,
enhanced, and protected through sustainable policies,
planning, and practices. The health of soil, water, and air
is preserved, and local seed diversity is maintained and
accessible for commercial and home food production. Food
waste is minimal, and is managed sustainably by households,
business, and government.

2010
Topic 3. Agricultural landbase: Precious farmland in the
Fraser Valley is threatened by loss to development and nonfarm uses. All local governments in the region can express
support for farming and agriculture by taking concrete
measures to recognize the value of farmland and protect it
from further development and negative impacts from nonfarm use and pollution.

“All local
governments in the
region can express
support for farming
and agriculture
by taking concrete
measures to recognize
the value of farmland
and protect it from
further development
and negative impacts
from non- farm use
and pollution. ”

Topic 21. Soil, water, air: There are currently no indicators
developed for this topic. Soil health is negatively affected by
the absence of strong soil legislation in BC. Essential soil,
water, and air resources can be better stewarded by ensuring
that farmers have access to long-term tenure, supporting
sustainable farming practices, and investing in water planning
processes.
Topic 11. Fisheries: There are currently no indicators
developed for this topic.
Topic 9. Energy: At this time, no indicators have been
identified to measure the amount of energy consumed and
generated in the food system (farm production, commercial
food and beverage processing, storage and distribution, and
commercial food preparation).
Topic 27. Waste: Metro Vancouver, Vancouver, and other
municipalities in the region have started programs to reduce
and redirect food waste. Further work is needed to develop
and manage appropriate and coordinated food diversion
systems, including neighbourhood-level composting, and
redistribution of edible food waste, and a measure of food
waste diverted from disposal is needed in order to track real
change.
Topic 28. Seeds: There are currently no indicators
developed for this topic.
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3.3
“We need to
develop indicators
that measure how
celebrating and
sharing food helps
strengthen both our
food resiliency and
community well
being.”

Gaps

Lack of data and information limits our use of important food
security indicators. We list the elements of food security that
are feasible and valuable even where indicators are not yet
developed or there are no data currently available. These gaps
help identify topics for future research and development.
There are no currently no measures in place for:

Topic 2. Affordability: emergency hunger relief
Topic 4. Appropriateness
Topic 8. Emergency response
Topic 9. Energy
Topic 11. Fisheries
Topic 15. Food safety
Topic 19. Market profile
Topic 21. Soil, water, air
Topic 22. Processing
Topic 23. Research
Topic 28. Seeds

There are important information gaps in these areas:
Topic 12. Food connection: We need to develop indicators
that measure how celebrating and sharing food helps
strengthen both our food resiliency and community well
being.
Topic 13. Food resources: We need better information
about the food resources that are currently provided in our
community by government, charity, and community agencies.
Topic 17. Labour: More detailed information is needed
about how people earn their livelihood from agriculture and
in food system employment. This topic requires additional
research and development to provide a more comprehensive
baseline of agricultural and food-related employment in
Metro Vancouver and FVRD.
Topic 18. Regional production and consumption: A
useful indicator of resiliency would describe the amounts
of local consumption met through local production and by
imported food. It would also be useful to look more closely at
trade balance data for information about our primary sources
of imported food.
Topic 20. Food policy: More work is needed to develop
effective assessment tools that measure the impact of national
and provincial policy on the resiliency of our community’s
food system.
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We recognize that social capital is central to our community’s
food security because it represents a social fabric of people
working together and is an important component of
democracy. Although many agencies are researching and
measuring social capital, few focus on its impact on food
security. We need to know much more about what kind of
social capital improves food security, and develop food-related
social capital indicators.
Table 17 lists undeveloped indicators and identifies topics for
further research.
Table 17. Future indicators and metrics
Indicator

Metric

Street food options in Vancouver

type, location street food vending carts

“Emergency” food relief

# people using food banks in Vancouver

“Emergency” food relief

% fresh food distributed by food banks in Vancouver

Community food resources

community food resources

Community food resources

location food security resources per 1000 low income residents by
neighbourhood

Charitable food services

charitable food services by neighbourhood

Charitable food services

charitable food services per 1000 low income residents by
neighbourhood

Government food programs

inventory government food programs

Government food programs

# of government food resources VCH

Food safety (to be developed)

undefined

Opportunities for connection and
sharing

time customers spend at farmers market talking to others

Connections between consumers and
producers

undefined

Food production training programs

name/ location commercial and academic food training programs

Local food sold locally

purchase of local food for local distribution by wholesaler (Neptune,
Sysco, Saveon)

Food distributors in Metro Vancouver

food wholesalers and food service distributors in Metro Vancouver

Food distributors in Metro Vancouver

food warehouse capacity in Metro Vancouver
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Indicator

Metric

Independent retail food stores in
Vancouver

% independent retail food stores in Vancouver

Local food sold locally

amount of institutional food purchased locally

Farm size

farms in Lower Mainland by size

Seasonal farm worker requirement in
Metro Vancouver and FVRD

# seasonal workers hired by farms in BC, Metro Vancouver, FVRD

Market structure

ratio independent to franchised food wholesalers and food service
distributors in Metro Vancouver

Market structure

ratio independent to franchised retail food stores in Metro Vancouver

Market concentration

% market share (sm-med, co-ops, international corporations)

Commercial kitchens

# certified, commercial-grade kitchens

Land in food production in Vancouver

location land in food production in COV by neighbourhood/ LA

Land in food production in Vancouver

area (hectares) land in food-producing rooftop gardens in Vancouver

Neighbourhood food facilities and
infrastructure

# and location of neighbourhood food facilities

Emergency response (to be
developed)

essential services with emergency plans that include food provision

Agricultural policies

presence of policy that protects agricultural landbase, within FVRD,
MV

Agricultural policies

% provincial government spending on MAL by farm gate sales

Agricultural policies

local government agricultural funding programs in (define area)

Agricultural policies

farm income subsidies

Urban agriculture policies

proportion of edible plant species (trees, bushes, other plants) on Cityowned or leased land

Food security policies

Institutions with local purchasing policies

Labour standards (to be developed)

undefined

Spending on agricultural research by
government

federal/provincial/ municipal budgets dedicated to agricultural/ food
security research

Sustainable resource management
(fish)

# grocery stores and restaurants with sustainable seafood sales

Soil health

undefined
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Indicator

Metric

Soil health

soil carbon levels

Water quality and quantity

agricultural water demand in Metro Vancouver and FVRD

Water quality and quantity

annual rainfall in Metro Vancouver and FVRD

Compostable waste diversion

amount organics (yard trimmings and food scraps) composted in
neighbourhoods

Edible food diversion

amount edible food waste redistributed

Public seed banks

presence of community seed banks in Metro Vancouver and FVRD

Public seed banks

presence of government-supported seed banks in BC
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4.
“In Vancouver and
the region, there is
increasing awareness
about food security
and interest in
matters related to
food policy and the
food system.”

Moving Forward

This chapter identifies emerging initiatives and activities,
and highlights two: neighbourhood food networks and Food
Secure Vancouver Online.
It presents a summary of suggested actions and policies that
support food security and help increase the resiliency of our
food system, and identifies critical next steps for Food Secure
Vancouver.

4.1

Emerging initiatives and activities

In Vancouver and the region, there is increasing awareness
about food security and interest in matters related to food
policy and the food system. Many existing groups already
include food-based work in their program and service
delivery, and new groups and initiatives are emerging,
and finding ways to address diverse food security issues
for their constituents. This means that community groups
not historically associated with food security networks are
increasingly looking for food program funding.
Limited availability of land in Vancouver means there are
few spaces for traditional farms, but urban farmers are
establishing farms based on multiple small plots in private
yards and other spaces. Although numbers of urban farmers
are currently small, they are increasing. Direct marketing
and community-shared agriculture (CSA) programs are also
increasing, with food supplied by urban farmers, Fraser Valley
producers, and other sources. New opportunities exist for
entrepreneurs to link producers and consumers through direct
marketing neighbourhood food stores and green groceries.
Neighbourhoods are beginning to develop food networks to
meet their unique food security needs. There is some interest
to explore how neighbourhood food networks can collaborate
on common city-wide issues, and to support new networks.
Vancouver’s schools are finding creative ways to link students
with food learning and production opportunities, and creating
options for meaningful participation in the food system.160
Currently, availability of local food through the mainstream
food supply chain is limited. But some industry distribution
firms and associations are beginning to explore how they can
help support and facilitate more local production entering
the system for local distribution. In addition, some public
institutions in the region are starting to look at how they
160. For example, some schools are piloting neighbourhood composting systems this
year.
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can include sustainable and local food requirements in their
corporate procurement programs.

Neighbourhood food networks
A lot of food-related work is currently provided in Vancouver
by many different groups and individuals. This work
represents proactive community response to community need,
and needs to be acknowledged and valued, encouraged, and
supported so it can grow and include and benefit more people.
In 2010, there are some organized food networks operating
in a few Vancouver neighbourhoods. Neighbourhood food
networks (NFNs), or community food centres, are coalitions
of community members, community organizations, agencies,
and businesses who work collaboratively to achieve food
system goals and increase overall community capacity. They
generally focus on addressing hunger and building a more
sustainable food system, and can provide a vehicle for people
to come together and share goals, resources, and facilities.

“A lot of foodrelated work is
currently provided in
Vancouver by many
different groups and
individuals.”

NFNs are efficient ways to build and maintain connections
and support a wide variety of neighbourhood-level, food
security-related initiatives.
Community participation and funding support are required to
establish functional, adequately resourced food networks in
every Vancouver neighbourhood, and to help develop the food
infrastructure they need.
Network of neighbourhood food networks
Several neighbourhood food networks and other members of
the community have begun to explore possible approaches to
establish a city-wide network of food networks (NoNFN).
They see the value of working more closely together to build
new NFNs and best use scarce funding resources. Stability
is important to develop infrastructure, and a NoNFN could
provide this through its city-wide, collective focus and actions.
A NoNFN in Vancouver can support the development and
viability of localized, neighbourhood food networks, and:

1. Connect, inform, and educate
2. Develop funding and resources
3. Advocate for policy and infrastructure
4. Coordinate strategic, city-wide approaches
5. Build resiliency

However, autonomy is very important to NFNs, and not
all food-based work is structured or can be inventoried.
Discussion about a city-wide NoNFN needs to take place
at different levels to ensure inclusivity (grassroots, NFNs,
agencies, the City of Vancouver, residents), and be of value to
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diverse groups and projects.

Food precincts
The Vancouver Farmers
Market Society and Local
Food First envision a
“hub and precinct” local
food system model for
Vancouver, including a
multi-purpose “New City
Market” and a network
of neighbourhood food
precincts.
Planning and fundraising
activities are underway to
build a commercial hub for
food processing and retail
sales.
It is designed to house a
year-round indoor-outdoor
farmers market, a local food
cold and frozen storage
warehouse, a commercial
processing facility, business
incubation, and a local
food system research and
development and education
centre.
Food precincts could exist
in each of Vancouver’s
22 neighbourhoods, and
include food distribution,
community gardens and
composting facilities,
kitchens, and training and
education centres.
However, while focusing on
the New City Market, this
partnership is not currently
developing the precincts
component of their concept.

A NoNFN will need to meet the multiple needs of NFNs
working on different types of food-related initiatives,
including those primarily addressing hunger and those
focused on building a more sustainable and resilient food
system.
Everyone providing food-based programs and resources can
help build a collaborative, city-wide approach by thinking
about how their work fits into the whole, and contributing
their ideas and perspectives on food security. For positive food
security results and food system resiliency, it is essential that
this process be inclusive and community-led.
Vancouver Food Policy Council role
There is a role for the Vancouver Food Policy Council to
help support the emerging network of neighbourhood food
networks. The VFPC has limited capacity to implement
neighbourhood-based food projects and facilities, but it
can facilitate opportunities to convene people, and lobby
the City of Vancouver to prioritize the development of food
neighbourhoods and infrastructure.
City of Vancouver funding support
The City of Vancouver can support NFNs and other food work
by:
•
•
•

facilitating more networking opportunities;
dispersing information and ideas (for example, continue
the “Talk Green to Us” online forum161);
supporting the development of food infrastructure in
Vancouver (kitchens, gardens, meeting and eating spaces,
food storage and distribution space).

Food Secure Vancouver Online
We’ve started a process to design, build, and test the first
phase of an online platform to manage and present data and
information from Food Secure Vancouver 2010.
Food Secure Vancouver Online is a content management
system and web-based resource platform that provides public
access to information and data about Vancouver’s food
security and the food system that feeds us.
Future phases of Food Secure Vancouver Online will feature
maps of selected data, an online interface for submitting
data for multi-source indicators, and opportunities for
communication, networking, and collaboration.
161. http://www.talkgreentous.ca/
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We are in the process of determining how and where this
resource will be hosted, and anticipate that it will be online by
late fall 2010.

4.2

Suggested actions

We use the information provided by Food Secure Vancouver
to help us identify priority actions for improving and
maintaining the sustainability and security of all aspects of
Vancouver’s food system.
We need to use the information provided by Food Secure
Vancouver to help us look at the resiliency of our food system
in terms of its ability to adapt to a range of dynamic forces,
such as climate change, depletion of ecological resources,
population pressure, economic instability, disasters, and the
availability and affordability of agricultural inputs.

“We believe that to
enhance community
food security and food
system resiliency, it
is prudent to balance
imported food with
local production.”

An important next step is to invite and facilitate a community
conversation about how this informs our responses and
actions.
We recognize that Vancouver’s food security is embedded in
both global and regional food systems. Although national and
international factors play dominant roles in the food system
that feeds us, local factors are becoming more important.
We believe that to enhance community food security and
food system resiliency, it is prudent to balance imported
food with local production. We also acknowledge the need
for full-cost accounting of the food system (currently based
on specialization and economies of scale), and the value of
increasing diversified, small-lot food production in our region
and elsewhere in the food supply chain.
However, to effectively face food security challenges in our
community, our responses need to integrate approaches that
focus on both social justice and food system reform.
Local food and economic development initiatives may create
food alternatives (niche markets) that benefit producers and
sellers, but are not available to all. Low-income people can’t
afford to buy healthy, sustainably-grown food. If “localization”
is going to protect food security and create more resiliency
in the food system, it must be part of a broader political and
social strategy that includes social justice, environmental
sustainability, and the food system that currently feeds us.
Our efforts to move toward food security and food system
resiliency must always strengthen community capacity for
civic engagement, facilitate policy change related to food
justice and sustainable food production, and expand people’s
awareness about the importance and value of their food
choices.
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“Our efforts to move
toward food security
and food system
resiliency must
always strengthen
community capacity
for civic engagement,
facilitate policy
change related to
food justice and
sustainable food
production, and
expand people’s
awareness about the
importance and value
of their food choices.”

Here is a summary of important policy directions and actions
from selected topics. To review all the recommendations
that were identified in each determinant category, please
see Appendix 2, Suggested Policy and Action: Food Secure
Vancouver 2010.

Policy directions
Topic 2. Affordability: Appropriate policy solutions are
urgently needed to increase access to affordable food for lowincome people and provide greater access to food sources that
are independent of the charitable food system.
Topic 14. Health and nutrition: The trend of foodrelated illnesses and diseases must be proactively addressed
by government, business, and community sectors through
policies that encourage and support healthy eating.
Topic 17. Labour: Many agricultural workers in BC face
significant occupational health and safety hazards. Policies
and regulations that improve working conditions, access to
basic rights, and decent working and living conditions need to
be established and enforced.
Topic 20. Food policy: Policies and strategic plans are
needed to help build food-based entrepreneurial opportunities
for farmers and urban food producers. Policy directions set by
senior government need to be more aligned with sustainable
food system and community food security objectives. More
work is needed to assess the impact of national and provincial
policies on the resiliency of our community’s food system.
Topic 26. Urban agriculture: Urban farmers need
city support to grow food on underused public and private
land, and to help facilitate its distribution in Vancouver
neighbourhoods. Community gardeners need secure tenure
and help with start up costs and coordinating the garden
development process.

Actions
Topic 2. Affordability: “Emergency” hunger relief
programs need to serve more fresh, high-quality, wellprepared food, and improve access to local food. Delivery of
food needs to be managed systematically and properly funded,
and provide dignified access to sufficient nutritious food for
at-risk, low income people.
Topic 12. Food connection: More food infrastructure is
needed so each neighbourhood can offer its residents access to
kitchens, gardens, meeting and eating spaces, as well as food
storage and distribution space for public use.
Topic 13. Food resources: We need better information
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about the food resources that are currently provided in
our community by government, charity, and community
agencies. Inventories of both community and government
food resources need to be completed and maintained to better
inform how we determine appropriate and effective foodrelated activities.
Topic 14. Health and nutrition: The trend of foodrelated illnesses and diseases must be proactively addressed
by government, business, and community sectors through
actions that encourage and support healthy eating.
Topic 22. Processing: It would be useful to assess
the extent to which more local food production could be
channeled into local further processing, and the reciprocal
impact on the potential for improved viability of local food
producers.

“Consultation and
collaboration are
needed with regional
marketing groups ...
on creating a market
structure that would
increase the small to
medium size market
share.”

Topic 24. Educational programs and resources:
Larger-scale resources are needed to increase the scale and
impact of food-related programs. New farmers have access to
some training opportunities through agricultural schools and
apprenticeship opportunities. More programs administered
through industry or local government are needed to help
recruit new farmers and support new and existing farmers in
Vancouver’s urban and peri-urban areas.
Topic 19. Market profile: Consultation and collaboration
are needed with regional marketing groups (such as the BC
Vegetable Marketing Commission and the BC Direct Farm
Marketers Association) on creating a market structure that
would increase the small to medium size market share.
Topic 26. Urban agriculture: Community gardeners need
access to water and more land. Neighbourhood food networks
need processing kitchens, storage and warehouses for dry,
cold, and frozen food, delivery trucks, dining rooms and
cafeterias, and meeting and training spaces.

4.3

Next steps - Food Secure Vancouver

Food Secure Vancouver is a work in progress. To date, we’ve
established a framework and tools for measuring Vancouver’s
food security, and initiated processes to make information
available in the short term and to create longevity for the
program in the long term.
But much work remains. Table 18 lists next steps.
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Table 18. Food Secure Vancouver: Next steps
Indicator

Metric

Short term (fall 2010)

Complete online content management system, Phase 1, to gather and
manage data and disseminate information about local food security
initiatives and resources [FSV]
Complete metadata for program metrics [FSV]
Develop FSV program plan [FSV, VFPC]
Continue inventory of local food security and food system activities,
resources, and infrastructure [FSV, research community, community
groups]
Develop communications plan [VFPC]
Communicate recommendations for priority actions [VFPC]

Medium term (6-12 months)

Continue to explore program partnerships [VFPC]
Implement communications plan [VFPC]
Develop data management plan [FSV]
Continue inventory of local food security and food system activities,
resources, and infrastructure [FSV, research community, community
groups]
Continue to develop indicators and metrics to measure gaps [FSV, research
community]
Work with food community to develop a process to gather and share multisource data [FSV, research community, community groups]
Expand content management system to include mapping and online
interface for data submission [FSV]

Long term

Expand content management system to include online interface for
chat and notifications to facilitate communication, networking, and
collaboration
Deliver FSV program of ongoing measurement, assessment, and reporting
to set food security goals and identify actions [FSV, VFPC]
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A

Accessibility

Determinant

Topic
Topic description

Indicator / Metric

Availability

Affordability

Food resources

1

2

13

Food resources are government-, charity-, or communitysupported programs and services that provide access to food
and related resources to community members.
- Community food resources: meal delivery services;
community kitchens
- Charitable food services: free and low-cost meals and
shelters with meals; food banks and food distribution centers
(unprepared food or food hampers)
- Government food programs: funding mechanisms and
delivery through public institutions that facilitate access, build
capacity, and address needs and gaps fairly.

Affordability is a measure of a person's ability to access good
quality food, and reflects the relationship between a person's
income level and the cost of eating. High prices for fresh food
can limit access to healthy, safe food for low-income
residents, who choose cheaper but less healthy products or
turn to emergency food providers for relief.

The food system delivers sufficient food from producers to
consumers, and provides reasonable dietary consumer choice
of healthy, cultural, religious food.
Food is available to residents through diverse sources: stores,
farmers markets, farm direct, CSAs, buying clubs, other.
Food sources are located along transit routes and within
walking distance in neighbourhoods.
Residents with mobility assistance aids can move around in
food stores and markets.
Suitable land is available in the city for community food
production.
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4. [Low income access to land]
- # community gardens in Vancouver for low income residents

3. Government food programs
- Name/ location school lunch programs
- Name/ location school snack programs
- [food resources Vancouver Coastal Health]
- [inventory government food programs]

2. Charitable food services
- # charitable food services by neighbourhood

1. Community food resources
- [inventory community food resources]
- # organizations providing community kitchens programs in Vancouver
- # meals served daily in Vancouver by Meals on Wheels program
- [Location food security resources per 1000 low income residents by
neighbourhood]

2. Emergency hunger relief
There are no currently no data in place for this indicator. Potential useful
measures include:
- [# people using foodbanks in Vancouver]
- [% fresh food distributed by food banks in Vancouver]

1. Cost of nutritious food
- Annual cost of a nutritious food basket as a proportion of median pretax family income

4. CSAs, food box programs, and urban delivery in Vancouver
- #/ name CSAs in Vancouver
- #/ name food box programs in Vancouver
- #/ name urban delivery services in Vancouver
- #/ name food buying clubs in Vancouver

3. Retail food store distribution in Vancouver
- # food stores by type by neighbourhood (Local Area)
- ratio of people per food store (# stores/ neighbourhood population]

2. Street food options in Vancouver
- [type, location street food vending carts]
- [#/ location fresh food carts]

1. Presence of food markets in Vancouver
- name/ location farmers markets in Vancouver
- name/ location pocket markets in Vancouver
- name/ location other food markets in Vancouver

All residents need access to affordable, healthy, and culturally appropriate food. Food is physically available to individuals, who have the resources to grow or buy and prepare
it. The ability of individuals to access food is directly related to their level of income and/ or access to resources to produce food, the price of food, and the availability of a
sufficient supply of sustainably produced food for all people.
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B

Adequacy

Determinant

Topic
Topic description

Indicator / Metric

Health and nutrition

Food safety

Sufficiency

15

25

Appropriateness

14

4

1. Frequency of fruit and vegetable consumption in Vancouver Coastal
Health Region
- % population that eats fruits and vegetables five or more times daily
by income, by age
- % population that eats fruits and vegetables five or more times daily in
urban area

Every resident has sufficient food and dietary intake to meet
their nutritional needs and for a healthy, active life.

2. Access to preferred food by household income
-% VCH households that always had enough of the foods they wanted
to eat in the last 12 months

2. [Pathogens present at food outlets]
There are currently no data in place for this indicator. Potential
measures include:
- [presence of pathogens (e.coli, salmonella, listeria) at grocery stores,
farmers markets, CSAs, farm gate]

1. [Food system safety]
There are currently no data in place for this indicator.

1. Prevalence of nutrition-related health conditions in Vancouver
Coastal Health region
- % population diagnosed with diabetes
- % population with self-reported overweight or obese body mass index

There are currently no data or indicators identified for this topic.

A person is not required by circumstance or absence of choice
to eat food that is not deemed safe to sell under the Canadian
Food and Drug Act [fn] or has exceeded an expiry date. [fn:
has in or upon it any poisonous or harmful substance; is unfit
for human consumption; consists in whole or in part of any
filthy, putrid, disgusting, rotten, decomposed or diseased
animal or vegetable substance; is adulterated; or was
manufactured, prepared, preserved, packaged or stored under
unsanitary conditions.]

Healthy eating is an important part of normal growth and
function, and preventing illness and disease. Some chronic
health conditions (obesity, diabetes, heart-disease) are linked
to nutrition and unhealthy eating.

People have the choice to access personally and culturallyacceptable food, which is produced and obtained in ways that
do not compromise their dignity, self-respect, human rights, or
religion/ culture.

All citizens are able to obtain adequate quantities of safe, culturally appropriate, nutritious, and sustainably produced food without resorting to emergency or charitable food,
scavenging, stealing, and other coping strategies.
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C

Knowledge and Agency

Determinant

Topic
Topic description

Indicator / Metric

Food provides us with more than physical sustenance. It
nourishes our humanity through practices of generosity,
civility, democracy, culture, and spirit. Sharing food
preparation and coming together to celebrate its goodness
enhances personal and community food security, and creates
connections between people and meaningful engagement with
community. Because food is more than a commodity, people
bring ethical, political, and civic values to their food decisions
and their participation in a democratic and just food system.

Educational programs and resources provide opportunities for
knowledge, skill-building, and sharing that enhance the ability
of individuals and communities to become food secure. This
includes knowledge, skill-building, and sharing opportunities
(available to residents and to workers in the food system), and
facilities (such as kitchens, gardens, meeting rooms, dining
rooms, food storage, and distribution space) available for
public use.

Food connection

Educational programs and
resources

12

24

4. [Commercial and academic food training programs]
- [Name/ location commercial and academic food training programs]

3. Food production training programs
- # farmer/ food production training programs

2. School food skill programs in Vancouver
- Name/ location school gardens
- # schools that offer food skill development programs or activities

1. Community food skill development programs
- # community food skill development programs

3. [Connections between consumers and producers]
There are currently no measures identified for this indicator.

2. Opportunities for connection and sharing
- Time customers spend at farmers market talking to others

1. Neighbourhood food networks
- # neighbourhood food networks in Vancouver's Local Areas

Knowledge is our ability to acquire awareness, familiarity, or understanding of food (including where, how, and by whom our food is produced and distributed). Agency enables
our ability to act upon that knowledge in order to enhance both our own and our community’s food security and health. Our community is strengthened and residents are
empowered through the connections we make when we share and celebrate food.
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D

Local Food Economy and
Infrastructure

Determinant

Topic
Topic description

Indicator / Metric

Distribution

Farmers

7

10

Farm families and businesses produce food and steward
important natural resources. They acquire and manage
farmland, plant and harvest crops, save seeds, and breed and
raise animals. Farmers (and others who produce raw food)
occupy a central position in today's agri-food chain between
those who provide agricultural inputs to raw food production
(energy, fertilizer, seed, and chemicals) and those who modify
and move it (packers, processors, distributors, and retailers).
Farmers need support from their communities and
governments to run sustainable and financially successful
enterprises.
Resilient food systems are supplied by local as well as
imported sources, and from small, medium, and large size
farming operations. A strong and resilient farming sector can
help create farmer and rural prosperity, attract new farmers,
support community food security, and address environmental
and health problems.

Food distribution is the movement of food from where it is
produced and processed (local and imported products) to
where it reaches the people who eat it (farm direct marketing,
retail, and hotel/ restaurant/ institutional).
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3. Farm size
- [farms in Lower Mainland by size]

2. Age of farmers
- Number of farm operators by age group and % change

1. Farm viability
- Gross annual farm receipts (% change)
- farms in Lower Mainland by gross farm receipts
- Total farm business operating expenses
- Ratio farm business operating expenses to gross receipts
- % farmers working off-farm to subsidize farm work

4. Local food procurement
There are currently no data in place for this indicator. Potential
measures include:
- [# institutions in Vancouver with local purchasing polices]
- [Amount of institutional food purchased locally]

3. Independent retail food stores in Vancouver
- [# independent retail food stores in Vancouver]
- [ratio independent to franchised retail food stores in Vancouver]

2. Food distributors in Vancouver
- [food wholesalers and food service distributors in Metro Vancouver]
- [food warehouse capacity in Metro Vancouver]
- [Amount/ % food produced locally that is warehoused/ distributed
locally]

1. Local food sold locally
- annual farmers market agricultural sales in Vancouver
- [purchase of local food for local distribution by wholesaler]
- # / location/ value of direct farm sales in region

Competitive trade relations that work within ecological constraints enhance food security. In the face of uncertain and imminent changes to global food production capacity, it
is pertinent to strengthen local food production and bolster our ability to supply food locally and abroad. With climate change and pending fuel shortages, production and
distribution of food in this changing world needs to minimize fossil fuel consumption and greenhouse gas emissions.

The diversity of the food economy and the strength of individual actors all along the supply chain are significant determinants of the resilience of Vancouver's food system. A
sustainable food system is economically and socially viable for all those involved, including farmers, workers, and consumers.

The majority of food consumed in Vancouver is either supply managed by marketing boards or made available through globally competitive market systems that respond to
consumer demand. These business systems deliver products to market in a system that optimizes resource use, minimizes costs to consumers, and maximizes profits. As
long as food is treated as a commodity, food systems will largely be characterized by activities of economic agents such as farmers, brokers, processors, importers, exporters,
and retailers.
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Regional production and
consumption

Market profile

Processing

Urban agriculture

18

19

22

26

Labour

17
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Urban agriculture in the city supports our community's food
security through food-growing and processing activities that
foster learning and community and business opportunities,
increase land area available for food production, and support
facilities and infrastructure for neighbourhood-level food
systems.

Raw plant and animal food products are packaged and/ or
processed before reaching food distributors and retailers.
Food processing includes a wide range of activities from
washing and cutting to pre-cooking and packaging meals.
Processing activities may add value to raw materials, enhance
or reduce nutritional value, and extend storage life and
availability beyond harvest seasons.
Local processing facilities and technologies create increased
capacity in the local system to bring food to market, and are
important to our food system's resiliency. On-farm processing
capacity allows farmers to offer value-added products and
capture more of the final food dollar.

Competitive firms improve social welfare by creating producer
and consumer surpluses, and there are social welfare losses
when monopolies operate within the supply chain. The
existence of fewer economic players also weakens the
system's resilience in the face of short or long-term shocks.
Market profiles display key elements that influence food
security, including domestic food production, food imports, the
marketing system and infrastructure, and policies and
regulations.

Regional production contributes to Vancouver's food security
when it is financially viable for the producers, in tune with local
ecosystems, linked to community food needs, and minimizes
greenhouse gas emissions. Food secure consumption
minimizes food waste and the carbon footprint of the products
it depends on. Nutritional requirements are fulfilled and food is
celebrated as the life sustaining and cultural phenomenon that
it is.

1. Farm employment in Metro Vancouver and FVRD
- % workforce in crop and animal production jobs in Metro Vancouver
and FVRD

The food system generates economic activity and provides
employment opportunities in all sectors of the food supply
chain. Agricultural producers and processors rely on large
numbers of seasonal farmworkers to support their businesses
and preserve the safety and quality of BC vegetables and
fruits. In a just and sustainable food system, seasonal
agricultural workers are fairly paid and treated, and protected
from occupational health and safety hazards.

3. Backyard chicken coops
- # registered backyard chicken coops in Vancouver

2. Neighbourhood food facilities and infrastructure
There are currently no indicators developed for this topic. Potential
measures include:
- [# and location of neighbourhood food facilities]

1. Land in food production in Vancouver
- area land in community gardens in Vancouver
- area land used by urban farm operators in Vancouver
- [area land in food-producing rooftop gardens in Vancouver]
- [Location land in food production in COV by neighbourhood/ LA]

There are currently no indicators developed for this topic. Potential
measures include:
- [value of regional processing activity]
- [# certified, commercial-grade kitchens]

2. Market concentration
There are currently no data in place for this indicator. Potential
measures include:
- [% market share to small-medium size food businesses, cooperatives,
international food corporations]

1. Market structure
There are currently no data in place for this indicator. Potential
measures include:
- [ratio independent to franchised food wholesalers, food service
distributors, retail food stores in Metro Vancouver]

3. Willingness to pay extra for local product
- Willingness to pay extra in the farmers’ market for a similar product
produced locally

2. BC food imports and exports
- BC food imports, exports, trade balance in all categories
- BC food imports, exports, trade balance in dairy and eggs

1. Self-sufficiency in healthy foods
- production/consumption of basic food products, 1986 and 2000; % selfsufficient in BC

2. Seasonal farm worker requirement in Metro Vancouver and FVRD
- [# seasonal workers hired by farms in BC, Metro Vancouver, FVRD]
- % temporary migrant workers hired in BC [Metro Vancouver, FVRD]

Indicator / Metric

Topic description

Topic
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E

Public
Investment/Support

Determinant

Topic
Topic description

Indicator / Metric

Food policy

Research

23

Emergency response

20

8

Public support of research on various elements of food
security is essential to create evidence-based understanding
of best practices in ensuring food security. The role of publiclyfunded research is critical to ensure an unbiased and publicly
available knowledge base.

Food policy occurs at all levels of governance, and all
governments and institutions play a role to ensure food
security for their constituents. The scope of this topic includes
decisions and processes that shape impacts and outcomes in
all aspects of the food system, including but not limited to land
use and protection, food supply and distribution, and food
justice.

Emergency preparedness plans include food provision within
the response to a disaster and ensure an accompanying
degree of preparedness as a matter of public investment.

There are currently no indicators or data in place for this topic. Potential
measures include:
1. Spending on agricultural and food security research by government
- [government (federal/provincial/ local) budgets dedicated to
agricultural/ food security research]

4. Agricultural policies
There are currently no measures developed for this indicator. Possible
metrics include:
- [Presence of policy that protects agricultural landbase, within FVRD,
MV]
- [% provincial government spending on MAL by farm gate sales]
- [local government agricultural funding programs in MV, FVRD]

3. Labour standards
There are currently no measures developed for this indicator.

2. Food security policies
- Presence of policy that supports food security by the City of
Vancouver
- Presence of policy that supports food security by Vancouver Board of
Education
- [Institutions with local purchasing policies]

1. Urban agriculture policies and practices
- Urban agriculture strategies and guidelines in Vancouver
- [Proportion of edible plant species (trees, bushes, other plants) on Cityowned or leased land]

There are currently no indicators developed for this topic. Potential
measures include:
- [Essential services with emergency plans that include food provision]

Public investment and support can either hinder or enhance food system security. Governments are positioned to address market failures of the economic system and help
realize ideals commonly held by citizens. Governments of all levels set policies and spending priorities that have implications for the food system, and our ability to survive
shocks to the system and adapt to long-term changes.
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F

Resource Protection and
Enhancement

Determinant

Topic
Topic description

Indicator / Metric

Energy

Fisheries

Soil, water, air

Waste

Seeds

11

21

27

28

Agricultural landbase

9

3
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Seeds that will grow in our climate and growing conditions are
grown for the local market. Farmers have unrestricted access
to dependable, stable varieties in the quantities they need to
grow food. Seed diversity is maintained through seed banks in
the public domain.

Food recovery and waste management are important parts of
the food system. About half of the food that is produced is
consumed, and the rest enters the waste stream. To reduce
waste, the production and distribution components of the food
system can be made more efficient, food packaging can be
reduced or eliminated, compostable materials can be diverted
from the disposal system, and edible food can be redirected.

Soil health depends on land management and farming
practices and protection from erosion, loss of organic matter
and fertility, compaction and degradation, and biological and
chemical contamination. Water of sufficient quality and
quantity is essential for agricultural production, but both the
availability and health of local water sources are impacted by
development and pollution pressures. In addition, pollution
from agricultural activities can enter and harm the
environment.

All sectors of the food system consume energy and some
have a potential to produce energy. All sectors can be
operated in ways that maximize sustainability and efficiencies
and minimize waste and negative environmental impacts.

The agricultural land base is the quantity and quality of land
available for cultivation. Competing land use and development
pressures can and do remove valuable farm land from
production. Although local land prices reflect a highly
competitive real estate market, the value of farmland is based
on its wealth as a highly productive food growing region and
its food production values.

There are currently no indicators developed for this topic. Potential
measures include:
1. Public seed banks
- [presence of community seed banks in Metro Vancouver and FVRD]
- [presence of government-supported seed banks in BC]

3. Edible food redistribution
- [Amount edible food waste redistributed]

2. Compostable waste diversion
- TPY yard trimmings and food scraps diverted to permitted, centralized
facilities
- % Vancouver residents that backyard compost (in single family
zoning)
- TPY food waste composted in backyards
- [TPY organics (yard trimmings and food scraps) composted in
neighbourhoods]

1. Food garbage
- tonnes total waste, food waste disposed annually in Metro Van

3. Air
There are currently no indicators developed for this topic.

2. Water quality and quantity
There are currently no measures developed for this indicator. Potential
measures include:
- [agricultural water demand in Metro Vancouver and FVRD]
- [annual rainfall in Metro Vancouver and FVRD]

1. Soil health
There are currently no indicators developed for this topic. Potential
measures include:
- [% annual farmers market sales that are conventional, organic]
- [Soil carbon levels]

There are currently no indicators developed for this topic. Potential
measures include:
1. Local fish availability
- [Total sales of locally-harvested wild fish in local markets]
2. Sustainable resource management
- [# grocery stores and restaurants with sustainable seafood sales]

There are currently no indicators developed for this topic.

3. ALR in Lower Mainland
- Area land in ALR by hectare in FVRD and MV
- Area land exclusions by hectare from ALR in FVRD and MV

2. Unavailable farmland in Lower Mainland
- % farmland unavailable for farming due to non-farm use or extreme
constraints in FVRD and MV

1. Land available for food production in Lower Mainland
- hectares actively farmed land in FVRD [in MV]
- hectares land available for food production in FVRD [in MV]
- % unused farmland available for farm expansion in FVRD [in MV]

Our food security rests on a regional and provincial foundation of farmers, farmland, and fisheries. It is impacted by the degree that farmland and fish stocks are protected
from loss, the health of soil, water, and air is preserved, and local seed diversity is maintained. Food system activities both affect and are impacted by the health of the
environment. Environmental health topics associated with the food system include waste reduction and management, and pollution.
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Appendix 2. Suggested Policy and Action
Category

Topic

Action

Who can act

Availability

Expand the Street Vending
Bylaw to include mobile fresh
food carts.

City of Vancouver

Availability

Extend farm-direct markets
into each of Vancouver's
neighbourhoods as part of
developing neighbourhood
food networks in the city.

City of Vancouver

Availability

Extend small green grocer
retail stores into each of
Vancouver's neighbourhoods
as part of developing new
entrepreneurial, food-based
green jobs in the city.

City of Vancouver

Affordability

Collaborate to develop
strategies and public policies
that support those living
on limited incomes to have
greater access to food sources
that are independent of the
charitable food system.

Churches, religious and
cultural houses, community
groups, City of Vancouver,
Vancouver Coastal Health,
Provincial government,
Federal government, First
Nations

Affordability

Support the development
and implementation of an
integrated system to provide
sufficient nutritious food to atrisk, low income people.

City of Vancouver,
Vancouver Coastal Health,
Provincial government,
Federal government, First
Nations

Accessibility

Affordability

Research the structure,
characteristics, and
effectiveness of charitable
“emergency” and nonemergency food provision in
Vancouver.

Research community

Accessibility

Food resources

Increase access to food
gardens for low income
Vancouver residents.

City of Vancouver,
community organizations

Food resources

Introduce programs that
target food-insecure middle
aged and older populations in
Vancouver.

City of Vancouver,
Vancouver Coastal Health,
Provincial government,
Federal government

Food resources

Complete inventory of
community food resources.

Vancouver Food Policy
Council, Food Secure
Vancouver Program,
community groups

Accessibility

Accessibility

Accessibility

Accessibility

Accessibility

Accessibility

Accessibility
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Category

Topic

Action

Who can act

Food resources

Inventory food-related
programs delivered by
government, including
local and provincial health
authorities, schools, and the
City of Vancouver (Park Board
and other departments).

Vancouver Food Policy
Council, Food Secure
Vancouver Program, City
of Vancouver, Vancouver
Coastal Health, Provincial
government, Federal
government, research
community

Adequacy

Appropriateness

Define effective measures of
appropriateness.

Vancouver Food Policy
Council, Food Secure
Vancouver Program,
research community

Adequacy

Health and
nutrition

Continue and expand efforts to
educate people about healthy
eating.

Vancouver Coastal Health,
Provincial government,
Federal government, First
Nations, community groups

Food safety

Work with health authorities
to determine appropriate
measures of food safety based
on how they track and evaluate
their efforts to protect public
health.

Vancouver Food Policy
Council, Food Secure
Vancouver Program,
Vancouver Coastal Health

Food safety

Identify presence and/ or
levels of pathogens in food at
specific points along the food
chain.

Vancouver Food Policy
Council, Food Secure
Vancouver Program,
Vancouver Coastal Health,
research community

Food safety

Examine relative safety of both
imported and locally-produced
food.

Vancouver Food Policy
Council, Food Secure
Vancouver Program,
research community

Sufficiency

Continue and expand efforts to
educate people about healthy
eating.

Vancouver Coastal Health,
Provincial government,
Federal government, First
Nations, community groups

Sufficiency

Collaborate to develop
strategies and public policies
that support those living
on limited incomes to have
greater access to food sources
that are independent of the
charitable food system.

Churches, community
groups, City of Vancouver,
Vancouver Coastal Health,
Provincial government,
Federal government, First
Nations

Accessibility

Adequacy

Adequacy

Adequacy

Adequacy

Adequacy
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Category

Topic

Action

Who can act

Knowledge and
Agency

Educational
programs and
resources

Fund community food
programs that provide
opportunities for growing,
cooking, and sharing food.

City of Vancouver,
Vancouver Board of
Education, Vancouver
Coastal Health, Vancouver
Park Board, Metro
Vancouver, Provincial
government, Federal
government

Knowledge and
Agency

Educational
programs and
resources

Introduce 'food civics' in
school curricula.

Vancouver Board of
Education, Provincial
goverment

Knowledge and
Agency

Educational
programs and
resources

Fund ongoing administration
and maintenance of school
gardens.

Vancouver Board of
Education

Educational
programs and
resources

Accommodate unique
school garden maintenance
requirements in labour
agreements to include
students, the community, and
other arrangements.

Vancouver Board of
Education, school employee
unions

Knowledge and
Agency

Educational
programs and
resources

Lobby Ministry of Education
to broaden K-12 curriculum
to include additional food
skill development (growing
and preparing food) and food
justice topics.

Vancouver Board of
Education

Knowledge and
Agency

Educational
programs and
resources

Lobby Ministry of Education
to require that all new schools
include kitchens in order to
provide cooking programs.

Vancouver Board of
Education

Knowledge and
Agency

Educational
programs and
resources

Provide professional
agricultural extension services
to farmers and communities.

City of Vancouver, Metro
Vancouver, Provincial
government, Federal
government

Knowledge and
Agency

Educational
programs and
resources

Administer agricultural
training and apprenticeship
programs for new farmers.

City of Vancouver, Metro
Vancouver, Provincial
government, Federal
government

Food connection

Support the development of
neighbourhood food networks,
and food infrastructure in
Vancouver (kitchens, gardens,
meeting and eating spaces,
food storage and distribution
space).

City of Vancouver,
Vancouver Coastal Health

Knowledge and
Agency

Knowledge and
Agency
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Category

Public
Investment and
Support

Public
Investment and
Support

Topic

Emergency
response

Sustainable food
procurement
policy

Action

Who can act

Explicitly include food
provision in emergency
preparedness response plans.

City of Vancouver,
Vancouver Board of
Education, Vancouver
Coastal Health, Vancouver
Park Board, Metro
Vancouver, Provincial
government, Federal
government, First Nations

Develop institutional
purchasing policies: local and
sustainable food.

City of Vancouver,
Vancouver Board of
Education, Vancouver
Coastal Health, Vancouver
Park Board, Metro
Vancouver, Provincial
government, Federal
government, First Nations

Public
Investment and
Support

Food security
policy

Offer healthy food and
beverage choices everywhere
they are served.

City of Vancouver,
Vancouver Board of
Education, Vancouver
Coastal Health, Vancouver
Park Board, Metro
Vancouver, Provincial
government, Federal
government, First Nations

Public
Investment and
Support

Food security
policy

Develop a coordinated
municipal food policy and
action plan

City of Vancouver

Public
Investment and
Support

Food security
policy

Develop and implement a food
infrastructure action plan.

City of Vancouver

Public
Investment and
Support

Food security
policy

Ensure a functional,
adequately resourced,
neighbourhood food network
serves each Vancouver
neighbourhood.

City of Vancouver

Public
Investment and
Support

Food security
policy

Support creation of a central
food Hub.

City of Vancouver

Public
Investment and
Support

Food security
policy

Support creation of "green
jobs" related to food
production, processing,
distribution, access, and waste
management.

City of Vancouver

Public
Investment and
Support

Food security
policy

Expand food waste capture
to include food diversion and
re-use.

City of Vancouver
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Category

Topic

Action

Who can act

Public
Investment and
Support

Food security
policy

Adopt a food and beverage
policy.

Vancouver Park Board

Public
Investment and
Support

Food security
policy

Encourage community use
of community centre kitchen
facilities rather than incomegenerating commercial rentals.

Vancouver Park Board

Public
Investment and
Support

Food security
policy

Lobby Ministry of Education
to broaden K-12 curriculum
to include additional food
skill development (growing
and preparing food) and food
justice topics.

Vancouver Board of
Education

Public
Investment and
Support

Food security
policy

Lobby Ministry of Education
to require that all new schools
include kitchens in order to
provide cooking programs.

Vancouver Board of
Education

Public
Investment and
Support

Food security
policy

Inventory VSB land area
available for growing food, and
analyze cost to hire farmers
to use it versus the cost to
purchase food supplies for
school food programs and
cafeterias.

Vancouver Board of
Education

Public
Investment and
Support

Urban
agriculture

Develop supportive policy and
regulatory resources for green
roofs.

City of Vancouver

Public
Investment and
Support

Urban
agriculture

Develop edible landscaping
policy, include food trees.

City of Vancouver

Public
Investment and
Support

Urban
agriculture

Implement edible landscaping
policy: plant food trees on city
land; liaise with community
groups to manage harvesting.

City of Vancouver,
Vancouver Park Board,
community groups

Public
Investment and
Support

Urban
agriculture

Inventory and set aside land
for local food production.

City of Vancouver

Public
Investment and
Support

Urban
agriculture

Update beekeeping guidelines.

City of Vancouver
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Category

Topic

Action

Who can act

Public
Investment and
Support

Research

Continue to explore research
opportunities with UBC,
SFU, and other learning
organizations.

Vancouver Food Policy
Council, Food Secure
Vancouver Program

Public
Investment and
Support

Research

In fall 2010, explore role of
SPARC to help articulate and
test food security indicators.

Vancouver Food Policy
Council, Food Secure
Vancouver Program

Public
Investment and
Support

Labour
standards

Adopt regulations for
adequate migrant worker
housing to ensure conditions
are acceptable by Canadian
standards.

City of Vancouver, other
municipalities, Metro
Vancouver

Public
Investment and
Support

Labour
standards

Improve housing inspections
to ensure employer-provided
accommodations meet existing
standards.

City of Vancouver, other
municipalities, Metro
Vancouver

Public
Investment and
Support

Labour
standards

Encourage residents to
welcome migrants and support
their social, cultural and
political integration.

City of Vancouver, other
municipalities, Metro
Vancouver

Public
Investment and
Support

Labour
standards

Improve and comprehensively
enforce BC employment
standards for farmworkers.

Provincial government,
Federal government

Public
Investment and
Support

Labour
standards

Enforce health and safety
regulations.

Provincial government,
Federal government

Public
Investment and
Support

Labour
standards

Restructure farm labour
contracting system and
Seasonal Agricultural Workers
Program to promote workers'
rights.

Provincial government,
Federal government

Public
Investment and
Support

Labour
standards

Establish recreational
programs for migrant workers
to help integration.

Vancouver Park Board,
other municipalities, Metro
Vancouver

Distribution

Increase the supply of locally
produced food in the food
distribution industry in Metro
Vancouver.

Food wholesalers and food
service distributors and
industry associations

Distribution

Create more distribution and
retail market opportunities
for small and medium,
independent, and cooperative
food enterprises.

Food wholesalers and food
service distributors and
industry associations

Local Food
Economy and
Infrastructure

Local Food
Economy and
Infrastructure
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Category

Topic

Action

Who can act

Local Food
Economy and
Infrastructure

Distribution

Conduct full cost accounting
of existing food distribution
systems.

Research community

Distribution,
Urban
agriculture

Connect Vancouver
Neighbourhood Food
Networks and local producers
for direct food marketing to
Vancouver residents.

Farmer and marketing
associations,
Neighbourhood Food
Networks, community
organizations, City of
Vancouver

Local Food
Economy and
Infrastructure

Farmers

Facilitate inclusive dialogue
about local food distribution
and marketing models that
open opportunities to a broad
spectrum of farm businesses.

farmers, agricultural
marketing groups,
agricultural industry
groups, community
food groups, Provincial
government, Federal
government

Local Food
Economy and
Infrastructure

Regional
production and
consumption

Develop policies that support
production of local, healthy
food and help shift food
consumption habits toward
healthier food.

City of Vancouver,
Vancouver Coastal
Health, Metro Vancouver,
Provincial government,
Federal government

Local Food
Economy and
Infrastructure

Regional
production and
consumption

Develop better food trade
balance data to show amounts
of local consumption met
through imported and locally
produced food, our primary
sources of imported food, and
provincial trade.

Research community,
Provincial government,
Federal government

Local Food
Economy and
Infrastructure

Market profile

Describe the region's ethnic
food marketing system.

Research community

Market profile

Access unaggregated corporate
food sales data through
purchase from Statistics
Canada, data partnerships, or
primary research.

Vancouver Food Policy
Council, Food Secure
Vancouver Program,
research community

Processing

Develop facilities for local
food storage and processing
infrastructure for use by
private and social enterprises
and the public.

Entrepreneurs, City
of Vancouver, Metro
Vancouver, Provincial
government, Federal
government

Processing

Develop indicators and find
data that describe the extent
and value of local processing
activities and products in the
region.

Vancouver Food Policy
Council, Food Secure
Vancouver Program,
research community

Local Food
Economy and
Infrastructure

Local Food
Economy and
Infrastructure

Local Food
Economy and
Infrastructure

Local Food
Economy and
Infrastructure
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Category

Topic

Action

Who can act

Local Food
Economy and
Infrastructure

Urban
agriculture

Inventory public lands
suitable and available for food
production in Vancouver.

City of Vancouver, research
community

Local Food
Economy and
Infrastructure

Urban
agriculture

Measure how much private
land is available for growing
food in Vancouver (including
rooftops).

Research community

Local Food
Economy and
Infrastructure

Urban
agriculture

Support and facilitate
urban farm production and
distribution in Vancouver
neighbourhoods.

Entrepreneurs, City of
Vancouver, community
organizations

Local Food
Economy and
Infrastructure

Urban
agriculture

Assist community gardens
with start up costs and
coordinating the garden
development process.

City of Vancouver,
community organizations

Local Food
Economy and
Infrastructure

Urban
agriculture

Help community gardens
address issues related to
access to land, access to water,
and tenure length.

City of Vancouver,
community organizations

Local Food
Economy and
Infrastructure

Urban
agriculture

Support and fund development
of neighbourhood food
production and distribution
systems, including food
facilities and infrastructure.

Neighbourhood Food
Networks, community
organizations, City of
Vancouver

Local Food
Economy and
Infrastructure

Urban
agriculture

Complete an inventory of
neighbourhood food facilities
and infrastructure.

Neighbourhood Food
Networks, community
organizations, City of
Vancouver

Local Food
Economy and
Infrastructure

Urban
agriculture

Develop urban agriculture
guidelines for private and
public lands that include
further parkland and rooftop
food production.

City of Vancouver

Resource
Protection and
Enhancement

Agricultural land

Lobby for freeze on any further
exclusions from ALR.

City of Vancouver, other
municipalities, Metro
Vancouver, First Nations

Resource
Protection and
Enhancement

Agricultural land

Enforce ALC bylaw infractions
on ALR land designated for
agriculture (illegal fill and
truck parking).

City of Vancouver, other
municipalities, Metro
Vancouver

Resource
Protection and
Enhancement

Agricultural land

Add requirements to permits
that developers not dump fill
on farmland.

City of Vancouver, other
municipalities, Metro
Vancouver
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Category

Topic

Action

Who can act

Resource
Protection and
Enhancement

Agricultural land

Add measure: value of
production/ acre in FVRD/
Metro Vancouver.

Vancouver Food Policy
Council, Food Secure
Vancouver Program

Agricultural land

Analyze Land Use Inventory
(LUI) cadaster data on
agricultural land use in the
lower Fraser Valley.

Ministry of Agriculture and
Lands

Resource
Protection and
Enhancement

Soil, water, air

Collect information on current
and future water needs for
agriculture and develop a
Water Use Plan.

Metro Vancouver, Fraser
Valley Regional District,
Ministry of Agriculture and
Lands

Resource
Protection and
Enhancement

Soil, water, air

Enact soil protection
legislation.

Provincial government

Resource
Protection and
Enhancement

Soil, water, air

Develop a methodology to
directly measure soil carbon
levels in Vancouver's school
and community gardens.

Research community

Resource
Protection and
Enhancement

Soil, water, air

Include water strategies in
Agricultural Plans.

Municipalities, Metro
Vancouver, Fraser Valley
Regional District

Resource
Protection and
Enhancement

Soil, water, air

Engage all stakeholders in
water use planning processes.

Municipalities, Metro
Vancouver, Fraser Valley
Regional District

Soil, water, air

Invest in water management
programs for communities
and help resource agricultural
water modeling processes.

Provincial government,
Federal government

Soil, water, air

Support farmers to develop
alternative water sources for
irrigation, including recycled
water.

Metro Vancouver, Fraser
Valley Regional District,
Provincial government,
Federal government, First
Nations

Waste

Continue food waste diversion
and education programs to
change food consumption
behaviours that create food
waste.

City of Vancouver, other
municipalities, Metro
Vancouver, Fraser Valley
Regional District

Waste

Track municipal (COV) total
waste generated, total waste
diverted, total yard/ food
diverted.

City of Vancouver

Resource
Protection and
Enhancement

Resource
Protection and
Enhancement

Resource
Protection and
Enhancement

Resource
Protection and
Enhancement

Resource
Protection and
Enhancement
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Category

Topic

Action

Who can act

Resource
Protection and
Enhancement

Waste

Develop a coordinated
distribution system for
redistributed food in
Vancouver to provide healthy,
fresh food in a dignified
manner to recipients.

City of Vancouver,
community organizations,
First Nations

Resource
Protection and
Enhancement

Seeds

Support and develop
community seed banks.

City of Vancouver, other
municipalities, Metro
Vancouver, First Nations
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Appendix 3. City of Vancouver Food-related
Decisions162
Policy name

Notes

Greenways Plan (1992)

Calls for Vancouver to become a “city of gardens”
and for investigation into the possibility of urban
agriculture being part of the programming of
public spaces

Creating a Sustainable
City (2002)
Southeast False Creek
Urban Agriculture
Strategy (2002)

Major food/ agriculture-related
recommendations in the ODP Application
include community gardens and orchards; school
garden; green roofs; outdoor community market;
Green Streets; fruit trees; small-scale, localserving grocery store and restaurants.

Cool Vancouver Task
Force’s Discussion
Paper on Greenhouse
Gas Reduction
Planning for the City of
Vancouver (2003)

Increase the physical capacity of Vancouver’s
neighbourhoods to support food, and work to
increase the amount of food grown in the City;
Promote understanding in Vancouver residents
of where their food comes from and where it
is produced, and encourage selection of food
produced with ethical and environmentally
sustainable business practices; Encourage
Vancouverites to purchase food that is produced
locally with organic farming methods; Increase
the capacity of the City to offer food growing
opportunities to local Vancouver residents in
need of increased food security.

Ethical Purchasing
Policy (2005)

Ensures all suppliers to the City meet the
performance standards outlined in the Supplier
Code of Conduct, which ensures safe and healthy
workplaces for workers; used in selection of
business partners and suppliers for apparel and
certified fair trade agricultural products.

Park Board Community
Gardens Policy (1996,
revised 2005)

Supports community gardens and guides tenure
in parks

Building Bylaw (2007)

Includes objective to “develop guidelines for
urban agricultural installations (voluntarily
provided) outlining plot design, safety, support
facilities, and access”

Grow Natural - Natural
Yard Care

Environmental protection through water
conservation, limiting use of potentially harmful
chemicals; and protecting soil, streams and lakes
from chemical run-off

162. 2010 partial update of a 2004 draft compilation of Vancouver’s bylaws and policies. City of Vancouver
Bylaws, Policies, Guidelines and Decisions related to the Food System. August 12, 2004. Retrieved August 6,
2010. http://vancouver.ca/commsvcs/socialplanning/initiatives/foodpolicy/tools/pdf/foodbylaws.pdf.
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Policy name

Notes

Produce Stand Permits
(Café, Produce &
Flower)

Any food retailer can obtain a store-front
produce stand as long as there is sufficient space
on the sidewalk (8 feet) to ensure pedestrian flow
(and they have a business license).

Food Service Leases

Seasonal and year-round concessions contracted
to individual operators. The Park Board may
control menu, procurement, health regulations,
prices, etc.

Action Plan for Creating
a Just and Sustainable
Food System for the City
of Vancouver (2003)

Created the Vancouver Food Policy Council and
set goal to create a just and sustainable food
system

Vancouver Food Charter
(2007)

Commitment to goals of a just and sustainable
food system and the development of a
coordinated food policy

Vancouver 2020: A
Bright Green Future
Greenest City Action
Team (GCAT) (2009)

Recommendations to Council that address
environmental sustainability; 44 Quick Start
activities, 10 goals for becoming the world’s
greenest city by 2020, including that Vancouver
become a global leader in urban food systems.

Farmers Markets
Interim Policy (2010)

Incorporate into City’s visioning process, zoning,
and related bylaws, signage, tenure

Alternative and Healthy
Mobile Food Options
(2010)

There are 120 designated street vending spots in
Vancouver. 50 of these vendors sell food. Health
approval is required.

Food recovery programs
(future)
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Appendix 4. BC Imports and Exports of Food
Data Source: Industry Canada, retrieved July 2010: http://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/tdo-dcd.nsf/eng/
home163

BC Meat Exports & Imports
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163. http://www.ic.gc.ca/sc_mrkti/tdst/tdo/tdo.php?/sc_mrkti/tdst/tdo/tdo.php?hfFileNm=&naArea=P59&lang=30&searchTy
pe=BL&toFromCountry=CDN&currency=CDN&hSelectedCodes=%7C7%7C8%7C2%7C3%7C4%7C10%7C16%7C19%7C20%7C21%
7C22%7C23&period=5&timePeriod=5%7CComplete+Years&periodString=&productBreakDown=Complete+Years&reportType=TI
&productType=HS6&areaCodeStrg=P59%7CTOP&runReport_x=43&javaChart_x=&runGraph_x=&outputType=RPT&chartType=
columnApp&grouped=INDIVIDUAL#tag
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BC Cereal Exports & Imports
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BC Dairy Exports & Imports
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BC Vegetable Exports & Imports
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2008

2009

Shaughnessy
UBC
UBC

16 Oaks

Acadia Park

2805 Revelstoke Court

Strathcona

Attira Community Garden

6
30

Fairview
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Riley Park
RenfrewCollingwood
Strathcona
Strathcona
Kensington-Cedar
Cottage

City View Baptist Church

Collingwood Community Gardens

Cottonwood

Cottonwood/Collingwood 2

Crows Point Community Garden

9,700

700

540

50

89

36

25

City Hall Garden

90

23

Fairview

340

30

5

30

9

8

Mt Pleasant

1130

90

1080

560

75

40

see Phase 1

City Hall Child Care Centre &
SPEC garden

Kensington-Cedar
Cottage
Renfrew Collingwood
Grandview
Woodlands
Mt Pleasant

Killarney

61

15

25

41

84

55

# Plots

1200

350

2,025

8400

360

1100

1700

Area sqm

China Creek South

China Creek Housing Co-op

Chimo Terrace Youth Garden

Cheyenne Street Garden

Chester's Field Community Garden

Champlain Place Community
Garden

Cedar Cottage Phase 2

Kensington-Cedar
Cottage
Kensington-Cedar
Cottage

Marpole

Arbutus Victory 2

Cedar Cottage Community Garden

Kerrisdale

Arbutus Victory 1

Adanac Park [proposed]

N'hood

Name

Vaness Ave & E 24th Ave

Hawks Ave. & Prior St.

Malkin Avenue, between
Chess & Raymur Streets

Joyce & Vanness

Sophia & 28th

City Hall

Cambie & 10th

Broadway & Clarke Dr.

E. 8th & Keith Streets

Wall and Cambridge

Next to 2775 Cheyenne

E 37th Ave at Chester St

3217-3347 E. 58th

Victoria Drive at Hull St

East Hastings and
Hawks (SE corner)

400 Block Hawks St, south
side
Under skytrain near Hull &
Victoria

759 Malkin Av

5288 Joyce St

4370 Sophia St

453 W 12 Av

2615 Cambie St

1255 E 10th Av

1230 E 8th Av

2107 Wall St

2775 Cheyenne Ave

5333 Chester St

3201 E 58 Av, V5P 2C1

2019 Stainsbury Av

2021 Stainsbury Av

8280 East Bl

7176 East Bl

off Acadia Park Lane, in
preschool

1018 W 16 Av

Address

East Blvd 65th - 68th Avenues

East Blvd. 50 - 57th

Acadia Park Lane /UBC

Oak Street and West 16th

Location

Food Secure Vancouver

Appendix 5. Community Gardens in Vancouver
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Strathcona- DTES
RenfrewCollingwood

Jacob’s Well 2

Kaslo Gardens Community
Vegetable Garden

35

30

300

430

16

120

120

4

7

Strathcona- DTES

Jacob’s Well 1

40

150

Kitsilano

Kensington-Cedar
Cottage

Hemlock Court

470

4

30

DTES

Hastings Street Folk Garden

50

175

10

39

990
770

20

425

5

5

56

5

100

65

# Plots

Kerrisdale

West Point Grey

Habitat Villa - Metro Housing

Kerrisdale Community Garden
[proposed]
Kitsilano Christian Community
Church

Strathcona- DTES

Kensington-Cedar
Cottage
GrandviewWoodlands
Grandview/
Woodlands
GrandviewWoodland

Grass Roots Community Garden

Grandview Terrace [proposed]

Grandview Baptist

Grandview Elementary School

Garden of Eatin'

950

140

Mt Pleasant

Elizabeth Rogers

30

Hastings-Sunrise

Strathcona-DTES

DTES Neighbourhood House
Garden

2400

50

West End

Davie Village

460

Area sqm

Hastings-Sunrise

Kitsilano

Cypress

Frog Hollow Neighbourhood House
Garden
Frog Hollow Neighbourhood House
Garden

N'hood

Name

1708 W. 16th

1708 W 16th Av

2765 Cooperative Way

2765 Cooperative Way
(Grandview and Kaslo)
East Boulevard at 60th/Angus
Dr

460 E Pender St

449 E Hastings Av
460 East Pender

449 E. Hastings

1411 E 17 Av

117 E Hastings St

Between 117 and 125 East
Hastings
1411 East 17th Ave

3859 W 2 Av

478 E Hastings St

2150 Mclean Drive

2670 Victoria Drive

2131 Renfrew St

3859-3893 W 2nd Ave.

Jackson & Hastings

Victoria and 1st

Grandview & Woodland

2670 Victoria Drive

5th & Renfrew

2703 E 1st Av

110 W 7th Av

Jonathon Rogers Park - East
7th Avenue & Manitoba Street
1st & Slocan

501 E Hastings

501 E. Hastings @ Jackson

1157 Burrard St

2027 W 6th Av

West 6th Avenue between
Cypress & Burrard
Davie Street & Burrard

Address

Location

How Food Secure is Vancouver in a Changing World?

Kitsilano
Kitsilano

Kitsilano Neighbourhood House

Kitsilano West/Delamonte Park

Fairview
Strathcona
Strathcona
Downtown

Purple Thistle

Purple Thistle Garden II
(proposed)

Robson Park

Pandora Park

Pine Garden

Mt Pleasant

Or Shalom Community Garden

Fairview

Mt Pleasant / SEFC

NEU Community Garden

Pine St. Community Orchard

West End (Park)

Nelson Park

Pearson Farmers

West End

Mole Hill

GrandviewWoodland
Marpole

820

GrandviewWoodland

MOBY
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400

315

360

270

455

930

1

300

450

675

40

0

9

63

29

32

64

3

45

37

70

45

East 14th Avenue & Kingsway

565 Kingsway

260-975 Vernon Dr

Vernon and Parker, 1 block
west of Clark
1100 block Vernon Dr

2130 Pine St

West 6th from Pine to Fir

1754 West 5th Av

1012 W 57 Av

Templeton Drive & Franklin
Street
West 57th & Oak
West 6th from Burrard to Pine
St

2710 Fraser Street

1030 Bute St

1132 Comox St

1737 E 11th Av

2125 Victoria Drive

1290 E Broadway

2425 Oxford St

2305 W 7th Av

2150 Maple St

Address

Fraser & 11th

1st Ave and Spyglass Place

Under SkyTrain: E 11th and
Commercial Drive
Comox to Pendrell; Bute to
Thurlow
1030 Bute Street & Nelson
Street

East 6th and St Catherines

McSpadden Park - East 5th
Avenue & Victoria Drive

150

Broadway & Clarke

Nanaimo & Oxford

West 6th Avenue and Arbutus

West 7th Ave and Vine St

6th Ave. & Maple St.

Location

Commercial and 8th
18

56

11

55

8

80

# Plots

250

Mnt Pleasant

Grandview/
Woodlands
GrandviewWoodland

530

50

20

460

Area sqm

Means of Production

McSpadden

LadyBug Garden

Mt Pleasant

Hastings-Sunrise

Kitsilano

Kitsilano Maple

Kiwassa Neighbourhood House
Garden
La Cosecha

N'hood

Name

Food Secure Vancouver
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28
30

810

350
Upper - 730
Lower - 780

Victoria-Fraserview
Victoria-Fraserview
Kitsilano
West End
Kensington-Cedar
Cottage
West End
Strathcona
Mt Pleasant
Mt Pleasant
Kensington-Cedar
Cottage
Fairview
GrandviewWoodland
Marpole
Renfrew Collingwood
Kerrisdale
Fairview
Hastings-Sunrise

South Vancouver Family Place 1

South Vancouver Family Place 2

SPEC Rooftop Garden

St Paul's Hospital, Rooftop

Stainsbury Garden

Stanley Park

Strathcona

Tea Swamp Park

The Rise on Cambie

UP! Elgin community garden

Urban Acres

Wall Street (Cambridge)

Westport

Windemere High School

World In A Garden

1755 West 14th - Private
apartment building garden

2624 Franklin Street - Apartment
TOTAL

18

100

GrandviewWoodland

62515

110

220

900

50

450

300

13,950

350

9

40

115

2455

2

46

6

12

42

21

200

32

9

3

8

8

55

Salsbury Green Community
Garden

1140

Mt Pleasant

# Plots

Sahalli Garden

Area sqm

N'hood

Name

2624 Franklin St

1755 W. 14th

East Blvd. & 57th Ave

3155 E 27th Av

2624 Franklin St

7249 Cypress St

3155 E 27th Av

1691 West 75th

2099 Wall St

Cambridge Park - Cambridge
Street & Wall Street
1691 West 75th Ave

1601 W 1st

5332 Windsor Street
Fir & 1st

E 37th Ave at Elgin St

255 E 16 Av

East 15th Avenue & Sofia
Street

485 W 8 Av

857 Malkan St

975 Lagoon Drive

2009 Stainsbury Av

2150 Maple St

7715 Muirfield

Campbell Ave. & Prior St.

Robson St. & Lost Lagoon

2150 Maple Street at West 7th

7715 Muirfield

7710 Nanaimo St

1240 Salsbury Drive

2398 Fraser St

Sahalli Park - East 8th Avenue
& Fraser Street
Salsbury & Charles

Address

Location

How Food Secure is Vancouver in a Changing World?

Food Secure Vancouver

Appendix 6. Community Food Resources
There are currently at least 200 organizations in Vancouver that provide food
as meals or hampers, and food resources, including food-related programs
and services such as community kitchens and other food preparation skill
development opportunities, and community gardens.
A preliminary inventory of groups that provide food resources in Vancouver
has been started, and some of the organizations identified so far are included in
Appendix 6.
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604-682-6325

A Loving Spoonful Family Pantry
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604-876-9047
604-665-2220
604-876-3242
604-874-4231
604-683-1913

Canoe Creek Community
Carnegie Centre Cafeteria

Cedar Cottage Garden Society

Cedar Cottage Neighbourhood
House

Central Presbyterian Church

ccnh@cedarcottage.org

www.centralpc.ca

http://www.anhgv.org/neighbourhood_
houses/cedar_cottage.php

www.carnegie.vcn.bc.ca
http://cedarcottagegarden.wordpress.c
om

http://www.bchealthyliving.ca/node/10
3

604-228-1461
604-732-1331

www.brockhousesociety.com

604-709-5720

Broadway Youth Resource
Brock House Society - Cafeteria
Lunch Program

Canadian Diabetes Association

http://gwfoodconnection.blogspot.com/
2010/05/britannia-bulk-buyingclub.html
www.pcrs.ca

http://www.britanniacentre.org/

604-718-5895

samantha.bissonnette@diabetes.c
a
alicem@sfu.ca

richard.o'donnell@vch.ca

community food provider

skill building

community garden

skill building
community food provider

skill building

community food provider

client/ resident food

buying club

skill building

community food provider

food industry

food industry

http://www.bcfarmersmarket.org/
www.bcdairyfoundation.ca

skill building

www.auntleahs.org

food educaton; local food
advocacy; food policy
client/ resident food

info@aitc.ca
cacuma80@hotmail.com
office@atira.bc.ca
http://www.aitc.ca/bc/
http://awa-ata.ca/
http://www.atira.bc.ca/

health

adapt_vnhs@shawbiz.ca

health

community food provider

Notes
food educaton; local food
client/ resident food
program

health

http://aboriginalhealth.vch.ca/

http://www.alovingspoonful.org/files_2/
family-pantry.php

http://www.411seniors.bc.ca

Website
http://100milediet.org/

sean@thehealthyaboriginal.net

info@alovingspoonful.org

Contact / Email
shirlene@100milediet.org

Britannia Bulk Buying Club

604-718-5828

604-714-3484

604-294-3775

604-525-1204

604-331-1407

604-875-5600

604-684-8171

411 Seniors Centre

Aboriginal Health Strategic
Initiatives
Aboriginal Healthy Eating
Network
Aboriginal Diabetes Awareness,
Prevention and Training
(ADAPT)
Agriculture in the Classroom
Agriculture Worker Alliance
Atira Women's Resouce Centre
Aunt Leah's Independent
Lifeskills Society
BC Association of Farmer's
Markets
BC Dairy Foundation
Boys R Us (Three Bridges
Community Health Centre)
Britania Community Services
Centre

Phone

Name
100 Mile Diet Vancouver

How Food Secure is Vancouver in a Changing World?

604-829-2007
604-254-2489
604-683-3787

City of Vancouver, Social Policy

City Reach Care Society
Coast Mental Health Foundation
Coast Resource Centre Food
Program
Collingwood Neighbourhood
House
Community Angels Food
Runners
Community Health Initiative By
University Students
Community of Hope
Continental Seniors Centre - 3rd
Floor Cafeteria
foodsecurity@cnh.bc.ca

604 435-0323
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http://dtesnh.wordpress.com/
dewc.ca

604-633-1472

604-257-8130
604-215-2030
604-681-8480

Directions Dusk 2 Dawn
Disabled Independent
Gardeners Association

Douglas Park Community Centre

Downtown Eastide
Neighbourhood House
Downtown Eastide Women's
Centre
Downtown Eastside Community
Kitchens (DECK)

http://vancouver.ca/parks/cc/douglas/i
ndex.htm

604-685-7474

Covenant House Vancouver

lramirez@foodbank.bc.ca

centre@dewc.ca

bcheung@disabilityfoundation.org

www.fsgv.ca

www.covenanthousebc.org

604-638-4438

Covenant House Vancouver

info@covenanthousebc.org
dmacpherson@covenanthousebc.o
rg

604-215-3957

http://www.communitykitchens.ca/mai
n/?CFFF
www.covenanthousebc.org

www.comofhope.org

community food provider

https://www.foodbank.bc.ca/main/?foo
dRunners

skill building

community food provider

community food provider

community food provider

skill building

client/ resident food
client/ resident food
program
client/ resident food

skill building

community food provider
client/ resident food
program

skill building

skill building

client/ resident food
client/ resident food
client/ resident food
program

food policy

food policy

food educaton; local food

community food provider

client/ resident food
program

skill building

Notes

http://rcfsi.blogspot.com

www.coastmentalhealth.com

http://vancouver.ca/ctyclerk/mayorcou
ncil/index.htm
http://vancouver.ca/commsvcs/socialpl
anning/index.htm
www.cityreach.org
www.coastmentalhealth.com

www.cathedral.vancouver.bc.ca

http://checkyourhead.org

Website

Cooking Fun for Families

Barbara.crocker@vch.ca

comofhope@hotmail.com

604-723-0523
604-665-3333

rebecca.y.lo@gmail.com

778 834 7127

604-834-7457

vanessar@coastmentalhealth.com

604-683-3787

social.planning@vancouver.ca

mayorandcouncil@vancouver.ca

office@cathedral.vancouver.bc.ca

604-682-3848
604-873-7276

gferguson@dera.bc.ca

604-802-4744

City of Vancouver, City Council

admin@checkyourhead.org

604 685 6631

cityfarm@interchange.ubc.ca

Contact / Email

Phone

Name
Check Your Head Youth Global
Education Network
Children Need Care Now CAPC
Coalition
Christ Church Cathedral
Sandwich Project
City Farmer

Food Secure Vancouver
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Fruit and Veggie Deal

Friends for Life Society
Frog Hollow Neighbourhood
House

Fresh Choice Kitchens

fruit.and.veggie.deal@gmail.com

eva@froghollow.bc.ca

604-251-1225
778-371-4664

info@friendsforlife.ca

cooking@foodbank.bc.ca

contact@thefranciscansisters.com

604-685-9987
604-876-0659
ext 118
604-682-5992

Samantha.Bissonnette@diabetes.c
a

604-732-1331
x248

Food Skills For Families

Franciscan Sisters Benevolent
Society

foodonthecorner@telus.net

604-943-0469

Food on the Corner Society

community food provider
food box

http://www.kitshouse.org/programs/foo
d-security/fruit-veggie-deal/

community food provider

skill building

community food provider

skill building

community food provider

local food
community food provider
community food provider

www.froghollow.bc.ca

friendsforlife.ca

www.communitykitchens.ca

www.thefranciscansisters.com

http://www.bchealthyliving.ca/node/10
3

www.foodonthecorner.org

www.ffcf.bc.ca
www.firstbc.org
ww.firstunited.ca

info@ffcf.bc.ca
brad@firstbc.org

604-730-0450
604-683-8441
604-681-8365

health

client/ resident food
program

http://vancouver.ca/commsvcs/nonmar
ketoperations/esaller.htm
www.vch.ca

skill building

community garden

skill building

network

community food provider

community food provider

network

http://www.eya.ca/splash.php

http://www.eastsidefamilyplce.org

http://vancouver.ca/parks/cc/dunbar/in
dex.htm

604-872-2511

604 665 3075

Evelyn Saller Centre

coordinator@ediblegardenproject.c
om

communityhealthsandra@hotmail.c
om

the_dugout@hotmail.com

Evergreen Community Health
Centre
FarmFolk/CityFolk Society
First Baptist Church
First United Church Mission

604-689-4463

Environmental Youth Alliance

Edible Garden Project

Eastside Family Place Society

604-255-9841

604-222-6060

Dunbar Community Centre

East Vancouver Aboriginal
Diabetes Coalition

604-685-5239

http://www.dtes.ca/cms/index.cfm

client/ resident food
program

http://womanaware.tripod.com/women
awareproject/id12.html

604-687-5454

skill building

http://www.dera.bc.ca/

Notes
neighbourhood food
network

604-254-6663

Website
http://dtesnh.wordpress.com/

Contact / Email

604-215-2030

Phone

Dugout Drop-in Centre

DTES.ca

Drug and Alcohol Meeting
Support for Women (DAMS)

Name
Downtown Eastside
Neighbourhood House
Downtown Eastside Residents
Association

How Food Secure is Vancouver in a Changing World?
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info@kitscc.com

604-257-6976

thelionsden@telus.net

info@kitshouse.org

604-736-3588

604-718-5837

info@kitscc.com

info@jfsa.ca
justiciaformigrantworkersbc@gmail.
com

604-257-6976

Lions Den Recreation Centre

604-251-2801

Kettle Friendship Centre

604-254-5401
604-683-7337

604-257-8109

Kerrisdale Senior Centre

Kits Showers Program for the
Homeless
Kitsilano Neighbourhood House
Kitsilano War Memorial
Community Centre Association
Kiwassa Neighbourhood House
La Boussole Food Bank

604-718-6200

Kensington Community Centre

Justicia for Migrant Workers BC

604.257.5151

604-822-4842

604-822-2115

Institute for Aboriginal Health

Intergenerational Landed
Learning on the Farm
Jewish Family Service Agency

edirector@telus.net

604-872-6649
iahadmin@interchange.ubc.ca

info@carebc.ca

info@greentable.net
growingchefs@yahoo.ca>

604-732-7638

604-718-6222

604-251-0303

gwfcnetwork@gmail.com

Health and Home Care Society
of BC
Helping Spirit Lodge Society

Hasting Community Centre

http://gwfoodconnection.blogspot.com/

604-718-5895
604-876-3601

www.gordonhouse.org
www.gospelmission.net

604-683-2554
604-468-7692

Gordon Neighbourhood House
Gospel Mission
Grandview Woodland Food
Connection
Greater Vancouver Food Bank
Society
Green Table Network
Growing Chefs

www.kiwassa.ca
www.lbv.ca
http://britsenior55plus.blogspot.com/20
10/09/lionsden-friday-24luncheon.html

www.kitscc.com

www.kitshouse.org

www.kitscc.com

http://www.thekettle.ca/Default.aspx

http://www.edcp.educ.ubc.ca/landedle
arning/
www.jfsa.ca
http://www.justicia4migrantworkers.org
/bc
http://vancouver.ca/parks/cc/kensingto
n/index.htm
http://vancouver.ca/parks/cc/kerrisdale
/website/index.cf

http://www.iah.ubc.ca/

www.carebc.ca

www.hastingscommunitycentre.com

https://www.foodbank.bc.ca/main/?con
tact

www.gbm-online.com

604-709-0248

Gold Buddha Monastery

webmaster@gbm-online.com

604-665-2391

Website
http://compostdiary.com/
http://vancouver.ca/commsvcs/gatheri
ngplace/

Gathering Place Cafeteria

Contact / Email
info@gardenheart.ca

Phone
604-714-1394

Name
Garden Heart Productions

client/ resident food
program

community food provider
community food provider

community food provider

community food provider

community food provider

client/ resident food
program
client/ resident food
program

community food provider

advocacy; food policy

client/ resident food

skill development

health

client/ resident food
program; Meals on Wheels
skill building

community food provider

food industry
food education

community food provider

skill building
community food provider
neighbourhood food
network

community food provider

community food provider

Notes
food education

Food Secure Vancouver
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generations@qmunity.ca

Qmunity

604-684-8449

guerrillagardeners@purplethistle.ca

denise.weber@phac-aspc.gc.ca

Purple Thistle

Public Health Association of BC
(PHA-BC)

Public Health Agency of Canada

djayatilaka@phsa.ca

604 875 7356

pwn@pwn.bc.ca
info@potluckcatering.com

Provincial Health Services
Authority

604-692-3000
604-609-7368

Positive Women's Network
Potluck Café Society

lifeskills@phs.ca

info@projectchef.ca

604-678-8278

Portland Hotel Society

barbarah.tinskamper@vch.ca

Project CHEF

604 255 5714

lisa.mccune@vch.ca

604-261-6366

Pender Clinic

mailbox@pcrs.ca

www.qmunity.ca

www.phabc.org/

http://www.projectchef.ca/home.html

http://www.sharedlearnings.org/index.
cfm?fuseaction=Dir.dspOrg&orgsid=9
844e7c3-3123-406b-b3d21af9642d4502
www.pwn.bc.ca
www.potluckcatering.org

www.vch.ca

http://www.pcrs.ca/

http://www.newbeginningsbaptistchurc
h.ca/
www.oakridgeseniors.com
http://www.pace-society.ca/

newbeginningschurch@hotmail.co
m
info@oakridgeseniors.com
pace-admin@telus.net

604-709-5722

604-263-1833
604 872 7651

604-873-2100

http://www.nowbc.ca/

service@nowbc.ca

www.mpa-society.org

www.mission-possible.ca

604 482 3722

moby_lize@yahoo.ca

ashley@mission-possible.ca

http://www.marpoleplace.ca/

http://lookoutsociety.ca/

http://www.lmnhs.bc.ca/

Website

www.anhgv.org

604-253-4469

Mission Possible

livingroomdropin@lookoutsociety.c
a
karen@lookoutsociety.ca
moacs@shaw.ca

Contact / Email

604-879-8208

604-255-0340
604-266-5301

Lookout Emergency Aid Society
Marpole Place

MOBY - My Own Backyard
Mount Pleasant Neighbourhood
House
MPA Society
Neighbours Organic Weekly
(NowBC) Co-op
New Beginnings Fellowship
Baptist Church
Oakridge Seniors Centre
PACE
Pacific Community Resources
Society
Pacific Spirit Community Health
Centre Vancouver Coastal

604-255-7026

604-879-7104

Phone

Living Room Drop-in

Name
Little Mountain Neighbourhood
House

skill development

community garden

health

health

health

food education

client/ resident food
community food provider

skill building

health

health

skill building

community food provider
client/ resident food

community food provider

buying club

community food provider

community food provider

community garden

community food provider

community food provider
client/ resident food

community food provider

community food provider

Notes
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spiritros@telus.net

(604) 874604-257-6942
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604-683-4574

St. Andrews Wesley Church

stmarkkits@telus.net
steevesmanor@telus.net

lmrunions@shaw.ca

secretary@stmaryskerrisdale.ca

www.standrewswesleychurch.bc.ca

http://www.smkchurch.com/main/

http://www.sproutingchefs.com/

http://stmarks.ca/

604-261-4228

St Mary's Kerrisdale

info@sproutingchefs.com

http://www.southvan.org/

community food provider
client/ resident food

community food provider

community food provider

community food provider

food education

community food provider

skill building

http://www.southvancouverfamilyplace
.org/

704-736-2838
604-224-4302

604-505-7444

Sprouting Chefs

svnh@southvan.org

community food provider

food education
www.southgranvilleseniors.ca

http://www.sjcss.com/

604-324-6212

South Vancouver
Neighbourhood House

svfp@telus.net

info@southgranvilleseniors.ca

604-606-0300

604-325-5213

South Vancouver Family Place

St. James Community Services
Society
St. Mark's Kitsilano
Steeves Manor

604-732-0812

South Granville Seniors Centre

http://www.spec.bc.ca/

local food

www.slowfoodvancouver.com
604-736-7732

community food provider

www.shreemahalakshmitemple.ca

604-874-0175

community food provider

http://www.salvationarmy.ca/

community food provider

neighbourhood food
network
client/ resident food
program

604-254-6144

http://www.salvationarmy.org/can/www
_can_harbourlightbc.nsf/

www.rencollseniors.ca

rcfsi.blogspot.com

skill building

client/ resident food
program

health

skill building
skill building

Notes
community food provider

Salvation Army Cross Culture
Shree Mahalakshmi Hindu
Temple
Slow Food Vancouver
Society Promoting
Environmental Conservation
admin@spec.bc.ca

foodsecurity@cnh.bc.ca

funkeilumoka@yahoo.com

www.reachcentre.bc.ca

www.raycam.com

http://www.raincityhousing.org/

Website
www.questoutreach.org

604-646-6800

604-430-1441

604-945-5523

Activeoutreach@gmail.com;
adapt_vnhs@shawbiz.ca

info@raincityhousing.org

604-662-7023

604 254 6468

Contact / Email
info@questoutreach.org

Phone
604-602-0186

Salvation Army - Harbour Light

Redeemed Christian Church of
God BC - Grace Chapel
Renfrew Collingwood Food
Security Institute
Renfrew-Collingwood Seniors
Society

Red Fox Feasting

Name
Quest Food Exchange
RainCity Housing and Support
Society
Raising Our Spirit
Ray-Cam Community
REACH Community Health
Centre

Food Secure Vancouver

604-687-2172
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Vancouver Fruit Tree Project
Society
Vancouver Native Health Society
Vancouver Permaculture Meetup

Vancouver Food Policy Council

604-215-3921

Vancouver Coastal Health
Vancouver Community
Agriculture Network
Vancouver Farmer's Market
Society

vnhs@shawbiz.ca

604-254-9949

ngrabovac@gmail.com

erin@vancouverfruittree.com

joannebays@gmail.com

tara@eatlocal.org

http://www.vnhs.net/

network

food box

community food provider

food policy

http://vancouver.ca/commsvcs/socialpl
anning/initiatives/foodpolicy/policy/cou
ncil.htm
vancouverfruittree.com

food industry

http://www.eatlocal.org/

community garden

http://vcan.ca/

ecourbanist@gmail.com

health
health

http://www.vch.ca/EN/find_services/fin
d_services/?&program_id=1065

network
client/ resident food
client/ resident food
program

community food provider

buying club
community food provider

skill building

food education

local food

community food provider

neighbourhood food
network

community food provider

community food provider
community food provider

skill building

community food provider

Notes

sarah.carten@vch.ca

maria.burglehaus@vch.ca

604-872-5591

604.879.3276

604 267 4434

info@vafcs.org

604 -251-4844

http://www.vafcs.org/

http://www.unya.bc.ca/

info@unya.bc.ca

604-255-0340
604-254-7732

sabotsky@gmail.com

www.ubcsprouts.ca
www.ugm.ca
http://vancouver.unitarians.ca/cms/site
/pid/48

sprouts.president@gmail
contact@ugm.ca

604.822.9124
604-253-3323

http://www.landfood.ubc.ca/ubcfarm/

http://vancouver.ca/parks/cc/troutlake/i
ndex.htm
twoblockdiet.blogspot.com

http://tlccfoodsecurity.blogspot.com/

jcva.bc.ca

www.tenth.ca
www.thedoorisopen.ca

maryeholmes@gmail.com

farmteam@interchange.ubc.ca

tlccfoodsecurity@gmail.com

jsparrow@musqueam.bc.ca

Website
http://vancouver.ca/parks/cc/strathcon
a/index.htm

604-729-1659

604-822-5092

Vancouver Coastal Health

Urban Core
Urban Native Youth Association
Vancouver Aboriginal Friendship
Centre Society

Unitarian Church Food Bank

UBC Farm Aboriginal
Community Kitchen Garden
UBC Sprouts Buying Club
Union Gospel Mission

UBC Farm

Two Block Diet

604-257-6955

info@jcva.bc.ca

604-876-2181
604-669-0498

Tenth Avenue Alliance Church
The Door is Open
Tonari Gumi Japanese Seniors
Lunch Program
Trout Lake Cedar Cottage Food
Security Network

Trout Lake Community Centre

cfs@rcav.bc.ca

604-263-2790

Sulsila lelum Wellness Centre

strathcc@vancouver.ca

604-713-1838

Strathcona Community Centre

Contact / Email

Phone

Name

How Food Secure is Vancouver in a Changing World?

604-325-9944
604 669 9474
604-685-8066
604-688-1441
604-895-5800

Wilson Heights United Church

WISH Drop-in Centre

YMCA Connections

YouthCO AIDS Society
YWCA of Vancouver

Zero Waste Vancouver

604-736-3588

Westside Food Security
Collaborative

zerowastevancouver@gmail.com

dirceu@youthco.org
enquire@ywcavan.org

connections@vanymca.org

wishdropincentre@telus.net

office@whuc.net

catherine@kitshouse.org

http://www.vanymca.org/cs/connection
s.html
www.youthco.org
http://www.ywcavan.org/
http://www.zerowastevancouver.org/in
dex.html

http://www.wish-vancouver.net/

www.wpguc.com
http://www.kitshouse.org/programs/foo
d-security/westside-food-securitycollaborative/
www.whuc.net

604-224-4388

vsms.ca

http://www.vancouverpublicspace.ca/

www.vpl.ca

Website

West Point Grey United Church

info@vsms.ca

info@vancouverpublicspace.ca

Contact / Email

http://villagevancouver.ning.com/

604-254-2194

604-331-3740

Phone

Village Vancouver

Name
Vancouver Public Library, Early
Years Community Program
Vancouver Public Spaces
Network
Vancouver Second Mile Society

food education

community food provider
skill building

network

community food provider

community food provider

neighbourhood food
network

client/ resident food
neighbourhood food
network
community food provider

network

Notes
client/ resident food
program
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